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ABSTFACT 
The str:...lctur-es of three polymorphs of 4-
methyl-2-nit~oacetanilide (MNA) are described. The white 
form (1'1NA-l) ~ is the most stable form. The l-:?dst stable 
form is the amber farm (MNA-2). The yello,~ form (MNA-3) 
has been found to change in a topotactic manner into the 
white form. 
The relationships between the three polymorphs are 
discussed and possible mechanisms to account for the 
topotactic phase changes are presented. 
The polymorphs show different i.r. and Raman spectra in 
the solid state. These spectra, and those of deuterated 
analogues are interpreted and their differences explained. 
A study of the proton and 13-C n.m.r. spectra show that 
the conformation of flexible MNA molecules is markedly 
dependent on the nature of the solvent. 
The ability of other o-nitroacetanilides to exist in a 
white (intermolecular) and yellow (intramolecular hydrogen 
bonded) forms has been examined. 
Finally, details of the synthesis of these compounds and 
an account of the e~amination of MNA polymorphs by 
differential scanning calorimetry (d.s.=> are described. 
A description of computer programs used, including one 
in BASIC whiCh will enable the ~ontents of unit cell (5) to 
be vie~ed, is given. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
A survey of previous work on the structures and spectra 
of amides and anilides. 
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This grouping in ~-methylacetamide has been shown 
to adopt the t~2n§ form in gaseous~ liquid and solid 
states as well as in aqueous solutions.l,2~3,4. 
X-ray examinations5 made on many molecules containing 
the peptide group also show that this group takes only 
the t~2Q§ form. From a study of stretching vibrations, 
however~ Russell and Thompson6 suggested that both the 
t~gO§ and £i§ forms co-existed. Jones7 concluded that 
the molecule of ~-methylformamide is in the £!§ form in 
the gaseous state rather than the t~~Qa form. 
Secondary amices which are anilides contain the group 
-co N H Pta 
A ,wide variety of anilides have been examined by 
infrared spectroscopy. Suzuki8 and co-workers have 
examined the infrared spectra and apparent dipole 
2 
moments of acetanilide and formanilide and concluded 
that acetanilide exists in the ~t~Q§ form in solution 
whereas formanilide exists in the ~t~n§ and £.!§ forms. 
The Raman spectra of formamides and deuterated 
formamides have been examined by Miyazawa9 and Suzuki 10 
and also by Smith and Thompson 11 • Some assignments due 
to the latter workers ar~ listed in TABLE 1. 
deuterated formamides 
v(CH) 2896 v (C-D) 2177 in DCOND2 
v(DCN) 1393 
V(DCN) 1672 v(DCN) 1639 in HCDND2 
£.!§ 6(N-D) 1123 in HCDND2 
!:t~nS 6(N-H) 1215 in HCDNHD 
it~Q§ 6(N-H) 1215 om HCDNHD 
£i§ 6(N-H) 1444 IN HCONHD 
In Suzuki's12 work on ~-methylacetamide the band 
at 943cm- 1 has considerable 6(ND) character. Miyazawa, 
Shimanouchi and Mizushima3 have considered the baMd at 
977 cm- 1 to be almost pure 
1 1 
~N-D). Smith and Thompson 
found evidence for ~.!§ and !:t~n§ forms of HCONHD and 
DCDNHD. 
Many papers have been published concerning the 
infrared spectra of secondary amides. Work on this 
subject is summarised and extended by Miyazawa ~t ~1.9 
and their results are as follows: 
1. The 1650cm- 1 band (amide I) does not change in 
position and intensity on deuteration and is 
ma i n 1 y v C=O. 
2. The 1550cm- 1 band 
deuteration. 
(amide II) disappears on 
3. A strong band in the region 1300-1200 (amide III) 
disappears on deuteration. 
4. In ~-deuterated compounds a new band appears at 
1450cm- 1 and 950cm- 1• These bands were called 
amide II' and amide III' respectively. 
5. Molecules containing the group CH2CONH give rise 
to a strong band near 620cm- 1 (amide IV). The 
posi t ion hard 1 y changed on cEuterat ion. 
6. Monosubstituted amides in the t~so~ form show a 
band in the region 700-750cm- 1 (amide V). This 
band was assigned to y(N-H). y(N-D) produced a 
band in the region 510-570cm- 1 (amide V'). 
7. Another characteristic vibration of molecules 
containing the group CH2CONH is observed near 
600cm- 1 (amide VI). After deuteration the amide 
VI' band overlaps with the amide IV' band. 
3 
a The amide I, III and IV bands can be observed in 
the Raman spectra as lines with strong or medium 
intensity, whereas lines due to amide II, V and VI 
appear as weak lines. 
4 
Miyazawa §i ~1.9 have assigned amide bands to 
molecular vibrations. Thus, amide I is assigned to 
v(C=O)with a small contribution from 0 (NH). However, 
the assignment of the amide II band has given rise to 
much controversy13. Richards and Thompson 14 assigned it 
to N-H in-plane-bending vibration. Randall, Fowler, 
Fuson and Dangle 15 have assigned v (C-N) to the amide II 
band. Letow and Gropp16 have assigned amide II to 
v(C-N). Frazer and Price 17 have suggested that the 
vibrations v (C=O) , 0 m-H), and v (C-N) have 
considerable interaction among each other. Kessler and 
Sutherland 18 have assigned the band near 720cm- 1 to the 
N-H out-of-plane bending vibration. 
Vibrations in ~i§-amides have been assigned by 
Miyazawa3 • A band near 8·~ncm-l to y (NH) which on 
deuteration shifts to 652cm- 1 t Y (NO) J. It was 
considered in the ~i§ form, that coupling between o (NH) 
and v (OCN) is small and bands occur near 14~O cm-l and 
1350cm- 1• However, in the i~~Q§ form interaction is 
considerable. Hence amide II was assigned to a 
combination of o (NH) and v (CN) and amide III to a 
combination v(CN) and O(NH). The assignments due to 
Miyazawa are presented in TABLE II. 
I8£!b§;_!! 
§~mm~~~_Qi_~miQ§_YiQ~~~iQn§_in_~~~o§_~=m§~b~!9~§~9miQ~ 
Amide Wavenumber Assignment Raman 
I 1650 v (O=C-N) and <S(NH) medium 
I I 1560 6(NH) and v <O=C-N) weak 
III 1300 v (O=C-N) and <S(NH) strong 
IV 630 skeletal vibration CH2CON strong 
V 754 y(NH) weak 
VI 610 Y(CO) and Y(NH) weak 
The position of bands in lactams has been calculated 
using a "consistent force field" method by Warshel, 
Levitt and Lifson 19 • These workers agree with Miyazawa 
§~ ~!. that amide II is absent from ~i§ amides. Two 
bands at 1422cm- 1 and 1375cm- 1 in 2-pyrrolidone have 
<S(NH) and v(CN) character. The assignments of bands in 
deuterated pyrrolidone and deutererated caprolactam are 
based on different combinations of vibrations. In 
caprolactam, bands of medium intensity disappear after 
5 
deuteration and several new bands occur. Interpretation 
of these changes is difficult since bands change their 
characteristics as, for e:<ample, <S(N-H) is coupled to 
v(CN) and also to CH2 vibrations in different 
combinations. <s(N-H) is associated in varying degrees 
with nine bands and <s(N-D) with ten bands. In 
deuterated caprolactam, bands at 1170cm- 1 and 1085cm- 1 
are mainly due to 
contribution from 
Q<N-D) • Bands containing a 
v(C-N) also contain considerable 
contributions from CH2 vibrations. 
6 
The infrared spectra of acetanilide and 
deuteroacetanilide have been studied by Abbott and 
Elliott20 in 1956. Earlier work using infrared analysis 
had been carried out by Crooks21 , Mann and Thompson22 , 
~~ ~4 
and Bamford'~ §~ ~!. and Gierer'. The Raman and 
infrared spectra of acetanilide and deuteroacetanilide 
have been studied in detail by Chalapathi and Ramiah25 • 
These molecules were subjected to normal co-ordinate 
treatment and the mixing of the amide vibrations has 
been determined and is listed in TABLE III. 
Acetanilide Deuteroacetanilide 
Wavenumber/ cm- 1 Assignment 
IR RAMAN 
1658 1640 v (C=O) 1640 
1558 1550 cS(NH) 1410 
1258 1269 v (C-N) 1080 
1017 1025 v (N-Ph) 958 
650 632 cS (O=C=N) 645 
843 850 v (C-CH3) 820 
3305 vN-H v(N-D) 2500 (near) 
7 
The assignments given to the bands at 1410cm- 1 and 
I080cm- 1 in deuteroacetanilide are inconsistent in this 
work. For example, it is stated that in the 1080cm- 1 
band of deuteroacetanilide "there is no contribution 
from C-N stretching vibration". However the band at 
l080cm- 1 is assigned to v(C-N). If the assignments of 
bands at 1410cm- 1 and I080cm- 1 were reversed i.e. 
1410cm- 1 to v(CN) and 1080cm- 1to 5 (N-D) then these 
conclusions would be in accordance with those of 
Miyazawa. The amide V band in acetanilide is assigned 
to a band near 600 cm- 1 and y(N-D) to a band at 
These bands do not differ by a factor of 
which is expected for a pure vibration in which D has 
replaced H. The band at 745cm- 1 has a distinct shoulder 
which disappears on deuteration. It seems likely that 
the amide V band in acetanilide is obscured by the 
745cm- 1 band and it may be coupled to aromatic y(CH) 
vibrations. This might explain the changes in intensity 
in the bands near 750cm- 1 and 700cm- 1 on deuteration. 
The infrared spectra of anilides have been 
measured by Forbes, Morgan and Newton26 • By observing 
the wavenumbers of bands near 3300cm- 1 and 1700cm- 1 
these workers were able to detect intramolecular 
hydrogen bonding in the solid form as well as in 
solution. Generally, a band at a wavenumber 1700cm- 1 
was taken to indicate a free non-hydrogen bonded C=O 
group, whereas a band about 
hydrogen bonded C=O group. 
1670cm- 1 indicated a 
8 
In general, g-nitroacetanilides are intramolecularly 
hydrogen bonded [ v(NH) 3370 ± 20cm- 1 in chloroform] and 
could be distinguished from non-bonded e-nitro and 
unsubstituted compounds [V (N-H) 3440 + 20cm- 1 in 
chloroform]. Intramolecular hydrogen bonding does not 
occur in 2-methyl-6-nitroacetanilide and in 
2,4-dimethyl-6-nitro acetanilide in the solid state as 
revealed by their typically bonded N-H and C=O bands. 
The nature of the hydrogen band in some 
nitronaphthalides is also discussed. 
The interaction of nitro and amino groups in 
nitroanilines and nitronaphthylamines has been examined 
in detail 27 . 
The infrared spectra of anilides has been examined 
by Peltier, Pichevin and Bonnin28 • Mono and 
disubstituted ani led show a band near 1710cm- 1 due to 
v(C=O) • This value was compared with that for 
acetanilide (1705~m-l) and ~-methylacetamide [1686cm- 1 
(s) and 1712cm- 1 (w)l. Conjugation of the N atom with 
the ring should increase the value of V(C=O). Since a 
lowering in wavenumber is apparent, Peltier ~~ 21. 
proposed a hydrogen bonding effect which would lower 
v (C=O) • 
9 
In I the vibration vC=O is restricted by the proximity 
of H-6. In 2, 6-dinitro-4-methylacetanilide and 
2,4-dichloroacetanilide the band due to v C=O occurs 
near 1740 cm- 1• (doublet). Hence the presence of II was 
inferred and dipole-dipole repulsion was the suggested 
e>:planation. Anilides containing an g~~Ug ester group 
were found to be strongly hydrogen bonded as indicated 
in III 
, .. , 0 (. "" , ,I I 
,..', ,H , H ,c. H 0"& 9-0' .... N' ~MJ uS W·O ~ (.. ... O~ I~ I . ~ 
I II III 
Gomel and Lumbroso29 have measured the dipole 
moments of acetanilides. In certain benzene solutions 
acetanilide was present as open chain dimers IV. 
IV 
In general the results once more indicated the 
arrangement for the amide group. 
g-chloroacetanilide appeared to be unassociated due to 
intramolecular hydrogen bonding whereas 
g-methylacetanilide was strongly associated, with both 
molecules having the amide group as in I. Smith has 
also measured the dipole moments of anilides30 • Small 
amounts of the form II have been detected31 ,32 and 
Siddall 33 has reported the isolation of ~i~ and ~~aQ~ 
10 
forms of Q-methylformanilide. For formanilides34 the 
value of the rotational barrier is about 76 kJ mol -1 
Some investigators have considered the acetamido 
group as a substituent in aromatic systems. Dyall and 
Kemp32 examined the infrared spectra of about six Q~thQ 
and six ~~~~ substituted anilides in solvents. The 
shift of the v (N-H) band was measured and compared with 
that observed for acetanilide. Evidence for various 
forms of anilides was obtained. Two bands due to 
v (N-H) <about 45 cm- 1 apart) were observed in non-basic 
solvents but only one in basic solvents. These bands 
also differ in intensity, the stronger one at higher 
frequency is attributed to the t~~D§ isomer. The 
frequency separation has been described by Moritz 35 as 
being due to the direct field effect of the C=O group. 
For an Q~tbg substituted anilide, 
possible, and the infrared 
four conformations are 
spectrum of 
Q-methylacetanilide shows 4 bands due to V(N-H). 
substituents which can hydrogen bond to the amide group 
have only one ~NH) band which moved to lower wavenumbers 
in more basic solvents. 
of a compound against 
PLOT]36 evidence for 
From the linear plots of V(NH) 
v(NH) acetanilide (BELLAMY 
hydrogen bonding was obtained. 
However, similar plots were obtained for 
g-methylacetanilide where intramolecular hydrogen 
bonding is not possible. It was concluded that 
intramolecular hydrogen bonds can be broken by lhe more 
basic solvenls. 
11 
Amides have been extensively studied by n.m.r. 
since the amide linkage is of interest to biochemists, 
theoretical chemists and organic chemists. Most of the 
chapter headings in a popular high level textbook37 can 
be directly applied to amides. Application has ranged 
from a study of internal rotations of amides, 
finger-printing, confirmation of structure and the 
electronic structure of the amide bond. 
This short review will refer to studies which .show 
the conformation and flexibility of the amide group in 
secondary amides since rotation around the C-N bond and 
~round the R2-N bond Id I d t I h' , 
- cou ea 0 po ymorp Ism In 
an i I ides. 
Authors have used the terms £i§/~~2Q§, ~QQg/~~g 
and E/Z to describe the two possible arrangements around 
the amide bond. Geometrical isomerism is possible since 









The C-N bond achieves partial double bond character and 
hence rotation around the C-N bond is restricted and the 
amide group has a stiff planar structure. 
In aliphatic secondary amides the two possible 
geometrical isomers are as follows 






~ ~\ C-N~ // , 




The relative positions of the 0 and H atoms in the 
amide group are shown in I and II. It is proposed in 
this thesis to use the terms E and Z to describe the 
arrangements. The term Z refers to the structure (I) in 
which the 0 and aromatic ring lie on the same side of 
the (partial) double bond as each other. In anilides 
the problem of the positions of the planes occupied by 
the amide group and aromatic ring arises. Extreme cases 
arise where the rings can be either coplanar or at right 
angles to each other. If the group X (I,ll and III) can 
hydrogen bond to the amide group then the rings will be 
coplanar. However, in III the rings will be 
perpendicular whether or not X (or Y) is capable of 
hydrogen bonding to the secondary amide group. 
An important feature of structure I is that the 
oxygen atom in the carbonyl group must lie very close to 
H-(6) if the ring is coplanar with the amide group. 
Such proximity is revealed by protons H-(6) having a 
much greater chemical shift than expected from mesomeric 
and inductive effects. Other ring protons are affected 
to a much lesser extent. 
to N-H38. 
In some cases H-(S) is coupled 
aniaQi~Qeis_~LL~sia_in_amiQ~a 
The shielding and deshielding areas have been 
determined by Paulsen and Todt39 . Generally, protons 
are deshielded when held in the plane of the amide and 
shielded when out of the amide plane40 ,41. 
Comprehensive reviews of the n.m.r. spectra of 
amides, covering the literature to 1970 are 
available42~43. 
Bartels-Keith and Cieciuch38 have examined the 
n.m.r. spectra of a range of g~~bg substituted 
nitroacetanilides. The high chemical shift for the 
14 
H-(6) proton and the effect of change of solvent on this 
parameter enabled these workers to estimate the relative 
strength of the intramolecular hydrogen bond in 
compounds where the group g~~ng to the amide group was 
nitro and the group Q~~~ to the amide was either methyl 
or methoxy or hydrogen. The greater the change in 
chemical shift in CDC13 to CD3CN, the weaker the 
intramolecular hydrogen bond was assumed to be. By this 
means it was possible to conclude that the order of 




Since the chemical shift of H-(6) in 
g-acetylacetanilide was not solvent dependent the COCH3 
group may be assumed to form a stronger hydrogen bond to 
the NHCOCH3 group than a nitro group does. 
Rae and co-workers measured acylation shifts for a 
series of 4-substituted-2-nitroacetanilides and a good 
correlation with 0 values of the substituents was 
found 44 • 
Lynch45 has used the anisotropic effect of the C=O 
group to analyse the n.m.r. spectra of a series of 
2-nitroacetanilides. In the intramolecularly hydrogen 
15 
bonded molecules the deshielding effect of the C=O group 
is larger than in non-planar anilides. Hence such 
studies can provide evidence for hydrogen bonding 
whereas infrared spectra may not provide such 
unequivocal eVidence46 . 
The n.m.r. spectra of formanilides have been 
studied by Carter 47• The stereochemistry of 
formanilides is rather easier to measure by n.m.r. since 
the formyl proton is on an adjacent atom to the N-H 
group and its coupling constant is either about 2 Hz 
(J !;.i§> or 10 Hz (J ~c.@D.§) 




In the case of the ~c.@D.§ formyl proton it is possible to 
relate the chemical shift to the dihedral angle between 
the amide and benzene ring planes48 • Carter 47 , found 
that appreciable amounts of Z and E forms exist in 
solution and since it is possible to assign signals due 
to each of these isomers, quantitative results could be 
obtained. It has been possible to isolate stable Z and 
E isomers49 • Also rotational barriers can be found and 
these are of the order of 18 kcal/mole at about 350K. 
In formanilide, the amount of E isomer increases 
on dilution perhaps due to the stabilisation of dimers50 • 
16 
Appreciable amounts of both E and Z forms are 
reported for acetanilide, 4-methylacetanilide and 
4-butylacetanilide in CDC13 (Ref.6 p.528). Acetanilide 
~n solution appears to exist mainly in the Z form and 
changing the alkyl substituent on the carbonyl group 
does not alter the isomer rati051 ,52,53,40. A bulky 
Q~~nQ substituent increases the stability of the E 
form51 and is greatest when the Q~~nQ substituent is 
Such groups increase the barrier to rotation 
of the Z and E isomers and such isomers of 
2,4,6-tri-(t~butyl) acetanilide can be separated by 
TLC55 "'nd Q crystals of the pure E form obtained from 
ethanol. 
The early work on this subject has been reviewed by 
Adams56• In general, Q~~nQ substituted anilides show 
signals due to E and Z forms. 2,6-di-isopropylacetanilide 
shows signals due to the CH3 group in the acetyl group in 
different orientations. 
A • Me or 0 
B • 0 or Me 
17 
Kessler 57 has measured the E/Z ratios of this anilide in 
various solvents. The Z isomer predominates in solvents of 
high dielectric constant. In solvents of low dielectric 
constant the proportion of E isomer increases up to a 
maximum of 26:74 in C6D6 
Siddall and Stewart58 have measured the energy 
barrier to rotation of the Ar-N bond in some Qt~nQ 
substituted acetanilides and obtained values of the order 
of Ea=20 kcallmole and ~ Gat, the free energy of 
activation, slightly greater. Some data are presented for 
for rotation around amide bond = 19.3 kcal/mole(105° C) 
for rotation around benzene ring-nitrogen bond in E 
isomer = 18.9 kcal/mole(75°C) 
for rotation around benzene ring-nitrogen bond in Z 
isomer = 11.8 kcal/mole(-600) 
In contrast to the preferred Z arrangement of the 
amide group in 2 0 amides, N-methylacetanilide has been 
shown to exist mainly in the E form59 • The n.m.r. spectrum 
of this compound in pyridine solution consisted of large 
peaks at 112 Hz and 195 Hz with smaller peaks at 126 Hz and 
177 Hz. This corresponds to an E/Z ratio of 99.5/0.5. The 
E arrangement in N-methylacetanilide has been inferred by 
Thomson and Hollberg60 from dipole moment measurements. 
Gutowsky and Holm61 detected only one isomer in benzene 
solution but were unable to decide whether the E or Z 
arrangement was present. Carter has compared the n.m.r • 
... ,., 
spectra of acetanilide and N-methylacetanilide~'. 
s 
" 
In thioacetanilides, the thioamide (NHCR) was shown 
by n.m.r. experiments to lie in the plane of the benzene 
ring only if intramolecular hydrogen bonding is 
possible62 • By measuring the acylation shift i.e. the 
difference in chemical shift of the H-(6) proton in the 
amide and parent amine, it is possible to deduce whether 
the C=S (or C=O) is adjacent to H-(6). If this is the 
case, then the acylation shift is relatively high. Thus 
in 2,5-dimethoxyacetanilide the acylation shift of H-(6) 
is 163 Hz which is a large value and hence the following 
conformer should exist: Ue 
I H ~C""N/ oxyoue H67
1 
MeO ~ 
An acylation shift of 64 Hz in 4-methylthiopivanilide 
indicates that the E isomer exists in CDC13 colution. 
The chemical shift of H-(3) of the heterocyclic 
compound 2-acetoacetamido-4-methylpyridine is 7.99 ppm 
(CDCL"':!') 63. 
~ 
This position corresponded to a large 
"acylation shift" thus the conformation shown must be 
the' favoured one i.e. the C=O groLlp lies near H-(3). 
Me 
&:.~, 





Solvent effects on the 13C n.m.r. spectra of 
anilides have not been reported. These spectra~ which 
should prove to be complementary to IH n.m.r. should 
also show solvent dependence due to the change in 
electron density at the QL~OQ and Q§L§ positions 
(relative to the amide group) as the dihedral angle 
between the benzene ring and amide group changes. 
Several such series of spectra have been recorded64 • 
Rae65 has examined the n.m.r. spectra of 
1,3-diacylphenylenediamines. 
The acylation shifts for ring protons in such 
compounds were only slightly smaller than those 
predicted on the basis that each of the amide groups 
acts independently. 
The following acylation shifts were assumed (a) 1.0 ppm 
for protons QLiOQ to the amide group (b) 0.2 ppm, 
and (c) 0.4 ppm~ Q~L~. 
When substituents which are capable of hydrogen 
bonding are introduced in the 4 and 6 pOSitions 
acylation shifts of about 4 ppm are recorded for H-2. 
20 
Hydrogen bonding must maintain the planarity of 
the whole molecule in spite of a severe dipole-dipole 
repulsion. 
A low field shift due to anisotropic shielding of 
an N-acetyl group has been reported by Brugel in 
2-acetylaminopyridine <I) , in N-acetyl derivatives of 
benzimidazoles (II) and purines and 4-N-acetylpyrimidine. 




The first anilide examined by X-ray diffraction 
t.echniques was acetanilide67 • A further refinement of 
this work improved the overall regularity of the 
molecule and corrected a mistake in the earlier paper in 
which the value for the dihedral angle between the amide 
and ring planes was given as 37°54'. The recalculated68 
value was 17.6°. Pedersen and Pedersen69 examined the 
structure of N-methylacetanilide and found the amide 
group existed in the E conformation, in contrast to the 
Z conformation adopted by acetanilide, and that the 




The 1H chemical shifts in these compounds have been 
correlated with electron density by Carter who assumed 
that the molecules had the same conformation in solution 
as in the solid state70 • 
Some monosubstituted anilides have been examined 




and these include 
p-methylacetanilide,72 
p-chloracetanilide,74 and 
The crystal structure of 
benzanilide has recently been determined and its 
structure compared wi1h 
poly(p-phenylenetereph1halimide)CKEVLARJ and poly(m-
phenyleneisophthalamide) (NOMEXJ.76 A dominant fea1ure 
of all these slruc1ures is 1he Z conformation of the 
amide (H-N-C=O) sys1em which allows linear chains of 
intramolecularly hydrogen bonded molecules 10 be 
constructed. 
A compu1er search of the da1a files a1 1he Cen1re 
for Crystallographic Data, Universi1y of Cambridge was 
carried out on 9th March 1978. Thir1y five compounds 
containing the fragment PhN(C=O)C which were listed by 
the computer are presen1ed in Table IV. A complementary 
computer search of Chemical Abstrac1 Indexes using the 
key words . FORM, AMIDE and ANILIDE revealed 1ha1 few 
anilides which exis1 in polymorphic forms have been 
examined by X-ray crystallography. The search did 
reveal that the crystal structures of polymorphic forms 





In the former compound, two forms exist. One form 
contains molecules stacked in a parallel (orthorhombic) 
and the other contains molecules stacked in an 
antiparallel (mon oc lin i c ) manner. An interesting 
feature of the crystal structure of p-hydroxyacetanilide 
is that the hydroxyl group can form hydrogen bonds to 
the amide group. 
The crystal structure of several N-methylamides 
was determined by Leiserowitz and Tuval. 77 The 
molecular packing of N-methyl derivatives of 
propiolamide, tetrolamide, banzamide, cinnamide and 
sorbamide were determined and compared with other 
secondary ami des whose structures had been determined by 
other workers. The types of structures found were 
classified as follows:-
l(b) 
Type 1 (2 1 axis or glide) 
R( P 
"C- N /;I- , 
o R .. 
H, /R, 
N-C 
R/ ~ N 0 
Type l(c) 
5 A 
Type 2. (Translation type) 
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It was noted in monoamides where Rn and Rc differ 
in size e.g. p-bromdacetanilde. that the molecules tend 
to interlink via the glide or 21 axis. Acetanilide 
links as in la with the phenyl groups arranged around a 
21 axis which coincides with the hydrogen bonding 
chain. In this way contact between the bulky groups is 
avoided. In type 2 the group Rc .•• Rc and Rn ... Rn would 
be forced to be the same distance apart along the 
hydrogen bond axis i.e. about 5A apart. 
N-bromoacetamide packs according to lc. 
N-propyldipropylacetamide packs according to 2. 
P-bromoacetanilide and p-chlororacetanilide pack 
according to la which has hydrogen bonded molecules 
related by a glide. [A glide translation consists of a 
reflection through a plane parallel to the hydrogen 
bonding followed by a translation along the axis of the 
hydrogen bondJ. Secondary diamides tend to form 
hydrogen bonds by translation e.g. N,N-diethyladipamide 
along the axis in the direction of the hydrogen bond. 
This effect places adjacent hydrogen bonded molecules 
about 5A apart. 
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Secondary ~i§ (or E) amides may be interlinked by 
N-H •••• O bonds in two ways; (a) as hydrogen bonded pairs 
\-\ .... 
/ R-N 
.. "-c.= O· 
R~ 
or (b) by simple N-H .••• O=C bonds along a 21 axis thus 
linking molecules by a helical arrangement of hydrogen 
bonds. 
H···· R -N ...... III" /R .. C=O .. ··· ... -N R/ , 
c ~C, 
... ·0 Rc 
An e~:ample of type (b) is -.-pyridone and an 
example of (a) is succinimide. In such ccimpounds the 
N-H .••. O distances are close to 2.84A thus demonstrating 
that the length of the N-H •••. O bond in secondary amides 






























p-hy.drocyacelanilide (orthorhombic form)73a 













2-methoxy-isonitroso-acetanilide 10 2 
alpha-dibromo-alpha-(4-methyl-2-nitrophenylazo) 
acetani 1 ide 10.3 
N-methyl-piperidinium-(O-methyl-acetanilide) iodide 104 
N-methylpiperidinium acet-p-nitroanilide iodide 105 











(porphinato) iron (1I)114 
1,1~bis(N-phenylcarbamoyl)-2-(p-chlorophenyl)-ethylene 
piperidinoacetic acid o-chloroanilide 115 
(N-piperidino-acetyl)-m-bromoanilide l16 
2,3-dihydro-l,3-diphenyl-2-oxoindol-3-yl 
diphenyl (phenylcarbamoyl)methyl sulphide 117 
ionylidene acetyl p-bromoanilide 118 
rifamycin p-iodoanilide acetone pentahydrate l19 
rifamycin p-iodoanilide DMSO solvate120 
tetrahydrothiophene-(dioxygen)-(pivalamidophenyl)-
porphinato-




A review of the polymorphism of ami des and the topotactic 
changes of organic compounds. 
~1~mQ~Qbi§m~_~QQ!Q~m§~iQQel_EE1~mErEbi§m 
eQQ_tQQQte~ii~_~Q~Qg~§_in_QLg~Qi~_~QmQQ~nQ~ 
A polymorph is a solid crystalline phase of a 
given compound resulting from the possibility of at 
least two different arrangements of the molecules of 
that compound in the solid state. The molecular 
conformation in each polymorph may be the same or 
30 
different. If the relationship between the molecules in 
the different forms is one 
geometrical isomerism then 
involving tautomerism or 
this does not constitute 
polymorphism. Polymorphism can result from identical 
molecules being packed in different types of crystalline 
structures or from molecules having different 
conformations being packed in similar or different 
ways. Such changes in conformation may result from 
rotation of parts of the molecule around certain bonds 
and this is usually accompanied by small differences in 
bond lengths and bond angles so that equivalent 
intramolecular and intermolecular distances can be 
markedly different. 
Polymorphism is the ability of any element or 
compound to crystallise as more than one distinct 
crystal species. An example of polymorphism is shown b~ 
the ability of carbon to exist either as graphite 
(heNagonal) or diamond (cubic). Different polymorphs of 
a given compound are often different in structure and 
properties as the crystals of two different compounds. 
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Thus density, colour, solubility, melting point, crystal 
shape, crystal symmetry, hardness, vapour pressure, 
optical, electrical and biological properties can vary 
with the polymorphic form. The latter property makes 
the study of polymorphism in drugs an important topic in 
the pharmaceutical industry. In addition, the 
preparation of individual polymorphs of drugs may be 
protected by patents. The pharmaceutical industry is 
also interested in polymorphic changes which occur 
during the preparation of tablets or polymorphic changes 
which occur during the storage of drugs. Also drug 
dosage is dependent on polymorphic form. Applications 
of polymorphism in the pharmaceutical industry have been 
reviewed by Haleblain and McCrone and this review 
contains references to the polymorphism of steroids, 
barbiturates, antihistamines, and sulphonamides. 122 The 
subject of polymorphism has been covered in several 
texts including 1 ~~ those by Jenkins, ~~ Q'Connor 124 
Hartshorne and Stuart,125 Kofler and Kofler,126 
McCrone, 127 and Verma and Krishna 128 . 
Deffet 129 has published a comprehensive 
compilation of organic compounds which show polymorphism 
and the amides included in his survey are listed in 
Table V. The most recent reference is cited. 
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TABLE V 






























In 1885 Gattermann 130 reported the occurence of 
polymorphic forms for 4-methyl-2-nitroacetanilide. 
Subsequent workers examined the physical properties of 
the white and yellow forms of this compound. Schenck 131 
found the melting point of the yellow form (91.58°C) and 
the white form (93.32°C). Auwers 132 measured the 
molecular weight of several ami des and found that some 
amides especially formamides, showed anomalous behaviour 
in that the molecular weight was higher than the formula 
weight. However, 4-methyl-2-nitroacetanilide did not 
show this behaviour indicating that the compound was not 
associated in solution. Baly, Tuck and Marsden 133 






several compounds, including 4-methyl-2-nitroacetanilide 
and a dichloro-dihydroxy derivative of diethyl 
phthalate, which did not obey Beer's Law. Later 
1~~ . Hantzsch ~~ examIned the UV spectra of several nitro 
compounds and found that the UV spectra of 
4-methyl-2-nitroacetanilide was solvent dependent in 
addition to its deviation from Beer's Law. It was 
suggested that these properties were related to the 
existence of coloured isomers. 
Muller 136 examined over twenty five compounds 
which had been found to exist in polymorphic forms. The 
amides mentioned in this work included acetamide, 




Schaum 137 listed a wide variety of compounds which 
showed polymorphism and grouped these compounds into 
various categories of polymorphism. 
The association of amides was studied by Hunter 
and Chaplin 138 using cryogenic and wet melting point 
techniques. It was found that 2,6-disubstituted 
anilides associate even in the presence of an ortho 
nitro group which was capable of forming an 





Compounds such as 
NHAc 
~ NOt 
associate and have low solubility in hydrocarbon 
solvents whereas the compounds 
NHAc 
were found to be soluble in hydrocarbon solvents and 
unimolecular. These properties were explained on the 
basis that the latter compounds contained intramolecular 
hydr.ogen bonds. These workers also discussed the 
possibility of optical activity in 2,6-disubstituted 
an i I ides. Although optical activity would be predicted 
in such molecules due to restricted rotation of the 
amide group this was not realised in practice. This 
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inability to show optical activity was explained in 
terms of a low barrier to rotation of the amide group 
which would result in rapid racemisation. Skulski 139 
examined the UV spectra and infrared spectra of some 
o-nitroacetanilides in pyridine:cyclohexane mixtures. 
The changes in UV spectra with solvent were explained in 
terms of the relative strengths of the intramolecular 
hydrogen bond viz. o-nitroacetanilide = 
4-methyl-2-nitroacetanilide)- l-nitro-2-acetonaphthalide 
> 2,6-dimethyl-6-nitroacetanilide. Since the UV 
spectrum of 4-mthyl-2-nitroacetanilide in cyclohexane 
was very similar to that of the yellow form and the 
infrared spectrum of 
N-methyl-4-methyl-2-nitroacetanilide was similar to the 
white form, it was concluded that the yellow form 
contained intramolecular hydrogen bonds and the white 
form contained intermolecular hydrogen bonds. This view 
was confirmed by the infrared spectra of the yellow and 
white forms (KBr disc). The yellow form showed bands 
near 3400 cm- 1 and 1710 cm- 1 whereas the white form 
showed bands near 3300 cm- 1 and 1690 cm- l • These bands 
were assigned to v N-H and vC=O respectively. It was 
also noted that after grinding the yellow form for about 
five minutes with KBr the spectrum of the white form was 
obtained whcih was known to be the stable form. No 
other compound mentioned showed this behaviour. This 
technique offers a method for detecting polymorphism 
when the phenomenon depends on the presence of a weak 
hydrogen bond which can change to a more stable system 
involving intermolecular hydrogen bonds. 
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Skulski 140 has examined the ultraviolet absorption 
spectra of several o-nitroacetanilides including 
o-nitroacetanilide, 4-methyl-2-nitroacetanilide, and 
l-nitro-2-acetamidonaphthalene. The UV spectra of these 
compounds changed considerably with solvents whereas no 
change was observed with the N-methyl analogues of these 
compounds. It was concluded that these compounds were 
intramolecularly hydrogen bonded in cyclohexane but 
addition of a solvent, such as methanol, caused the 
formation of a noncoplanar species since the solvent 
could compete with the nitro group for the formation of 
hydrogen bonds with the amide group. 
Extensive stUdies of the solvent dependance of the 
ultraviolet absorption spectra of numerous 
nitroacetanilides and a few nitrophenols led Skulski to 
conclude that the nature of the hydrogen bond in such 
molecules was obtained better with aid of UV 
spectroscopy than by other physical techniques such as 
infrared spectroscopy. 
The infrared and ultraviolet spectra of two 
polymorphic forms of 4-amino-2-nitroacetanilide were 
examined and Skulski concluded that the red form 
contained an intramolecular hydrogen bond whereas the 
yellow form contained an intermolecular hydrogen bond. 
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The use of infrared spectroscopy to recognise 
polymorphic forms is well established and is 
complementary to other techniques available for this 
task such as X-ray analysis of powders, optical 
microscopy, and electron microscopy. The infrared 
technique offers advantages such as the use of samples 
of the order of lmg, the analysis is rapid and the 
detailed character of the spectrum can be used as a 
permanent record for characterisation and comparative 
purposes. Kendall in 1953 reported on the use of 
infrared spectroscopy to identify polymorphic forms of 
dyes and titanium dioxide in the form of mulls. 141 In 
the case of dyes, which often occur as powders rather 
than crystals, the use of the microscope is not 
possible. However, by means of infrared spectroscopy 
Kendall was able to determine polymorphic forms 
qualitatively and quantitatively present in mixtures to 
the level of about 11.. Mesl ey 142 has examined the solid 
state infrared spectra of 35 steroids and investigated 
the various polymorphic forms. About 20 of these 
steroids showed polymorphism and this could be ascribed 
to the formation of different types of hydrogen bonds. 
Examples of some other compounds, mainly of 
pharmaceutical interest, which have been examined for 
polymorphism by 
trimethorprim, 143 
infrared spectroscopy are 
sulphonamides,144 steroids 145 , 
cephaloridine,146 phenobarbitone 147 and acetohexamide. 148 
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The occurence of polymorphism has been detected in 
steroids by means of a technique which involves 
comparison of the infrared spectra after melting and 
resolidification with that of the original solid. 149 In 
this procedure polymorphic forms of the same compound, 
treated under the same conditions of melting and 
cooling, will revert to that single polymorph favoured 
by energy consideration. This approach requires 
complete melting, identical cooling rates, and the 
absence of foreign matter that could provide nucleation 
sites favouring a particular polymorph. 
Since polymorphic transitions can be induced by 
the grinding process involved in making potassium 
bromide discs and since polymorphism is a phenomenon of 
wide occurence the resulting infrared spectra may not 
correspond to the original material. In order to test 
for possible changes occurring during the preparation of 
a disc the spectrum given by the disc and that produced 
by a mull made under as mild conditions as possible 
should be compared. If no changes occur then the 
crystals have not undergone a polymorphic transition. 
However, it cannot be assumed that if a certain 
crystalline solid does not change on grinding that the 
compound does not show polymorphism. Several examples 
of variations between mull and pellet spectra have been 
repqrted by Baker 150 and warnings of different spectra 
from different polymorphs are given in textbooks on 
practical infrared spectroscopy. 151 
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The technique of X-ray diffraction has been used 
to solve the crystal structures of polymorphs and 
several polymorphic amides have been examined. Using 
this technique exact values of bond angles, bond lengths 
and molecular contacts can be found. Haisa and 
co-workers have examined the crystal structures of the 
polymorphs of p-methylacetanilide(PMA)72 and 
p-hydroxyacetanilideCPHA).73 Orthorhombic (0) and 
monoclinic(M) forms of each polymorph were examined. 
The main difference between the polymorphic forms of 
each compound is that molecular packing, as revealed by 
the space group, is different whereas there are only 
minor differences in intramolecular bond lengths and 
bond angles. A comparison of the crystal structures of 
these polymorphs is presented in Table VI. 
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TABLE VI 
A comparison of lhe cryslal slruclures of 
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The characteristic feature of the crystal 
structures of p-methylacetanilide and 
p-hydroxyacelanilide are summarised in Table VI under 
items (A) to (H). The molecules related by (A) are 
linked by the hydrogen bond e=O ••• H-(B) with dimensions 
(e) to form a chain along (D). The chains are held 
together by (E) between molecules related by (F) to form 
a sheet parallel to (G). The sheets are stacked along 
(H) by van der Waal's interactions. The torsion angles 
around e(I)-N, where e(l) is the ring atom joined to the 
amide group, is -19.6° (PMA(m», -8.3° (PMA(O», 17.80 
(PHA (0) ), 23.50 (PHA (M) ) • The resonance interaction 
between the ring and amide group depends on this torsion 
angle. This effect could account for the slight changes 
in molecular geometry between the polymorphs. Haisa did 
not report on any aspect of infrared spectroscopy in his 
work on PMA and PHA. 
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Structural investigations consistently show that 
bond angles and bond lengths do not differ significantly 
between polymorphs as was indicted in the case of the 
polymorphic forms of p-methylacetanilide and 
p-hydrocyacetanilide. Large deviations are not expected 
since relatively large energies are required to bring 
about changes in these quantities. For example, in the 
case of aromatic nitro compounds and anilides, groups 
such as nitro or amide would be expected to be very 
nearly in the same place as the benzene ring so as to 
maximise the overlap of the p-orbitals. This is not the 
case with single bonds where the energy involved in the 
torsional parameter is of the order of 4-8 kJmol- 1• 
This value is of the same order as the energy difference 
between crystalline forms. Since it is the torsional 
parameters which determine the conformation of 
molecules, for molecules with torsional degrees of 
freedom, various polymorphs may exhibit Significantly 
different molecular conformations. Several examples of 
such cases have been reported and these include 
2,2',4,4'6,6'-hexanitroazobenzene,152 the antiviral 
agent virazole,153 and, adenosine 5'-monophosphate. 154 
The development of advanced computational 
technology has led to much work on the prediction of 
crystal structures and comparisons of the energies of 
hypothetical structures. The parameters which must be 
considered in such calculations have been summarised by 
L.· • t· d I 155 d ... · It· 156. p~ 1 al gor 0 Sri.Y' an ,..:.a ous 1 an. 
4 7 OJ 
It is interesting to note that Kitaigorodsky states that 
"1'"Iost con formational calculat ions are conducted on free 
molecules" and that "the crystal field does not affect 
the lengths of the bonds in any way and alters but 
insignificantly the values of the valence angles". 
Bernstein and Hagler 157 have termed the occurrence 
of polymorphism due to molecules adopting different 
conformations in different crystalline forms as 
"conformational polymorphism". In such cases the 
differences in molecular conformation must be directly 
related to intermolecular or crystal forces since this 
is the only variable in the system. Hence 
conformational polymorphism provides excellent 
opportunities for investigating the relationship between 
crystal forces and molecular conformation. 
The work of Bernstein and Hagler on the 
conformational polymorphism of 
N-(p-chlorobenzylidene)-p-chloroaniline(BACL) has been 
reported. 158 Bar and Bernstein have examined the 
conformational polymorphism of p-methyl-N-(p-
methylbenzylidene)-aniline (BAME).159 
These compounds were chosen since their lattice 
paramaters were known (BACL) 160. (BAME) 161. The 
molecules are relatively small and can be reasonably 
compared with model compounds which are amenable to 
~~_!Q!i!Q calculations. Also the conformation of the 
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molecules is defined by two exocyclic torsion angles. 
Since the crystal structures do not contain molecules of 
solvation the crystal structure is determined by 
interactions between like molecules. Finally the 
molecular conformation in the two polymorphs of BACL 
differ significantly. In one form (triclinic space 
group PI) the molecule is essentially planar while in 
the second form (orthorhombic space group Pccn) the 
exocyclic torsion angles are each 24.8°with rings 
rotated in opposite senses with respect to the four 
atoms in the central bridge. 
Lattice energy calculations were performed using 
"6-12", "6-9" and an e>:ponential function. The charges 
on atoms for calculating the electrostatic contribution 
to the lolal energy were estimaled from values obtained 
from §~_!n!i!Q calculations (STO-36 basis set) as was 
the difference in molecular energy due lo rolations 
about lhe N-phenyl and CH-phenyl bonds. These 
calculations let to the result that the triclinic form 
was the more slable structure (which is in agreement 
wilh. experiment). However, the triclinic form contains 
lhe more highly energetic planar form and, in order to 
discover why the molecule does not pack in the crystal 
in which the intramolecular energy is a minimum, 
• 
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calculations were performed on a system in which the 
dichloro compound (BACL) was placed in the crystal 
structure of the dimethyl compound (BAME). The latter 
compound is trimorphic and in one form the molecules 
have the low energy conformation and it was this crystal 
structure which was used in the calculations. The 
analysis of the results showed the lack of stability to 
arise from the relatively unfavourable energetic 
environments of the aniline ring (including its CI) as 
compared with its environment in the observed crystal. 
The examples discussed above show that it is now 
possible to calCUlate crystal structures and to compare 
these with known structures. Polymorphic structures can 
by analysed in detail and subtle differences in packing 
and conformation can be studied and if necessary, 
hypothetical structures can be constructed and analysed 
in order to achieve a deeper understanding of forces 
which are operating in crystals. Such an approach is 
possible using the crystal structures of the trimorphic 
4-methyl-2-nitroacetanilide which will be described in a 
subsequent chapter and an additional feature in this 
case would be the contribution that the various types of 




The formation of polymorphic forms of crystal is 
usually associated with recrystallisation procedures 
i. e. the crystalline form of a compound is dependent to 
some extent on the type of recrystallisation solvent. 
One polymorph may crystallise from non-polar solvents, 
another from polar solvents, and perhaps even a third 
one from hydrogen bonded solvents. Another manner in 
whcih polmorphs may arise is a solid state 
transformation which may occur at ambient temperature or 
more rapidly on heating. During the latter process the 
e:·:tent of "reaction" may be observed as a band or front 
moving through the parent crystal. The daughter crystal 
may be formed in a random manner with no preferential 
orientation but some changes occur with strong 
orientational growth. The latter type of growth is 
described as a topotactic growth and can be recognised 
by optical microscopy, electron microscopy, or by X-ray 
diffraction techniques. 
In this research 4-methyl-2-nitroacetanilide has 
been obtained in the following three forms:-
(i) a dark yellow or amber polymorph (MNA-2), 
(ii) a yellow polymorph (MNA-3), and, 
(iii) a white polymorph (MNA-l) 
It has been found that the following solid state 
phase changes occur:-
(a) MNA-2 changes to MNA-3 on standing at ambient 
temperature for a few days or in several minutes 
in a te mperature range 600 to 900 ; 
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(b) MNA-3 has been observed to change to MNA-l over a 
period of several weeks. (However, some sample of 
MNA-3 have remained stable for over three years at 
ambient temperature); 
(c) MNA-3 has been observed to change to MNA-l on 
m~intaining the temperature of the sample in the 
range 80-90°C. 
The crystal to crystal phase changes observed in (b) and 
(c) occur with new growth either directed along the long 
axis of the filament or in a direction at approximately 
to the filament. Similar behaviour has been 
observed with other compounds and a brief account of 
such examples follows. 
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A review of thermal reactions in the solid state 
by Curtin ~i_si. was published in 1979. 162 In some of 
the examples cited in this review a chemical change 
occurs in the solid phase so that one or two compounds 
are formed whereas the other examples involve the 
formation of a new conformation i.e. a polymorphic 
transition (or phase transition) has occurred. Where 
changes in the type of hydrogen bonding occur, as in a 
change involving a transition from intramolecular to 
intermolecular hydrogen bonding, it is not obvious 
whether such changes should be considered as solid state 
reactions or a polymorphic transition. In the former 
type of changes the distance between the reacting centre 
and orientation of molecules is critical. Th is has led 
to the synthesis, by the strategem of "crystal 
engineering", of stereochemically pure products, and 
also of single crystal, extended chain polymers, both of 
which are difficult if not impossible to prepare by 
solution techniques. Examples of such reactions have 
been presented in review articles by Schmidt 163 and 
Cohen. 164 Reactions in which the product shows one or a 
small number of crystallographically equivalent, 
definite orientations relative to the lattice of the 
parent crystal and where the reaction has proceded 
through the bulk of the reactant are said to be 
topotactic. Topotactic reactions and topology in the 
solid state have been discussed in a comprehensive 
manner by Thomas. 165 
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In surveying reactions of crystals Curtin has 
considered two hypothetical mechanisms. The first type 
is designated the "homogeneous mechanism" and involves 
the conversions of "A" molecules of the starting 
material in the initial crystal lattice to "B" molecules 
which remain in place at the sites previously occupied 
by the "A" molecules from which they were formed. Thus 
the reaction proceeds through a continuous series of 
solid solutions and the reaction would be topotactic. 
In the second hypothetical mechanism, the 
"heterogeneous mechanism", the reaction starts at one or 
several sites and reaction fronts spread through the 
crystal. No mixing of A and B structures occurs. If 
the orientation of growth of the new lattice is 
determined by the old lattice at the interface it is 
possible that the reaction proceeding by the 
"heterogeneoLls mechanism" could be topotactic. 
A likely candidate for the homogeneous mechanism 
is the phase transition of the perchlorate (P> since a 
crystal of the 8-form, stable at 25°C, after structure 
determination at that temperature gave on cooling to 3°C 
single crystals of the a. -form which was a second 
o 
" C~ I' H Me 
p 
polymorphic form of the compound and this new crystal 
was used to determine the new crystal structure. 166 
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The polymorphic change was explained in terms of 
inversions and rotations but an alternative mechanism 
based on the idea of simple planar shear has been 
proposed. 167 
The reversible change of red crystals of the anil 
(A) at room temperature to colourless at liquid air 
temperature ~as been interpreted as an equilibrium of 
tautomeric forms. 168 
~~~ ~ ~~~ ~ Ii CH 
CI A 
do H;N-Q' ~ 'I =CH --
CI 
The thermal rearrangement of 2,2'-diiodobenzoyl 
peroxide has been extensively investigated. 169 Single 
crystals of the compound slowly transform at room 
temperature to single crystals of (B) over a period of 
several weeks. The relationship between the new 
crystallographic axes and the old ones has been 
discussed. However, the reaction mechanism cannot be 
homogeneous in spite of the observed topotaxy. 
o 10 1 ;' h II~ co I CJ' 
0-]-0/ ~ Ii B 
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In the heterogeneous mechanism the reaction begins 
at one or more nucleation sites and is characterised by 
the spread of well defined reaction fronts through the 
crystal. Certain phase changes involving small or no 
change in crystal shape have been studied in detail and 
that of the conversion of a - and {::-p-dichlorobenzene 
has been carefully examined. 170 The transformation only 
involves reorientation of molecules. The thermal 
transformation of the metastable {3-phase of 
p-nitrophenol to the.stable a-phase has been found to 
occur with the phase boundary moving perpendicular to 
the axis of the needle shaped crystal. 171 The 
structural change in this transformation involves a 
twist of rings in adjacent linkgs in the chains of 
molecules. 
The conversation of the yellow form of 
3,6-dichloro2,5-dihydroxyterephthalate (C) to a wh it e 
form of the sampe compound has been examined in detail 
bu Curtin and Byrn. 172 
The change involves a rotation of phenolic 
hydroxyl groups together with a change of intramolecular 
hydrogen bonding in the yellow form to intermolecular 
hydrogen bonding in the white form. 
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In addition, the plane of the ester groups changes from 
a position of being coplanar with the ring to one where 
the ring and ester groups are approximately at right 
angles. Also each ring has to rotate round an axis by 
A description of the changes as observed using an 
optical microscope has been recorded. 173 This thermal 
rearrangement has also been studied by spectroscopic 
means by Swiatkiewicz and Prasad. 174 The rearrangement 
has been found to start as a homogeneous process but 
becomes heterogeneous as product forms. A 
temperature-dependence study of the Raman phonon spectra 
suggests that the rearrangement may be defect controlled 
rather than phonon assisted. 
Colour changes are also observed in the solid 
state conversion of 2-(4'-methoxyphenyl)-1,4 
-benzoquinone. 175 On heating the yellow form changes to 
a red form. Single crystals rearrange by a process 
which begins at a number of nucleation sites in the 
crystal and spreads by migration of well defined 
fronts. The yellow and the red constituent molecules 
are related to each other as diastereoisomers. The 
difference in colour is accounted for by the stacking of 
the molecules in the yellow form with overlap between 
the adjacent quinone rings, whereas in the red form 
there is 
rings. 
~ complexing between the quinone and anisyl 
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The structures of the yellow and orange forms of 
diethyl-2,5-diaminoterephthalate <D ; R=H) have been 
determined by X-ray crystallography and the 





The structural results show that the reaction 
involves major changes in hydrogen bonding and also 
significant molecular reorientation. The reaction was 
shown by studies using an optical microscope to be 
heterogeneous with nucleation at one or more sites 
followed by spread of the reaction through the crystal. 
The heterogeneous thermal transformation of the orange 
diethyl NN'-diphenyl-12,5-diaminoterephthalate (0 ·R=Ph) , 
has been studied by Mann, Curtin and Paul. 177 The 
orange form contains benzene which becomes included in 
the complex when the parent compound is recrystallised 
f rom benzene. On heating, a red benzene-free 
crystalline solid is formed. The reaction normally 
began at a side face of the crystal but naturally 
occurring defects or pin pricks could influence the 
start of the reaction. 
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Naphthazarine (E) exists in three polymorphic 
forms:- a green form (A), a dark red form (8), and a 




The green form (A) changes to the red form (C) on 
cooling to -20°C. The two structures differ in their 
edge-to-edge molecular contacts. The reaction belongs 
to the heterogeneous class and the reaction front 
spreads along the needle axis of the crystal. 178 
o-Acetamidobenzamide has been found to crystallise 
in at least two distinct forms, both of which undergo 
complex thermal solid-state transformations which result 
in the formation of 2-methylquinazol-4-one (F).179 
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The polymorphic transformation occurs at 150°C and 
involves loss of an intramolecular N-H ••• O hydrogen bond 









Different phases were characterised by infrared 
spectroscopy and by differential scanning calorimetry 
curves. 
Although this next example does not involve 
transformation of polymorphic forms it is included 
because it is a solid stale reaction which has been 
shown to proceed at a faster rate in the crystal than in 
solution or in the melt. 
Methyl-p-dimethylaminobenzenesulphonate rearranges to 
p-trimethylammoniumbenzenesulphonate. 
The structure of the starting material was determined by 
X-ray crystallography and showed that the molecules in 
the crystal are ideally orientated for the given 
reaction. 180 This example emphasises that rapid changes 
in crystals are possible if the correct topology is 
present. 
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Another rare example of a reaction which occurs 
more rapidly in the solid phase than in the liquid phase 
is formation of compounds containing azetidione groups 
from isocyanate groups in 4,4'-methylenebis(phenyl 
MDI.181 
R-N=C=O R-N-C=O 
) I I 
O=C=N-R O=C-N-R 
An important feature of the crystal structure of 
this compound is that adjacent molecules have isocyanate 
groups related by an inversion centre with intermolecular 
contacts of only 3.146(2) A and with adjacent 
antiparallel N=C atom pairs forming an approximate square. 
Octahydro-1,3,5,7-tetranitro-1,3,5,7-tetrazocine(HMX) 
is an important monopropellant material and is known to 
exist in four solid-state polymorphs labelled a, B, y, 
and O. X-ray crystal structure determinations on the 
a - 182 I~- 183 and , .' , 0_ 184 forms have been carried out. 
a-HMX and O-HMX are quite similar to one another as far 
as the conformation of the HMX molecule is concerned, but 
differ in the positioning of the molecules relative to 
one. another in the lattice. The conformation of the ring 
is a "boat" form. I::-HMX ex ists more in the "chai r" form 
giv~ng the entire molecule a centre of symmetry. 
The laser Raman spectra of the four polymorphs have 
been recorded and anlysed by Goetz and Brill. 185 
Thermally induced phase transitions could be readily 
detected by Raman spectroscopy. 
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The intramolecular and intermolecular interactions 
in these polymorphs have been examined in great detail by 
Brill and Reese 186 with a view to understanding the known 
properties of this material. Brill and Karpowicz 187 have 
reported a Fourier transform infrared method to study the 
rates of solid-solid phase transitions in HMX . 
. 
A rare example of a solid state rearrangement of an 
organometallic compound has been reported by Etter and 
Siedle. 188 
(Phenylazophenyl>palladium hexafluoroacetylacetonate 
(8) crystallises from hexane solution in the form of 
yellow needles which on heating to approximately 90°C 
undergo an expansion of about lOX along the needle axis. 
On further healing a red phase front develops at one end 
of the crystal and moves along the needle until the entire 
crystal is an opaque red colour. Weissenberg patterns 
indicated that the red solid formed from single crystalS 
of .the yellow form was microcrystalline. On the basis of 
their known structures and their relationship to the 
observed crystal expansion it was proposed that molecular 
stacks slip together as in a Martensitic transformation. 
CHAPTER THREE 
The first part of this chapter contains an account 
of the crystal and molecular structure of the 
white (MNA-l) and yellow (MNA-3) polymorphs of 
4-methyl-2-nitroacetanilide. 
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The second part contains the crystal and molecular 
structure of the amber polymorph (MNA-2). 
The X-ray diffraction experiments described in this 
chapter were performed by John C. Moore at Birkbeck 
College, Malet Street, London WCIE 7HX. Mr. Moore 
processed the diffractometer data to obtain 
the atomic coordinates of the three polymorphs. 
Abstract 
The crystal and molecular structure of white (MMA-l) and yellow 
(MNA-) forms of 4-methyl-2-nitroacetanilide have been determined 
by X-ray diffraction techniquesl96 The crystals of MNA-l are 
° monoclini~, a = 10.421(2), b = 9.980(2), c = 9.568(2)A, 
12= 99.51(5)°, space group P21/c(14), Z = 4. Crystals of MNA-) 
° are tric1inic, a = 17.956(2), b = 12.908(2), c ='4.0)9(1)A, 
~= 9).1)(5)°, ji = 8).71(5)°, 1'= 90.77(5)°, apace group Pl (2), 
z = 4. Both structures were solved by direct methods using the 
SHELX-76 Bystea of progr .. a and refined using full aatriz leaat 
squares. The nuabers of unique retlezions used in retin ... nt and 
the final R values are MNA-l, l5~5, 0.067~; MNA-), )127, 0.0654 • 
. 
The two distinct molecules in MNA-) have intramolecular hydrogen 
bonds, different molecular conformations, although both are fairly 
planar, and each type is closely packed in columns of parallel 
molecules along the ~ direction. In MNA-l the C=O ••• H-N geometry 
is indicative of intermolecular hydrogen bonding and the molecules 
adopt a conformation in which the nitro and .. ide groups lie in 




White and yellow polymorphs of HNA (CgH10N20)were first reported 13~ _ 1.3q 
by Gatterman , and Skulsk1 proposed that intermolecular 
hydrogen bonding was present in the white form and i~tramolecular 
in the yellow form. During the present investigation a third 
(amber) polymorph of MNA has been found to exist and four different 
types of solid state transformations have been observed to take 
place at room temperature. 
X-ray analyses of the white and yellow polymorphs have been completed 
and Quite different molecular conformations have been tound in the 
two structures. It has been veri tied that fairly strong intermolecular 
hydrogen bonding is present in the most stable (white) polymorph and 
in the yellow form the amide hydrogens are situated .uch that an 
intra hydrogen bond is indicated. 
The objectives of this work were to establish confirmation, or 
otherwise, of Skulski's proposal; to obtain turther information on 
possible conformations ot nitro groups, viz. when close to an amide 
group; ultimately to use this exa.ple ot polymorphiam to study the 
relationships between crystal torces and molecular conformation 
IS,. , 'f' 8, • let 
after the manner of Bernstein - .lto study a rare 
example of solid state phase transformations and to explain the 
actual mechanism of the topatactic transformation from yellow to 
white form. 
This present paper reports the structures ot the most stable (white) 
form, MNA-l, which has been found to be monoclinic (P2l/C(14» and ot 
the next most stable (yellow) form, MNA-), which is triclinic (Pl(2». 
The structure of the relatively unstable (amber) torm, MNA-2 (also 
monoclinic, P~/c) and an account of the mechanisms and energy 
changes of the transformations will be published later. 
Experimental 
The crystals were grown by slow evaporation, MNA-l forming white 
tabular crystals from aqueous ethanol and MNA-J forming very long 
filamentary yellow crystals from petrol (boiling range 60o_80oc) 
or from carbon disulphide. The MNA-J crystals have longitudinal/ 
transverse dimensional ratios 2 10:1 to 10 :1 and grea~ difficulty 
was experienced in trying to obtain approximately equi-dimensional 
crystals, suitable for X-ray diffraction data collection, until a 
dominant cleavage plane was discovered at approximately 65° to the 
longitudinal axis. All other attempted methods for reducing the 
crystal length resulted in excessive cracking and initiation of 
the phase transformation from MNA-J to MNA-l. 
Unit cell and space group data were obtained from rotation and 
Weissenberg films. Accurate cell dimensions were determined by 
least squares refinements of Q,J( and p values measured on a 
four circle diffractometer. For structure analysis purposes, 
integrated intensities were measured by step scanning in the ~/e 
mode. Lorentz and pOlarisation factors were applied in the usual 
manner, and semi-emoirical absorotion corrections were made using 
lQ' 
the method of North, Phillips and Mathews modified 
''\2.. Iq4-
according to Kopfmann and Huber and Tickle. 
Crystal data and details of diffractometer data collection are 
recorded in Table 3. 1 . 
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Structure Determination and Refinement 
Both structures were solved by direct m~thods using the program 
SHELX-76. The E-maps produced gave all the non-hydrogen atoms 
of MNA-l and ~ll except three non-hydrogen atoms of the 
bimolecular asymmetric unit of MNA-). An electron density map 
then gave all the missing non-hydrogen atoms of MNA-). For each 
structure, three cycles of isotropic least squares refinement 
were then completed, with hydrogen atoms in theoretical positions, 
before using a difference electron density map to actually locate 
the non-methyl hydrogens. Although the difference maps gave 
indications of significant electron densities present in all methyl 
hydrogen regions, the peak locations given did not correlate to 
ideal methyl hydrogen geometries, neither relative to each other nor 
relative to the carbon atoms. The final R values ~ere then achieved 
by further least squares refinements, usinganUotropic temperature 
factors for the non-hydrogen atoms and isotropic factors for all the 
hydrogens, with methyl hydrogens refined as rigid groups. However, 
when three hydrogen atoms, each with a site occupation factor of 
unity, were placed in each methyl group, exceptionally high isotropic 
thermal parameters were obtained for those hydrogens. When six 
hydrogens per rigid methyl group were considered, symmetrically orientated 
and each with a site occupation factor of 0.5, more reasonable 
isotropic ~arameters were obtained together with reductions in 
~ and Rw values, which were shown to be significant by application 
lqo 
of Hamilton's tests It was thus concluded that some 
appreciable degree of methyl hydrogen disorder is present in both 
structures. 
(91 ) (92) (9 3) 
H H H 
C(9) 
c(s) (3) C 
H/ ~4)/ ~H 
(5) C (3) 
C (7) 
H H H 
(71 ) (72 )(73) 
~he numbering system for MNA which is used in 
all polymorphic forms. This system is used in 




The atom identity scheme is shown in Fig.3.h corresponding bond 
lengths and bond angles are presented in Table 3.3, mean plane 
equations, interplanar angles and deviations of atoms from the 
planes are given in Table 3.4. Atom co-ordinates and isotropic 
thermal parameters, with e.s.d. values are in table 3.5. 
MNA-I Structure: 
The results confirm Skulski's proposal that intermolecular 
hydrogen bonding is present in the stable, white, MNA-l and this 
has been found to be due to strong C=O •••••• H-N bond between the 
molecules which are c-glide related, to form chains along the ~ 
direction. The chains are held together by anti-parallel 
molecular stacking involving molecules related by inversion, 
thus forming a sheet structure parallel to (100). 
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The intermolecular hydrogen bond geometry of this structure is 
o 
such that the 0 ••••• distance is 1.9~7 (J8)A, the O •••• H-N 
o 
angle is 172.8 (2.5)0, the O •••• N distance is 2.8~9(~)A 
and the C=O •••• H-N torsion angle is 165.4(2.5)0, whereC=O are 
at x, y, z and H-N are at x, i-y,-i+z. 
The next closest intermolecular contacts are as follows: 
o 
(i) 2.37 (8)A between H(lO) at x, y, z and a 
methyl hydrogen of C(7) at l-x, l-y, l-z. 
o 
(ii) 2.~9 (8)A between a methyl hydrogen of C(7) 
at x, y, z and a methyl hydrogen of C(9) at 
-l+x, y, z. 
MNA-J Structure: 
In this polymorph there is no significant intermolecular bonding 
but there are indications of intramolecular effects. 
The results show that the shortest distances for possible 
intramolecular interactions, involving the amide hydrogens, 
o 0 
are 1.950 (J5)A and 1.976 (J8)A and both of these are H(10) ••• 0(2) 
distances (within molecules 1 and 2 respectively). Vith respect to 
possible intermolecular interactions, the shortest distance is 
between H(lO), molecule 1, and 0(2), molecule 2, and this is 
o 
2.625(J5)A, the next shortest intermolecular distance being 
o 
3.050 (38)A between H(lO), molecule 2, and 0(2) molecule 1 
(x, y, z+l). Since such intermolecular closest contacts are 
larger than the sum of the ~n der Vaal's radii, intermolecular 
hydrogen bonding considerations can thus be discounted. 
The packing arrangement may be described as columnar, the columns 
consisting of either type 1 or type 2 molecules. The columnar 
direction is parallel to c and along each column the 'stacking 
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arrangement consists of x, y, z or -x, -y, -z molecular types, 
the benzene ring planes being inclined to the c direction at an 
angle of )1.60 for molecule 1 columns and 29.20 for molecule 2 
columns. This dominant columnar structure in the c direction 
would account for the pronounced filamentary or needle shape of 
the crystals, particularly since the longitudinal axis of the 
macro crystal coincides with the short £ direction. 
o 
The average ring-ring interplanar spacings are )~4) A (molecule 
o 
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1 columns) and ).52 A (molecule 2 columns), the overlapping of the 
rings presumably being stabilised by the weak bonding forces such 
as those operating in 1T molecular complexes. Another interesting 
feature of the columnar structure is that the C=O and N(2)-O(2) 
bonds lie nearly perpendicular to £, thus maximisin~ the 
distances between the amide-amide groups and nitro-nitro groups 
along the £ direction. 
It has also been found that type 1 molecules at translation , i-XJ 
I + y, )+'i' have ring planes which are essentially co-planar with 
the ring planes of the type 1 molecules (x, y, z) and this would 
explain the occurrence of the most intense X-ray reflexion in the 
o 
diffraction ~attern, d()Il)= ).4)2A. Not only are the ring-ring 
o 
interplanar spacings of molecules of type 1 equal to ).4)A, as 
previously stated, but the angle between the normal to the ring 
planes and the normal to the ()Il) planes is only 2.~o. 
The parallel sets of rings of type 2 molecules account for 
o 
the second most intense reflexion, corresponding to d(02l)= ).)2jA, 
the angle between the normals to these planes and type 2 rings being 
o 5.~ • 
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FIG 3.2 
A view along Y showing the arrangement of molecules 1 and l' in MNA-J 
(orthonormal coordinates) 
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The packing arrangement is such that 11" -1( interactions between 
amide groups and between benzene rings is particularly favoured 
by the degree of overlap which occurs in the columnar stacking of type 
2 molecules. However, the reduced degree of overlap of type 1 
molecules, and hence less favourable If-1Tinteractions, does 
increase the possibility of a stronger intramolecular amide-nitro 
group interaction, i.e. an increased intramolecular hydrogen bond 
effect, resulting in a more planar molecule. 
Discussion 
In both polymorpha the molecules contain essentially planar amide 
groups in trans (Z) form and the benzene rings are also reasonably 
planar, Table 3 .. 4 • However, together with the nitro Aroups, no 
overall molecular planarity exists in either form wtth the molecule 
of MNA-I having significantly greater interplanar angles than even 
the least planar Ilolecule of MNA.-3 I Table 31.4 b • 
The nitro group angle relative to the benzene ring is, for MNA-I 
in particular, quite different to the general trend of non-stericallY 
hindered aromatic nitro groups as reported by Holden and Dickinson 
(1977) and the O(2)-N(2)-O() bond angles in both structures are 
o 
smaller than the equilibrium value of 126.4 suggested by the same 
authors, thus suggesting that significant steric hindrance is 
present. 
The results show that several bond lengths and angles are dependent 
on the conformation of the nitro and amide groups. In the single 
conformation of MNA-1 and both conformations of MNA-3, the C()-C(4) 
and C(S)-C(6) bonds are the relatively short ones in the ring, 
Table3.3, and the lengths of the C(l)-N(l) and the longer C(2)-N(2) bonds 
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remain very nearly the same. However, the length of the C(l)-N(l) 
o 
bond is shorter than the corresponding bond in acetanilide (1.426 A) 
,7 
(Brown and Corbridge ) and in eight other anilides examined 
'1, ~2. 0 
by Haisa and co-worker. I (average bond length 1.420 A). 
This indicates that there is a significant contribution from the 
canonical form (Figure~3)in all three conformations. The approximately 
constant N(2)-C(2) bond length is in accordance with the reported lack 
of correlation between C-N bond lengths and angles of nitro group , 
rota~ions out of ring planes. 
There are distinct differences in the geometrics of the amide groups 
in MNA-l and MNA-J, Table 3.3 and these are consistent with the idea 
of competition for the N(l) lone pair electrons, either by the 
adjacent carbonyl group or by the ring and nitro group. In MNA-l, 
interaction by the carbonyl group predominates so that the amide 
group geometry is similar to that in acetanilide. In MNA-J interaction 
between the N(l) lone pair electrons and the ring and the nitro group 
predominates, but in molecule 2 the conjugation between the nitro and 
amide groups is reduced due to the increased rotation of the amide and 
nitro groups relative to the ring plane and also due to weak 1I-tr' 
interaction between the overlapped, parallel amide groups. These effects 
would explain why the amide group in MNA-J, molecule 2, is the most 
planar amide group of all three molecula~ conformations reported in this 
work. 
Electron withdrawal by the nitro groups (in both MNA-J molecules) 
. 
causes the N(1)-C(8) bonds to be longer and the C(8)-0(1) bonds to 
be shorter, Table 3.3 than is generally observ(-J in anilides (Brown 
("i , , ,2. 
and Corbridge, Haisa et a1. -) . 
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Fig.3.3 
A canonical form for MNA. 
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The shortening of the c(8)-C(9) bonds in all three molecules is 
presumably due to hyperconjugation and an increased hyperconjugative 
effect may also explain the indicated shortening of the C(~)-C(7) 
• 
bond in MNA-3, molecule 2, which would then offset the reduced 
conjugation of the ring with the nitro and amide groups. 
Coplanarity of the amide group and benzene ring is prevented by 
steric hindrance, either by the nitro group in MNA..J. (N(2) •••• 0(1), 
o 0 o 
2.69 A, 0(2) •••• 0(1), 2.97 A and 0(3) •••• 0(1), 3.10 A) or by H(6) 
o 0 
in MNA-3 (H(6) •••• 0(1), 2.26 A, molecule 1 and 2.32 A, molecule 2). 
In all three molecules, maximum resonance interaction between the 
NH and CO groups is prevented by the displacement of the amide 
hydrogen out of the amide plane, towards the plane of the benzene 
ring. 
In both molecules of MNA-3, the displacement of the amide group, due 
to H(6)-0(1) steric hindrance, is also accompanied by a displacement 
of the nitro group in such a way that an intramolecular H(10) •••• 0(2) 
o 0 
interaction is indicated (H(10) •••• 0(2) being 1.95 A and 1.98 A 
in molecules 1 and 2 respectively). 
The displacements of the carbon atoms from the mean plane of the 
benzene ring in MNA-l reveal a slight boat conformation, C(2) and 
C(5) being out of the ring plane, Table 3.4c A similar but far less 
significant effect is observed in both benzene rings of MNA-3, with 
eel) and C(~) being the atoms with maximum displacement from the 
mean plane. 
Ster-eo pai~ Lllu~trations of the structure of MNA-l and MNA-3 
are presented in Figures 3.4 a and 3.4 b re spec t i vel y. 
" 
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"NA-I CELL CONTENTS (V~EW DOWN XOI 
Fig. 3.4 a 
"Nk-3 CELL CONTENTS (VIEW DOWN lOI 
Fig. 3.4 b 
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N.B. ~o,.w C.Ro\.lP~ O/lITrI:I) Fo,\ ''''''A,7'1 
oATHO~OI\l"L G"-OR1"'JI~ TIS S U SIiA) 
A view of molecules 1,1',2, and 2' in MNA-3 (yellow) 
Note the coplanarity of molecules 1 and l' (l-x,l-y,3-z). 
The view is down y. 
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Fig.3.6View of MNA-l down x. Benzene rings are represented by 
lines since they are viewed (approx,imately) parallel to 
the ring plane. 
Fig. 3. 7 ~ unit cells of MNA-l viewed down x. The diagram shows the 
parallel lines of hydrogen bonded amide groups at y • 0.25 
~ld y • 0.75 lying parallel to the z axis. 
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TABLE 3.1- Crystal Data and Experimental Details 













Crystal size (mm) 
o 
>. , Cu-Kc« A) 
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Max. residual electron 
o -J 









0.) x 0.3 x 0.1 
1.5418 
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-12 -8 -11 
12 12 8 
4665 
1545 



















-21 -15 -) 
21 15 4 
5858 
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Us' Rand R values obtained using different CH) group lOw 
specifications: 
a) three H atoms per group, each with unity site occupation 
factor. 
b) six H atoms per group, each with 0.5 site occupation 
factor. 
MNA-l MNA-3 
,'iOlecule 1 Molecule 2 
U
ISO - H(7) group (a) 0.215 0.157 0.200 
UlSO - H(7) group (b) 0.098 0.069 0.082 
(U
ISa - C(7) 0.08it 0.078 0.071) 




H(9) group (b) 0.091 0.109 0.092 
(U ISO - C(9) 0.078 0.088 0.070) 
R(a) 0.075 0.072 











A. 8,2817,0.005 ..... 1.OOit 
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TABLE 3.3 Corresponding Bond Lengths and Bond Angles for MNA-1 and 
J 0 
MNA-J, molecules 1 and 2, (with esd's, 10 or/A or u/deg, 
in parentheses) 
Bond Length/Angle MNA-1 MNA-J (1) MNA-J (2) 
C(l)-C(2) 1.J91 (4:) 1.40S (J) 1.40S (J) 
C(1)-C(2)-C(J) 121.7(.3) 121.9 (,.2) 122.2 (.2) 
" 
C(l)-C(2)-N(2) 121.J (.2) 122.1 (.2) 121.6 ( .. 2) 
C(2)-N(2) 1.4:60 (4:) 1.4:S4: (3) 1.4:S9 (3) 
C(2)-N(2)-0(2) 118.6 (.3) 120.8 ( .. 2) 119.7( .. 2) 
C(2)-N(2)-0(J) 117.4: (.3) 118.S (.2) 118.8 (.2) 
N(2)-0(2) 1.208 (J) 1.204 (J) 1.20S (J) 
N(2)-0(J) 1.2J1 (J) - 1.211 (J) 1.218 (J) 
0(2)-N(2)-0(J) 123.9 (.3)- 120.7(.2) 121.5 (.2) 
. 
N(2)-C(2)-C(J) 116.8 (.3) 116.0 (.2) 116.2 (.2) 
C(2)-C(J ) 1.J90 (4) 1.J88 (J) 1.J86 (J} 
C(2)-C(J)-C(4) 120.9 (.J) 121. It (.2) 121.2 ( .. 2) 
C(2)-C(J)-H(J) 119.S (2.l) 120.7 (l.'a 118.0(1.6) 
C(J)-H(J) .961 (J9) .866 (28) .916 (26) 
H(J)-C(J)-C(4:) 119.4: (2.1) 117.9 (l.:n, 120.8 (L~6) 
C(J)-C( 4) 1.J78 (4) 1.372 (4) 1.383 (J) 
C(J)-C(4)-C(S) 117.It (.3) 117.3 (.2) 116.S ( .. 2) 
C(3)-C(4)-C(7) 120.6 (.3) 121.9 (.2) 122.0 (.2) 
C(4)-C(7) 1.S07 (4:) 1.S12 (3) 1.4:99 (3) 
C(7)-C(4)-C(S) 122.0 (.3) 120.8 (.2) 121.4 (.2) 
C(4:)-C(S) 1.384: (S) 1.397 (4) 1.392 (3) 
, 
C(4)-Cl5)-c(6) 122.0 (.3) 121.7 (.2) 122.8 (.2) 
C(4)-C(S)-H(S) 117.3 (2.0) 121.7 (1.7) 11S.8 (1.4) 
C(S)-H(S) .990 (3S) .988 (32) .978 (26) 
H(S)-C(S)-C(6) 120.6 (2..1) 116.6 (1~7) 121. It (1.'*) 
Continue~ •••••••••• 
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TABLE 3~Continued ••••••••••••••• 
Bond Length Angle MNA-1 MNA-,3 (1) MNA-,3 (2) 
C(5)-c(6) 1.,370 (4:) 1.,367 (,) 1.,37J (,3) 
C(5)-c(6)-C(1) 121.5 (~,3) 122.0 (.,) 121.,) (.2) 
C(5)-c(6)-H(6) 118.2 (L9) 118.2 (1.6) 120.,) (1.7) 
C(6)-H(6) .957 (,),3) .904 (28) .998 (28) 
H ( 6 ) -C ( 6 ) -C (1 ) 120.0 (:t,9) 119.80.6) 118.) (J..7) 
C(6)-C(I) 1.,)91 (4) 1.40) (,) 10,)9,3 () 
C(6) -C( 1)-C(2) 116.5 (.,) 115.6 (.2) 115.9 (.2) 
C(6)-C(1)-N(1) 119.1 (.,)- 121.5 (.2) 121.) (.2) 
C(2)-C(1)-N(1) 124.) c.)- 122.9 (.2) 122.8 (~2) 
C(l)-N(l) 1.1t10 (It) 1.)96 () 1.itOO () 
. 
C(1)-N(1)-C(8) 124.8 (.2)- 127.2(.2) 126.5 (.2) 
C(l)-N(l)-H(lO) 117.1 (2.1) 114.0 U.8) 115.,) <2.2) 
N(l)-H(lO) .918 (38) 
.948 (32) .899 (35) 
H(10)-N(1)-C(8) 115.7(2.1) 118.7 (LB) 115.6 <2.2) 
N(l)-C(8) 1.34:6 (It)- 1.366 (3) 1.372 (3) 
N(1)-c(8)-O{l ) 121.3 (.3)- 123.0 ( .. ) 122.9 (.2) 
N(1)-C(8)-C(9) 116.0 (.3)- 114.6 ( .. 2) 111t.5 C.2) 
C(8)-0(1) 1.22'; ()- 1.208 (It) 1.211 (3) 
0(1)-C(8)-C(9) 122.7 C.) 122.4 (.,) 122.7 (.2) 
C(8)-C(9) 1.490 (4) 1.501 (4) 1.49'; (3) 
• indicates significant differences between MNA-1 and MNA-) 
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TABLE 3.4Mean plane equations, interplanar angles and deviations of 
atoms from the planes. 
(Plane 1 is identified by atoms C(l), C(2), C(), C(4), C(5)and C(6) 
Plane 2 by atoms C(2), N(2~ 0(2), O() and Plane) by N{l), C(8), 0(1), 
and C(9) ) 
3.4a), Orthonormal equations:-
MNA-l, Plane 1 O.olt09(XO) +0.79)9{YO) + o.6067{ZO) = 4.7551 
.' 
Plane 2 ~.54)7(XO) +0.8277(YO) +<>.1)89(ZO) - 0.)724 
Plane) 0.)912{XO) +0.9l9){YO) -0.04)7{ZO) .. 5.8965 
MNA-) (I) 
Plane 1 0.4584(XO) -0.2547{YO) +0.8515(ZO) .. 8.2181 
Plane 2 0~6)7)(XO) -0.2l82(YO) +0.739l(ZO) .. 10.6905 
Plane) 0.)059(XO) +0.0628{YO) +0.9500{ZO) .. 8.5229 
MNA-J (2) 
Plane 1 ~.0648(XO) +0.48J1(YO) +0.87J2lZO) .. 4.)817 
Plane 2 ~.J60l(XO) +0.J8l9(YO) +0.8512(ZO) = 0.7470 
Plane J 0.J2J5(XO) +0.1319{YO) +0.9J70(ZO) .10.1148 
3.4b), Interplanar Angles:-
MNA-1 I MNA-J (I) MNA-) (2) 
Planes 1 and 2 44.00 
Planes 1 andJ 44.00 
Planes 2 and J 57.20 
Planes 1, MNA-3 (I) and (2) 5J.8° 
Planes 2, MNA- 3 (I) and (2) 71.60 





3.4£) Deviations of atoms from planes 
0 
Plane Atom Deviation (A) from mean planes 
. MNA-l MNA-) (1) MNA-) (2) 
1 c(1) -0.0121 -0.0054 -0.0094 
C(2) 0.0169 0.00)7 o'.00c;6 
C(J) -0.0052 0.0014 0.0021 
c(4) -0.0115 -0.0047 ..0.0058 
C(5) 0.016) 0.0029 0.0018 
C(6) -0.0045 0.0022 0.0059 
2 C(2) 0.0042 ..0.0006 -0.0001 
N(2) 
-0.0150 0.0019 0.0002 
. 
0(2) 0.0055 -0.0007 -0.0001 
o() 0.005) -0.0007 -0.0001 
) N(1) 0.0006 -0.0008 -0.0001 
C(8) -0.0018 0.0024 0.0002 
0(1) 0.0007 -0.0010 -0.0001 





Atom Co-ordinates and Isotropic Thermal Parameters for MNA-1 
and MNA-J) molecules 1 and 2 332 (with esd's, 10 (¥ ,or 10 (A) 
in parentheses} 
3.5a) MNA-l 
ATOM x y z u. • fAj 
.' .1S0 
C(l} 0.6575 (J) 0.350J (J) 0.4096 (J) 1o.0lt.9 (2) 
C(2) 0.619J (J) 0.4J50 (J) 0.2949 (3) 10.050 (2) 
C(3) 0.4889 (J) p.4599 (J) 0.2431 (J) 0.056. (2) 
H(J) 0.4661(J4) P·5216(J9) 0.1659(41) 0.080 ( 10) 
C(4) 0.J922 (J) 0.4046 (J) 0.J071 (4) 10.060 (2) 
C(5) 0.4J04 (J) 0.J248 (J) 0.4249 (4) 10.066 ( 10) 
H(5) o.J609(JJ) 0.2850(J7) 0.4707(J7) • b.075 (2) 
C(6) 0.5586 () 0.2965 (J) 0.4737 (4) 0.060- (9) 
H(6) 0.5795(J1) 0.246J{)J) 0.5597(J6) 0.064 (J) 
C(7) 0.2510 (J) p.4J07 (5) 0.249J (5) b.084 (2) 
N(2) 0.7145 (3) 10.5102 (J) 0.2J04 (J) b.06J (2) 
0(2) 0.8039 (2) 0.56J4 (J) 0.J071 (J) b.089 (2) 
0(3) 0.6954 (3) 0·5201 (J) 0.1004 (J) 0.085: (2) 
N(l) 0.7873 (2) o.J122 (J) 0.4592 (J) P.056 (2) 
H(lD) 0.8085(J1) p.2910(J4) 0.55J5(41) b.070 ( 10) 
C(8) 0.8719 () p.2704 (J) 0,376J (J) P,056 (2) 
0(1) 0.8454 (2) 10.2766 (2) 0.2469 (2) b.066 (2) 
C(9) 0.9984 (3) p.2176 (5) 0.4516 (4) D.078 (.3) 
Lists of structure factors and anisotropic temperature 
factors have been deposited with the British Lending 
Division as supplementary publication No. 60415 
which contains 34 pages of structure factor tables. 
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3.5b) (i) MNA-3, molecule 1 
2 ATOM It Y z ujso·(I) 
C( I} 0.7671 (I) 0.4992 (2) o .7456 (6) 0.051 . ( 1) 
C(2} 0.8276 (1) 0.4'590 (2) 0.5289 (6) o .0'5t. ( 1) 
C(3} 0.8887 (1) 0.5201 (2) 0.4212 (6) 0 • .0'59 (1) . 
H(J} 0,9252(14) o .4944< 20) 0.2846(70) 0.063 (7) 
C(4) 0.8931 (1) 0.6229 (2) 0.5231 (6) 0,060: ( 1) 
C(5} 0.8338 (1) 0.6636 (2) 0.7418 (6) 0.058 ( 1) 
H(5) 0.8333(15) o .7369(24) 0,8261(73) 0.079 (8) 
. 
C(6) 0.7732 (1) o .60it2 (2) 0 .. 8488 (6) 0.056 ( 1) 
H(6) 0.7362(15) 0.6344(20) 0.9899(66) 0.059 (6) 
C(7) 0.9'58'; (2) 0.6908 (2) o .1tOO3 (8) .0.078 (2) • 
N(2) 0.8296 (1) 0.3515 (2) 0.4011 (6) 0.065 ( 1) 
0(2) 0.7857 (1) 0.2887 (2) 0.5192 (7) 0.093 (2) 
o{) 0,8762 (1) 0.3265 (2) 0.1716 (7) 0.099. (2) 
N(1) 0.7053 (1) 0.4390 (2) 0.8,96 (5) 0.059 ( 1) 
H(10) 0.7131(16) o .366E)(2E) 0.8272(74) 0.079 (8) 
c(8) 0.6362 (1) 0.4736 (2) 0.9910 (8) 0.073 (2·l. 
0(1) 0.6198 (1) 0.5643 (2) 1.0181(11) 0.111 (2) 
C(9) o. '5816 (2) 0.3894 (3) 1.0974(10) 0.088 (2) 
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3.5b) (ii) MNA-J, molecule 2 
ATOM x y z tJj U iso*(11 
C(l) 0.7411 (1) ~~0198 (2) 1.1673 (6) P·05,) ( 1) 
C(2) 0.666) (1) 0.0060 (2) 1.1410 (6) 0.05) ( '1) 
C() 0~6069 (1) -0.0577 (2) 1.2497 (6) 0.055 ( 1) 
" 
H(3) 0.5593(15) -0.0356(20) 1.2311(66) 10.065 (7) 
C(4) 0.6186 (1) -0.1502 (2) 1.3930 (6) 10·055 ( 1) 
C(5) 0.6927 (1) -0.1748 (2) 1.42)9 (6) p.060 ( 1) 
H(5) 0.7003(13) -o.2lj,11(21) 1.5210(6lj,) p.060. (6) 
c(6) 0.7520 (1) -0.112) (2) 1.)173 (6) p.0'>9 ( 1) 
H(6) 0.804)(16) 
-0.1332(2) ) 1.3lj,1"( 73) p.o80 (8) 
C(7) 0.5551 (1) -0.2201 (2) 1.512'> (7) P·071 (2) 
. 
N(2) 0.6469 (1) 0.1015 (2) 0.9939 (6) p.06) (1) . 
0(2) 0.6919 (1) 0.1711) (2) 0.9687 (9) P.I0) (2~ 
0(3) 0.5852 (1) 0.108lj, (1) 0.8989 (6) p.085 ( 1) 
N(1) 0.8017 (1) 0.0lj,26 (2) 1.051lj, (6) P.·059 ( 1) 
H(10) 0.7898(18) 0.1070(29) 1.0022(90) p.097 ,( 10). 
C(8) 0.8716 (1) 0.0092 (2) 0.920lj, (6) 0.057 ( t) 
0(1) 0.8899 (1) -0.0810 (1) 0.908) (6) 0.07lj,' ( 1) 
C(9) 0.9233 (1) 0.093lj, (2) 0.7933 (8) 0.070 (2) 
* for non-H atoms 
The crystal structure of the amber form (MNA-2) 
Abstract 
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The crystal and molecular structure of a third polymorph of 4-
methyl-2-nitroacetanilide has been determined by X-ray 
diffraction techniques!% It crystallises in the monoclinic 
system, space group P2, I c, .Z=4, with a = 10.1~8(2), b = 
11.635(2), and c - 8.041(2) A, j1 = 94.~~(2)·. Using 1027 
unique reflections the structure was solved by the (Patterson) 
method of vector verification and refined by full matrix least 
squares which gave convergence to R = 0.080. The structure 
consists of nearly planar molecules, all approximately parallel 
to each other with their principal axes being parallel to b. 
The amide group forms an intramolecular hydrogen bond with the 
nitro group. Molecules related by c-glide are stacked along c in 
a very distinct columnar form. The columns are held together by 
the dipole forces betw~en carbonyl groups of molecules related by 
an inversion centre and similarly by the nitro groups. 
Introduction 87 
White and yellow polymorphs of 4-methyl-2-nitroacetanilide 
'30 137 
(MNA) were first reported by Battermann .nd Schaum 
reported the existence of a third unstable variety which was 
described as dark yellow. X-ray analyses of the white (MNA-l) 
,q (. 
and yellow (MNA-3) forms have been reported (Moore ~~_!~., ) 
and the intermolecul.r and intramolecular type of hydrogen 
13q 
bonding proposed by Skulski for the white and yellow forms 
respectively was confirmed. 
In the present work the crystal structure of the third 
variety, MNA-2 or .mber for .. , w •• in-vestigated in order to 
establish the nature of the hydrogen bond and as part of a study 
of the solid state phase changes of MNA. In fact, the ease with 
which the amber variety ch.nged form and differences in thermal 
stability and crystal size between similarly prepared batches 
of crystals caused some of the difficultie~ experienced in this 
work. 
Experimental 88 
Amber crystals of MNA-2 were prepared by partial evaporation of 
a hot (ca. 600 () solution of MNA-2 in petrol (boiling range 80-1000 
C) containing about 107. (v/v) of carbon tetrachloride. Short 
filamentary crystals were obtained and a cleavage plane was found 
at approximately 60 0 to the longitudinal axis. 
Unit cell and space group data were obtained from rotation and 
Weissenberg films. Accurate cell dimensions were deter.ined by 
least squares refinements of 6, Je, and ; values measured on a 
four circle diffractometer. For structure analysis purposes, 
integrated intensities were •• asured by step scanning in the~/. 
mode. All diffractometer work was carried out with the crystal 
situated in an air stream maintained at 2·C in order to minimise 
the possibi I i ty of a sol id state phase transformation which can 
take place at room temperature. Lorentz and polarisation 
f a'ctors were app lied in the usual manner, and semi -emp i r i cal 
absorption corrections were made using the .ethod of North !!_!!~ 
Jq~ Iq'l. 194-
modified by Kopfman and Huber and Tickle ..• 
Crystal data and details of diffractometer data collection are 
recorded in Tab Ie 3, (P. 
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Table3.~ Crystal data and experimental details (molecular formula C,H 10 
Crystal systelll 
Habit 
• a,b,c (A) 
w. ,{S, I' (,(.1) 
v, (I.," 
z 
-J D (g CII ) 
-1 Dm (g em ) 
Flotation .ixture 
Crystal siz. ( .. ) 
A ,Cu- K e(. (iu 
"'axis 
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Rw= r IllFI w{ JrlFoi ~~ 
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density (eA ) 
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Structure determination and refinement 
The structure could not be solved by direct methods of the 
program SHELX-7b nor by MULTAN-78 but the solution was obtained 
by the method of Patterson search, using a known part of the 
J q S" 
molecule, as proposed by Braun, Hornstra, and Leenhouts 
The molecular fragment used for this vector verification method 
consisted of atoms located at C(l), C(2), C(3), C(4), C(5), C(6), 
C(7) , N(l), and N(2), Fig. 1, with orthonormal coordinates 
obtained from earlier work completed on polymorph MNA-1 (Moore !~ 
Iq~ 
al. ) . A vector set was found which had an excellent degree 
of compatibility with the shArpened Patterson function and an 
electron density map then gave all other nonhydrogen atoms. 
Three cycles of isotropic least squares refinement, with hydrogen 
atoms in theoretical pOSitions, preceded a difference electron 
density .ap fro. which all nonmethyl hydrogens were located. 
With reference to the methyl hydrogens, the,difference mAp only 
gave indications of significant electron densities present in the 
appropriate regions, it did not give peak lOCAtions which hAd 
good correlation with ideal methyl hydrogen geometries. 
Final R values were achieved by further least squares 
refinement, using anisotropic temperature factors for the non-
methyl hydrogen atoms and isotropic factors for all the 
hydrogens, with methyl hydrogens refined as rigid groups. 
Refinements were obtained with three hydrogen atoms per methyl 
group, each with a site occupation factor of 1.0, and also with 
six hydrogen atoms per group, each with a site occupation factor 




Rand R w val ues and appl i cati on of Hami I ton· s 
1/f0 
tests , Table 3. 7 indicate that some 
appreciable methyl hydrogen disorder is present in this MNA-2 
polymorph, in a manner similar to that previously reported for 
If' MNA-l and MNA-3 pol ymorphs (Moore !!_!!_, -)_ 
A 
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Table 3.7 uiso ' R, and Rw values obtained using different CH 3 
group specifications • 
U i,o H(7) .. 
U i\o H(7)b 
(U lU C(7) 






















each with unity site occupation 
b Six H atoms per group, each with 0.5 site occupation factor. 
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Results 
Bond lengths and bond angles are presented in Table3.8 mean-
plane equations, interplanar angles and deviations of atoms 
frOID the pI anes are gi ven in Table 3.~. Atom coordinates and 
thermal parameters, wi th esd values, are gi ven in Table.3.1O. 
Molecular structure 
The dimensions and general features of the MNA-2 molecule 
are similar to those reported for MNA-3 (viz. molecule 1). 
Thus resonance interaction of the nitro and amide groups would 
account for the relatively short C(3)-C(4) and C(5)-C(6) bonds. 
Such interaction of the substituent groups is favoured by the 
low dihedral angles between the amide and ring and between the 
ring and nitro groups. The benzene ring is more planar whilst 
the amide and nitro groups are slightly less planar than were 
found for MNA-l and MNA-3. In general terms, all the 
nonhydrogen atoms lie very nearly in the molecular plane. The 
dihedral angle (3.9° ) between the amide and ring planes is 
lower than the equivalent angle reported for MNA-1 and MNA-3 as 
well as for 32 out of 35 other anilides whose structures were 
retrieved from the data files at the Cambridge Crystallographic 
Data Centre. Also, the value of the nonbonded distance 0(1)-
" H(b), 2.1b(b)A is lower than th~t reported for the equivalent 
distance in MNA-3 and in a series of 4-substituted-anilides 
7J. 
') . The deviation of the angles C(l)-N(l)-
C(8), 129.7'(.b) and N(U-C(8)-0(U, 123.4(.5) from 1200 and the 
short 0(1)-H(b) distance may be explained on the basis of a 
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bulky amide group being forced into the plane of the benzene 
ring. As a further consequence of the same effect the 0(2) 
atom of the nitro group is slightly displaced from the plane of 
the benzene ring. The H(10) ••• 0(2) o distance 1.98(.OS)A is 
o 
very similar to that found in MNA-3 (molecule 1, 1.9SA and 
o 
molecule 2, 1.98A). 
H(10), 111(3.6)· 
This, together with the angle C(I)-N(I)-
is consistent with a weak intramolecular 
hydrogen bond between 0(2) and H(10). 
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Intermolecular relationship 
The projection of the unit cell contents along Z shows that 
the molecules .re packed in distinct columns parallel to c, with 
molecular axes parallel to' b, and the projection along Y shows 
the molecular planarity and how parallel they are to each other. 
Adjacent molecules within the column are glide plane related. 
The average perpendicular distance of the ring atoms of a 
molecule x,0.5-y,0.S+z to a molecule x,y,z which is adjacent to 
o 
it within the column, is 3.40 A. These molecules are very nearly 
parallel the angle between the n9rmals to the ring planes being 
o 
only O·q~ • Presu.ably aclecules within a column are bonded by 
weak forces such as those operating in IT molecular complexes 
and since the whole molecule is very planar, orbital interaction 
must occur between amide and benzene ring. This interaction is 
expected to be at a maximum when charge alternation on adjacent 
atoms is at a maximum i.e. when the amide and nitro groups are in 
the plane of the benzene ring. 
An adjacent column consists of molecules of symmetry 1-x,1-
y,1-z and 1-x,0.5+y,0.S-z. A molecule in the adjacent column at 
1-x,0.S+y,1.S-z lies very nearly parallel to that at x,y,z in the 
first column. The perpendicular distance between the planes 
o 
occupied by each benzene ring is 0.173 A and the angle between 
• the planes is 1.42 Thus an unusual feature of this 
structure is that all atoms ( except for the methyl hydrogens) 
lie in parallel planes. This featUre accounts for the very 
- . 
strong reflection in the diffraction pattern,d(202) = 3.271 A 
which is comparable to the distance between the ring planes of 
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A view down y 
A view down z 
Fig. 3.8 
Stereo-pair diagrams for the unit cell of MNA-2 
F.l G. 3.9 
M NA-2 
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the molecules at x,O.~-y,O.5+z • and l-x,O.5+y,1.5-z,!~~. 3.29 A. 
Angles between normals to the 202 plane and molecular planes are 
o (plane 1), 7.1 (plane 2), and, o 5.5 (plane 3). 
The main columnar interactions appear to be of the dipole-
dipole type between carbonyl groups across a centre of inversion 
and a similar interaction for nitro groups. The distance between 
the oxygen ato.s of the carbonyl groups in the molecules of 
o 
symmetry x,y,z and 1-x,1-y,1-z is 3.25(1) A and the distance 
between nitro group oxygen atoms ( 0(2) ••• 0(2) ) in molecules 
o 
x,y,z and -x,1-y,1-z is 3.~2(1) A. The shortest intermolecular 
o 
distances involve O(l)[x,y,zl to H(5)[1-x,O.5+y,1.5-z1,2.23(6) A; 
o 
H(3)[x,y,zl to H on C(7)[-x,-y,1-z1, 2.51(9) A; and O(2)[x,y,zl 
• to H on C(9)[-x,1-y,1-z1, 2.~~(7) A. 
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1 • I Table 3.8 Bond lengths and bond angles for I'1NA-2 (esd's: 10 ~ (A ) 
for bonds not involving H atoms; 10&~ (AI) for bonds to H atoms; or 
~d.g) for bond angles, in parentheses.) 
o • bond length A or degree bond length A or degree 
or angle or angle 
C(1)-C(2) 1. 395 (6) C(5)-H(5) 0.93(6) 
C ( 1) -C ( 2) -C ( 3) 121.6(0.5) H(5)-C(S)-C(6) 121.8(3.3) 
C(I)-C(2)-N(2) 122.1(0.5) C(5)-C(6) 1.367(8) 
C(2)-N(2) 1.458(6) C (5) -C ( 6) -C <1 ) 121.1(0.5) 
C(2)-N(2)-0(2) 120.1(0.5) C(5)-C(6)-H(6) 120.5(3.4) 
C(2)-N(2)-0(3) 118.4(0.5) C(6)-H(6) 0.95(6) 
N(2)-0(2) 1.234 (5) H(6)-C(6)-C(I) 118.4(3.4) 
N(2)-0(3) 1.224(5) C (0) -C (1) 1.401 (7) 
0(2)-N(2)-0(3) 121. 5(0.4) C ( 0) -C ( 1) -C ( 2) 116.3(0.5) 
N(2)-C(2)-C(3) 116.2(0.5) C (6) -C (1) -N (1) 120.8(0.5) 
C(2)-C(3) 1.386(7) C (2) -C (1) -N (1) 123.0(0.5) 
C(2)-C(3)-C(4) 121. 8(0.5) C(1)-N(1) 1.400(7) 
C(2)-C(3)-H(3) 120.2(3.3) C (1)-N( 1) -C (8) 129.7(0.0) 
C(3)-H(3) 0.88(5) C (1) -N (1) -H (10) 111.0(3.6) 
H(3)-C(3)-C(4) 118.0(3.2) NU)-H(10) 0.79(5) 
C(3)-C(4) 1.364 (7) H (10) -N (1) -C (8) 119.3(3.0) 
C(3)-C(4)-C(5) 116.9(0.5) N (1) -C (8) 1.368 (7) 
C(3)-C(4)-C(7) 122.4(0.5) N (1) -C (S) -0 (1) 123.4(0.5) 
C(4)-C(7) 1.510(7) N (1) -C (S) -c (9) 113.8(0.6) 
C(7)-C(4)-C(5) 120.7(0.5) C (8) -0 (1) 1.206 (6) 
C(4)-C(5) 1.393(7) o (1 ) -C (8) -C ( 9) 122.S(0.5) 




Table 3.9 Le.st-squares planes, displacements (A) o-f atomsfrom the 
planes, and interplanar angles (deg). 
1 Benzene ring 
-0.~310(X.) - Q.0051 (Y.) + 0.8473(Z.) = 2.0083 




C(5) - 0.002 
C(6) 0.003 
2 Nitro group 
-0.5763(X.) - O.1238(Y.> + 0.8078(Z.) a 1.4680 
C(2) 0.002 
N(2) - 0.006 
0(2) 0.002 
0(3) 0.002 
3 Amide group 
-0.S182(X.> + 0.0608(Y.) + 0.8531(Z.> = 2.3730 
N(1) - 0.002 
C(8) 0.005 
0(1) - 0.002 
C(9) - 0.002 
~ 
H(10) 0.056 
Dihedral angles between the planes 
1 and 2 
7.6 0 
2 and 3 
11.4° 
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4All atoms within a specified group were used to c.lculate the 
respective planes except H(10) in group 3. 
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Table 3.10 Atom co-ordinates and isotropic thermal paramenters for P1NA-2 
(with es(:Ps~ 10'a or 10\ CAl), in parentheses) 
Atom x Y z U (~l ) ex. 
C<1 ) 0.2446(3) 0.3123(3) 0.5147(5) 0.063(3) 
C(2) 0.1470(3) 0.2468(3) 0.4277(5) 0.062(3) 
C(3) 0.1504(4) 0.1277(4) 0.4296(6) 0.069(3) 
H(3) 0.863(39) 0.0879(32) 0.3763(46) 0.071 (13) 
C(4) 0.2492(4) 0.0686(3) 0.5170(5) 0.070(3) 
C(5) 0.3470(34) 0.1335(4) 0.6043(6) 0.077(3) 
H(5) 0.4143(43) 0.0922(35) 0.6609(50) 0.078(14) 
C(6) 0.3455(4) 0.2510(4) 0.6046(6) 0.069(3) 
H(6) 0.4148(48) 0.2932(35) 0.6638(56) 0.092(15) 
C(7) 0.2524(5) - 0.0611 (4) 0.5239(7) 0.088(4) 
N(2) 0.0367(3) 0.2992(4) 0.3281(5) 0.073(3) 
0(2) 0.0185(3) 0.4039(3) 0.3344(4) 0.091(3) 
0(3) _ 0.0375 (3) 0.2367(3) 0.2414(4) 0.092(2) 
N (1) 0.2450(4) 0.4326(3) 0.5130(5) 0.071(3) 
H(10) 0.1837 (41) 0.4566(32) 0.4574(45) 0.058 (13) 
C(8) 0.3360(5) 0.5078(3) 0.5850(6) 0.075(3) 
O( 1> 0.4328(3) 0.4780(2) 0.6707(5) 0.095(2) 
C(9) 0.3056(5) 0.6318(3) 0.5450(7) 0.O-8Lrll(..) 
4 I 
for non-hydrogen atoms u. ao = [ u •• U\lU~~'1 
~I 















Some intermolecular distances between molecules 
lying in the 202 plane in MNA-2. The symmetries 
of molecules are shown in the ring. The values 







Some intraplanar distances in MNA-3 
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. 
Some intermolecular distances between molecules 
of type 1 and l' which are coplanar in MNA-3. 
o 
All distances are given in Angstrom units and 
values in parentheses are e.s.d values. 
Some distances from adjacent molecules of type 
molecule 2 are also given. Molecules of type 
1 and l' lie nearly in the 311 plane. 
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Fig. 3.13 A view of three pairs of molecules 
1 and 2 in MNA-3. 
The outline of 
the unit cell is shown in perspective. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
The Topotactic Phase Changes of MNA 
100 
An introduction to Chapter 4. 
Section 4.1a (page 110) 
This section is an account of the morphology of the 
yellow polymorph (MNA-3) and describes how it can be 
regarded as a structure of columns which form laths 
parallel to the z direction. This feature, as well as the 
presence of a cleavage plane which made analysis by x-ray 
diffraction possible, 
micrographs. 
Section 4.1b (page 117) 
are shown in a selection of e12ctron 
This section describes the solid state phase change of 
MNA-3 (yellow) to MNA-l (white). This change occurs on 
standing at ambient temperature for periods which may vary 
from several weeks to several years or more rapidly on 
heating to about 85°C. The growth of the new phase has 
strong directional preferences which are illustrated in 
fig. 4.4 (page 118) and fig. 4.5 (page 119). 
Section 4.2 (page 123) 
This section describes a hypothetical mechanism for the 
phase change in which pairs of molecules rotate around axes 
l09a 
which are parallel to the z ~xes and pass through centres 
of symmetry (fig. 4.8, page 125). Although this approach 
yields calculated x and y coordinates which are in good 
agreement with those found experimentally for MNA-1 ( see 
fig. 5.5 and fig. 5.6 on pages 194 and 195 respectively) a 
mechanism involving less translational movement is 
preferred (Section 4.8). 
Section 4.3 (page 127) 
This section introduces the possibility that the main 
factor which determines the orientation of the new phase is 
that their respective flat faces will 
parallel. 
Section 4.4 (page 129) 
prefer to be 
In this section the consequences of possible defects in 
the column structures are considered. 
Section 4.5 (page 137) 
This section shows how MNA-2 (amber) and MNA-3 (yellow) 
can be regarded as crystal structures composed of molecules 
in closely packed parallel layers. 
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Section 4.6 <page 146) 
This section considers that the phase change of MNA-3 to 
MNA-1 could occur by a mechansim which involves movement of 
the contents of parallel planes as in a martensitic 
transformation. laa 
Section 4.7 <page 150) 
This (second) mechanism for the change of MNA-3 to MNA-1 
is summarised and criticised in this section. 
Section 4.8 (page 152) 
A third mechanism for the phase change MNA-3 to MNA-1 is 
considered in this section. The mechansim involves 
folding planar molecules found in MNA-3 in such.a way that 
the molecule pivots about N(l) (Fig. 4.20 page 153). 
Although this mechanism involves movement of benzene rings 
it explains the orientation of the new phase and shows how 
a new sheet or layer of molecules of MNA-I can arise from a 
layer or sheet of MNA-3 molecules (fig. 
4.22 page 157). 
4.21, page 156 and 
l09c 
Section 4.9 (page 158) 
The phase change MNA-2 (amber) to MNA-3 (yellow) is 
described and a possible mechanism is proposed and 
illustrated in fig. 4.27~ page 165. 
Section 4.10 (page 169) 
This section shows how the crystal structures of MNA-2~ 
MNA-3~ and MNA-1 can be viewed as structures constructed 
from molecules lying in parallel planes. 
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Section 4.1a 
The morphology of yellow crystals of MNA-3 
Crystals of MNA-3 which are grown from solutions of light 
petrol form long rod-like structures which fracture readily 
when attempts are made to cut them. The crystals are not 
circular in cross section but tend to be flat, and well formed 
crystals of MNA-3 have an elongated diamond-shaped cross 
section which is shown below. :-
<---> 
Several electron micrographs of MNA-3 crystals are shown 
in figs.4.1to 4.5. It is known from X-ray work that the 
z-direction is parallel to the long axis of the crystal. 
The crystals show a cleavage plane which is inclined at about 
~~~ I~ to the z-axis. Ele ctron micrographs of a small 
section of MNA-3 which was cut from a long section are shown 
in fig. 4.1. The tendency for the crystal to fracture in 
planes parallel to fhe cleavage plane is also revealed: 
The well defined flat surface of the crystalis shown in fig. 4.3 
Close examination of the flat surface reveals that it is 
built up from closely packed laths. This feature is 
probably responsible for the observed property of the crystal 
to splinter along the length of the crystal. 
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The stacking of laths parallel to the z-direction 
is regarded as an important feature of the crystal structure 
and could account for the observed directions of growth of 
MNA-l in the solid state. The strong tendency for MNA-l to 
form well developed layers or sheets in the yz plane was 
emphasised in the previous section. 
Following from the ideas of 170 Mnyukh the formation of 
the strongly layered structure of MNA-l could be due to the 
diffusion of MNA molecules across a microcavity and 
deposition on a flat surface might occur in such a way that 
the flat layers of MNA-l grow on the flat layers of MNA-3 so 
, 
that at an intermediate stage parallel layers of MNA-3 and 
MNA-l would co-exist. Hence the orientation of molecules of 
MNA-3 at the flat surface would be of lesser importance than 
its flat or planar nature. 
I ' I !' . ! I • I 
1. x L 20 2 . x 110 
1 , 2, and 4 how a ut cry tal of M A-3 ( ello ) . 
' 0 th di location on the righl-hand end of th ry lal 
a well as ' holes '. 3 . hows a surface built [rom 
ov rlapping laths (M A-3) . 
I 1 >-' , , ') I , , 
I . x 250 2 . x 250 
El clron micrographs of M A-3 ( ellow) cuL by a 
razor blad . The c1 n c1 avage is 1early seen (1 , 3 , 4) , 
2 . This hows Lhe surface of M A- 3 (yellow) . 
Pclrallel columns ' long the dlagonal of the photograph 
are parnllel Lo th z a xi s . 
2 . x 250 4 . x 250 
r ig . 4 . 3 
Electron micrographs of a crystal of MNA-3 (yellow) 
which was splintered by pressing with a spatula end . 
Stress i nduced twining has probably occurred . 
The scale is indicated on each photograph . 
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In addition to the electron microscopy work further X-ray 
work was carried out on single crystals of MNA-3 in order to 
determine the directions of the a or b axes with respect to 
the surface of the crystal. 
Rotation photographs of MNA-3 crystals were obtained when 
the crystal was fixed to a glass fibre so that aT-shaped 





The separation of layer lines suggested that the direction of 
greatest cross-sectional width corresponded to the a+b axis. 
I) 
The calculated value of the diagonal a + b = 21.9A whilst 
., 
the separation of layers lines was 21. 'S:t:O.O.5 A. 
Hence it is concluded that the when the crystals are 
viewed perpendicular to their flat side ( a position which 
they naturally adopt when placed on a glass plate on the 
laboratory bench ) that the molecular axes N(1) .•• C(7) are 
perpendicular to the observer. The orientation of unit 
cells in a cross section of the crystal is as shown in fig. 
5.15 
However~ if layers of MNA-l molecules are to grow in the 
solid state in the observed orientation~ then the molecular 
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axes N(1) •.. C(7) must change from one of being parallel to MP 
in fig. 4.18 to one of lying parallel to MA !. Such a 
re-orientation involves rotation of the molecular axes 
through about 90 degrees. 
discussed in the next section. 
This possibility will be 
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Section 4.1b 
The solid state phase change of MNA-3. to MNA-l 
The formation of the white form o~ MNA from the yellow form 
i.e. MNA-3 to MNA-l has been observed to occur in samples which 
have been stored at ambient temperature or on heating to about 
In the latter case the change can be observed using a 
Kofler hot-stage microscope. The growth of the new phase can 
be seen to occur with strong directional preferences and 
I 
photographs of such growths are shown in the photographs in 
figs. 4.4 and 4.5. 
It can be seen that the crystals of the white form are 
produced in densely packed clusters of small crystals which 
have their long axes ( which corresponds to the direction in 
which hydrogen bonds occur) either in the same direction as 
the needle axis of the yellow form or inclined at an angle of 
• about 45 to this direction. 
An attempt has been made to rationalise the formation of the 
white form and a mechanism for the solid state phase change 
will be presented. 
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Section 4.2 
A model for the transformation of MNA-3 (yellow) to MNA-l (white) 
The projection of the crystal structure of MNA-3 in the x-y 
plane shows that the structure is composed of pairs of molecules 
which are related by an inversion centre. For example, molecules 
1 and 1" have an inversion centre at 0.5,O.5,O.5 and mol eCLIJ. es 2 
and 2' have an inversion centre at 1,1,1. Thus the structure 
may be viewed as pairs of molecules with members of each pair 
being related by an inversion centre. The position clf the 
carbonyl groups in these pairs is important since it is probable 
that dipole-dipole interaction between carbonyl groups helps to 
stabilise the columnar structure of MNA-3. The relative 
positions of such pairs of molecules are shown in fig. 4.8 
The formation of MNA-1 may occur by rotation of these pairs in 
a clockwise manner around the centre of symmetry. 
has been simulated by computer drawn diagrams. 
This rotation 
A prOjection of 
the crystal structure before and after rotation of the pairs of 
molecules around centres of symmetry is shown in fig. 4.8 , fig.4.9 
and fig. 4.10 The difference between the last two diagrams is 
that the repeat distance along the x-direction has been reduced by 
a factor of 0.5. This corresponds to a contraction in this 
direction. However, the important aspect of this diagram is that 
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new palrs of molecules are formed which are separated byashort 
~ 
distance of about 4A and they are related by a centre of symmetry. 
Such pairs are equivalent to molecules A(x~y,z) and B(l-x,l-y,l-z) 
in MNA-l. Another important aspect of fig.4.10 is that the pairs 
of molecules are packed in parallel rows both in the x and y 
directions. An MNA-1 type of structure can be constructed from 
this by rotation of the amide groups into directions which are 
perpendicular to the plane of the diagram so the the old and new z 
directions are approximately parallel. 
The intermolecular hydrogen bonds would be formed 
parallel to the z axis of MNA-3 i.e. the MNA-l and MNA-3 z axes 
would be parallel. Photographs of this type of growth of MNA-l 
from MNA-3 in the solid state are shown in fig.4.4 
whereas in the case of lateral growth of MNA-l the z axis of MNA-3 
is at 45 0 to the z axis of MNA-l. 
Although the rotation mechanism accounts for the formation 
of new centres of symmetry the formation of MNA-l from MNA-3 
in two different orientatio~s is, in the opinion of the author, 
fully explained by the approach discussed in section 4.2 in which 
the molecules are assumed to pivot about N(I). 
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Fig.4.8 
A view of MNA-3 down z 
showing molecules ~elated 
by centres of symmetry (.) 
A potential cleavage plane 
--':(:' -~­..:....~-- -
--,::: ...... --..:::,...~_"l.._ 
Fig.4.9 
Molecular positions 
after rotation of each 
pair around a centre 
of symmetry by 60°. 
Fig.4.10 
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Molecules 1 and 1', and 2 and 2' 
The. indicates a centre of inversion . 
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Section 4.3 
The validity of a physical interpretation of MNA-3 (yellow) 
to MNA-l (whIte) conversion. 
Previous sectIons of this thesis have described how the 
MNA-l (white) crystal structure can be derived from the MNA-3 
crystal structure by a clockwise rotation of pairs of 
molecules which are related by a centre of symmetry and which 
occupy adjacent pOSitions in the crystal byadipole-dipole 
interaction between the carbonyl groups. This interaction 
is much weaker in MNA-l (white) since the anti parallel 
carbonyl groupS have an increased separation compared to the 
MNA-3 (yellow) crystal structure. (The distances 
o o 
0(1) ••• 0(1) in MNA-3 are 4.61 A (molecule 1) and 4.57 A 
(molecule 2); and 0(1) ••• 0(1) in MNA-l, 7.69 A. The 
molecules in question are at x,y,z and 2-x,-y,l-z and they 
are related by a centre of symmetry at 1,O,O.5. 
One possible interpretation is that rotation of an object 
can be treated as a mathematical operation in which the 
coordinates of points in a body are multiplied by a matrix 
and a comparison of the old and new coordinates may 
correspond to a convenient physical interpretation involving 
rotation and perhaps translation. A mathematical 
relationship between old and new pOSitions does not prove 
that rotation and translation actually occurred. Ho'wever, 
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such an interpretation does remain a possibility. 
It is important to stress at this stage that the 
conversion of MNA-3 (yellow) to MNA-l (white) is not a phase 
transformation of a single crystaltoa single crystal. This 
is revealed by examination of transformed crystals under the 
optical and electron microscopes as well as by the powder 
pattern obtained by X-ray diffraction of the transformed 
material. However~ the former techniques do clearly show 
that well formed microcry~tals are produced which have grown 
with strong orientational preferences. 
Since MNA-3 and MNA-l have crystal structures in which 
distinct layers are present it is possible to apply the ideas 
17C 
of Mnyuch i.e. the transformation could occur from layers 
of molecules lying parallel to the yz planes across 
microcavities by a process of sUblimation and layers of MNA-l 
type crystals might be deposited in such a way that the yz 
layers (these layers are very pronounced in MNA-l) are laid 
parallel to the layers of molecules in the yz planes of MNA-
3. The mathematical transformation of the MNA-3 to the MNA-
1 structure would still be valid because it is based on a 
feature, namely the close antiparallel C=O groups, which is 
common to both systems. 
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Section 4.4 
An explanation of the topotactic growth of MNA-l (white) 
based on the likely presence of crystal defects in MNA-3 
(yellow). 
Many batches of crystals of the yellow triclinic form of 
MNA have been prepared and it has been observed that the 
stability of these different batches is very variable. For 
example~ a sample which was prepared by crystallisation from 
- . light petroleum (boiling range 4~-60 ) which was collected on 
a Hirsch funnel and then dried in air~ changed completely 
into the white form on storing in a sample tube for two 
months. In another case, a sample of the yellow form~ which 
waS made by slow cooling of a solution in light petroleum ( 
boiling range 60-80w)containing carbon disulphide~ was stable 
for more than three years although one crystal of the yellow 
form had changed to the white form. In the latter case the 
crystals had been made with a view to preparing good crystals 
for X-ray diffraction experiments and consequently they had 
been isolated by decantation of the crystallisation solvent 
and allowed to dry in air. These crystals had grown as well 
formed spikes or needles which were several centimetres long 
and 1 to 2 mm thick and many adhered to the sides and bottom 
of the flask. Hence decantation of the solvent proved to be 
an easy operation. In fact it was apparent that the 
stability was increased by careful and gentle handling and 
that some operations~ such as collection on filter funnels~ 
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pressing to remove solvent and packing into sample tubes, 
should not be attempted. 
During the preparation of crystals of MNA-3 for X-ray 
diffraction is was noticed that the crystals tended to 
splinter easily when attempts were made to make cuts with a 
razor blade perpendicular to the length of the crystal. 
However, the discovery of a cleavage plane, which is 
mentioned in chapter 3 , enabled clean cuts to be made. 
It is therefore possible that crystals of MNA-3 might 
contain faults or defects in which the long columns of 
molecules, which are packed along z and parallel to the long 
filamentary axis of the crystal, have separated. This 
separation of columns might be of the order of several 
Angstrom units and the fault would not be detectable by 
external examination. 
It is suggested that a possible line of fracture in the 
MNA-3 structure is parallel to the line drawn in the 
projection of the MNA-3 crystal structure which is viewed 
down z and shown in fig.4.8 .The general direction of the 
fracture or potential cleavage plane is parallel to the yz-
plane. The protruding portions on either side could be 
members of pairs of 1 and 1" or 2 and 2'. Diagrams of 
sections parallel to the yz-plane of MNA-3 are shown in figs. 4.12 
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Fig. 4.12 Views of columns of mol~cules 1,2,1',2' 
in MNA-3. Unit cells viewed down y. 
The dark line is a potential cleavage plane. 
The plane is viewed edge on. 
MNA-3 ROTATION 90.45.0 SCALE 
Fig. 4.13 
A view of several unit cells stacked along z 
The view is perpendicular to the cell diagonal 
OP shown in Fig. 4.18. 
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It should be noted that these diagrams offer varying 
degrees of magnification. These diagrams clearly emphasise 
the columnar arrangement of MNA-3 and it is suggested that 
the cleavage plane, which proved invaluable for the 
preparation of suitable samples for X-ray diffraction 
experiments, corresponds to a section along a plane, viewed 
edge-on, in fig. 4.12. 
This cleavage plane may also be used to explain the shape 
of twinned crystals of MNA-3. A photograph of a twinned 
crystal is shown in fig.4.14 and the twinned crystal 
constructed from the computer generated crystal structure of 
MNA-3 is shown in f'g.4.1S. The adjacent molecules on either 
side of the boundary of the twinned crystals are related by a 
centre of inversion. 
One important aspect of the fracture-plane depicted in 
fig. 4.' is that the protruding molecules will be of the 1 
and 1" type on one side and 2 and 2" on the other side. If 
a molecule of MNA in the vapour state attaches itself by 
dipole-dipole interaction to one of the protrudin~ molecules 
the two molecules would be related by a centre of inversion 
and rotation of the amide groups would give molecules 
equivalent to molecules A (x~y,z) and B (l-x,l-y,l-z) in MNA-
1 (white). This pair of molecules would then act as a 
nucleus for the growth of MNA-l throughout the entire MNA-3 
Fig . 4.14 133a 
A twinned crystal of MNA-3 (yellow) 
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..• .: .••• '1' ....... ,: ... : ..... :->;:0. 
z axis 
Fi.g. 4. 15 A possible arrangement of molecules in 
a twinned crystal of MNA-3. Each unit cell is viewed 
perpendicular to the cell diagonal from 0,0,0 to 1,1,0. 
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cr-ystal. 
Accor-ding to this hypothesis the or-ientation of gr-owth of 
MNA-l is dictated by (a) the for-mation of fr-actur-es along the 
cr-ystal axis and par-allel to the yz planes and (b) the 
attachment to a molecule of type 1 or- type 2. Attachment to 
the for-mer- would favour- gr-owth of MNA-l with the 
inter-molecular- bonds parallel to the long filamentar-y axis 
(i.e. ver-tical gr-owth) and attachment to a molecule of type 2 
would favour- later-al gr-owth. Since ther-e ar-e the same 
number- of exposed molecules of types 1 and 2 (but on opposite 
sides of the fr-actur-e) ther-e should be an equal pr-obability 
that ver-tical and later-al gr-owth occur-. This point has not 
been investigated and e>:amination of many cr-ystal 
tr-ansfor-mations would be necessar-y to establish this point. 
However-, both later-al and ver-tical gr-owth of MNA-l cr-ystals 
fr-omMNA-3 cr-ystals ar-e commonly obser-ved. 
In a per-fect cr-ystal of MNA-3 fr-actl.tr-es would be absent 
and spontaneous tr-ansfor-mation should not occur-. However-, 
the for-mation of the white for-m should be obser-ved if small 
tr-aces of white for-m ar-e intr-oduced i • e. seeding. Also, if 
it was possible to make small, well formed crystals of MNA-3 
then the sample should show greater- stability. It should be 
noted that small, well formed crystals of MNA-3 are not 
usually formed from solution where in~tially fine hair-like 
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crystals are formed and subsequent growth merely adds to the 
length to width ratio of 20 or more. 
The latter point will be referred to later when the phase 
change of MNA-2 is discussed since it proved possible to make 
a thermally stable variety of MNA-3 from MNA-2. 
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Section 4.5 
An alternative model for viewing the changes occurring during 
phase transformations. 
The previous discussion of the mechani~m of the phase change 
concentrated on the structure and organisation of molecules in 
columns. In this second model, which complements the first 
model, emphasis is placed on the existence of groups of 
molecules which occur in planes. For example, all molecules 
in MNA-2 (amber), are found in parallel planes and fig.3.8 
which gives a view of the structure of MNA-2 down the y-
direction, clearly shows that all atoms of a molecule to lie 
~n one plane and all molecules lie in planes parallel to the 
202 plane. 
The arrangement of molecules in this plane ~s shown in figA.ll 
This diagram was drawn on a hexagonal grid to assist in 
the construction of hand-drawn hexagons. An additional 
feature is apparent in that the line diagram fits remarkably 
well into a pattern which is reminiscent of the crystal 
structure of graphite. Also the interplanar spacing of MNA-2 
o (3.4 A) is very similar to the value found for the interplanar 
• spacing in graphite (3.4 A). If this diagram is regarded as 
a proje~tion of the crystal structure then x and y coordinates 
can be measured from the diagram and z coordinates can be 
estimated using the following approximation which is based on 
138 
the equation for the least-squares plane through the benzene 
ring :-
z = 0.89 x + 0.3 
The slope of this line is approximately 41 0 and hence a 
reasonable model of MNA-2 can be envisaged by holding fig.~.~ 
with the y-axis horizontal and at an angle of inclination of 
- . 
about 4~ • 
The crystal structure of MNA-3 (yellow) can be constructed 
by rotating alternate rows of molecules, lying parallel to the 
y-axis~ through 1800 i.e. a rotation of 180- around an axis 
formed by an intersection of the glide plane and the plane of 
the diagram. The resulting structure is shown in fig.4.17 
and after adjustment to the hexagonal grid the resulting 
structure is found in fig. 4.18 If the parallelogram OABP 
is regarded as a projection of the unit cell onto. the inclined 
plane then x and y coordinates can be measured. o represents 
the origin of the unit cell, OA and DB represent the 
projections of the a and b sides of the unit cell respectively 
~nd AM the projection of the c-axis. 
Although the molecules marked MOL 1 at x~y,z and l-x~1-y,3-z 
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plane as represented by this diagram. The latter types which 
are all marked MOL 2 presumably adjust their position to 
stabilise columns of molecules of type MOL 1 by intermolecular 
hydrogen bonds but the long axis of the molecule ( C(7) •••• N(l~ 
remains in the inclined plane. Hence an approximate model 
of MNA-3 can be constructed by viewing superimposed parallel 
planes inclined at approximately 4~ to the horizontal. A 
diagram showing the experimentally determined distances in the 
-311 plane is shown in fig.3.11a . 
The angle of inclination of the plane of the benzene ring 
to the z-direction is about 
Q 
32 and the interplanar spacing is 
~ 
3.43 A. The latter value is very nearly the same as that in 
MNA-2 but the angle of inclination is about 8 degrees smaller. 
Fractional coordinates measured from fig. 4.18 agree with those 
from the X-ray diffraction studies to within O~04 for the x and 
y values and 0.1 for the z values. The ratio of the lengths 
OA:OB is 1.24 compared to 1.39 for the found ratio of the unit 
cell sides a:b. 
The general shape of the projection of the unit cell sides 
and c onto the inclined plane is consi~ent with a 
triclinic upit cell. 
In conclusion fig.4.18 is an approximate representation of 
the molecules present in the 3rl plane. One difference is 
142 
that all molecules labelled MOL 2 should be rotated around the 
C(7) ••. N(1) axis bv about 30 degrees and the N(l) e(7) T • • • • 
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"'-, Fig. '-4.18 '- ( 
A structure for MNA-3 obtained fro~ 
MNA-2 by rotating half the molecules 
round axes parallel to the z axis. 1 
Finally, tilting of the N(1) .•. C(7) 
axes as described in Fig. 4.30 Occur.1a. 





















View of a section through a crystal of MNA-3 (yellow) showing 
the diamond shaped cross section. The Miller indices of the 
faces are given. OABP represents the unit cell if the cross 
section is perpendicular to the z axis which is approximately 
perpendicular to the plane of this page. 
However, the molecules shown in fig. 4.18b should 
be viewed as lying in the inclined plane (31 1). In fact, 
molecules which are of the type molecule 2 and 2' are twisted 
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about their N(1) •••• C(7) axis, out of this plane so that a molecule 




A mechanism for the transformation of MNA-3 (yellow) to MNA-1 
(white) based on interplanar interactions. 
This mechanism is based on the premise that the new 
centres of symmetry, 
new space group, 
inclined planes. 
which are necessary for the change to a 
are formed between molecules in adjacent 
For e:·:ampl e~ a molecule labelled MOL 1, 
x,y,z and one of the MOL 2 type at x~y,z in the adjacent 
upper plane could form the two centre molecules in the MNA-1 
unit cell i.e. the two molecules at x~y,z, (A) and 1-x,1-y,1-
z (B). Similarly molecules at the centre of a new unit 
cell of the white form would be formed between MOL 2 1-x,1-
y,l-z and a molecule in the upper adjacent inclined plane 
labelled MOL 1 1-x,1-y,l-z. 
The shapes outlined by AMNQ, BDMN would correspond to a 
view of the MNA-l unit cell perpendicular to the ring plane 
of the two centre molecules A view of the cell contents of 
MNA-l perpendicular to the ring plane of molecule x,y,z is 
shown in fig. 3.4 c. Thi s vi ew is very si mi I ar to that in 
fig. 4.18 with AMFG as an appro>: i mate outline of the MNA-1 
unit cell. T8 would correspond to the projection of the >~-
axi s onto the inclined plane whilst TF and TG would 
correspond to the pr-ojections of the z and y a>:es 
respectively. Thus the directions of the z-axes in MNA-3 
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(AM) and MNA-l (TF) are parallel. 
The diagram also predicts a contraction of about 25% in 
the y-direction of MNA-3 (i.e. AP --) AG ). MF represents 
the common edge from 0,0,1 to 1,0,1 between unit cells whilst 
ASM and GTF are common yz faces between unit cells. 
A side view of the inclined plane is shown in fig.4.~. 
The calculated distanc~between the ring planes of A type 
o 
molecules in the cells shown in fig. 4.19 is about -2.13 A 
and +2.11 
o 
A. This result would indicate that individual 
rings have increased their inclination to the z-axis by 
rotation around the C(7) ••• N(1) axis. The calculated angles 




The above results are consistent with the benzene rings 
being maintained in the same planes in MNA-2 and MNA-3 but in 
MNA-l the angle has increased by about o 20 This increase 
can be accounted for by rotation around the C(7) •.. N(1) axis 
as described above and such an increase would allow for a 
stronger interaction between molecules of types 1 and 2 which 
are situated in adjacent columns. 
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Formation of the intermolecular hydrogen bonds 
Formation of the intermolecular hydrogen bonds occurs by 
rotation of the amide groups around the C(l) •••• N(l) a:ds by 
135 degrees so that the C=O and N-H bonds are directed along 
the new z-axis which is parallel to the z-axis in MNA-3. 
The nitro groups of molecules of type MOL 1 remain directed 
towards AQ and on either side of the new hydrogen bonds that 
a~e formed so that a glide plane is formed parallel to the z 
direction and perpendicular to the y direction. 
Similarly i nterm(::)l ecul ar hydrogen bonds involving 
molecules of type MOL 2 are formed by rotation of the amide 
groups around the C(l) ••• N(l) 
the ring atoms and N(l), 
inclined plane. 
axis by about 135 degrees and 
N (2) , and C(7) remain in the 
Thus, adjacent molecules in the columns stacked along z in 
MNA-3 become connected by hydrogen bonds and each column is 
linked to each adjacent column by an alternate ring-ring 
i nter.:lct ion. The arrangement of molecules in the inclined 
planes can be seen in fig. 4.19 which shows the contents of 
an assembly of unit cells viewed down the >(-a:-:is. 
Fig.4.19 An assembly of MNA-l unit cells 
viewed down the x axis. 
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These lines represent 
edges of the inclined 
plane. 
The molecules in MNA-l 
might have their benzene 
inclined 
planes. This idea is 
superceded in section 4.3 
MNA-l cells viewed 
down the x axis. 
This view is of lower 




A mechanism for the formation of the white form (MNA-l) from 
the yellow form (MNA-3). 
The second transformation mechanism (s·ummarised below), has 
th~ merit of maintaining the direction of the N(I) .•• C(7) 
and the relative positions of half of the benzene rings. 
The proposed changes will be discussed using the molecules 
described in fig.4.18 and involve the following :-
1. Lateral movement of columns of those molecules labelled * 
so that the N(1) .•• C(7) axes would be lined in parallel layers. 
2. The a axes of MNA-1 would lie parallel to MP and the c axes 
parallel to the c axes of the parent MNA-3. 
3. Intermolecular hydrogen bonds would be formed by rotating 
the amide groups through about 135°. 
These bonds would be formed from the intracolumnar amide 
groups. 
4. The benzene rings within in a column would interact with 
those of adjacent columns on an alternate basis. 
5. If the rings and N(1) ••• C(7) axes remained approximately 
parallel to the original inclined plane then the hydrogen bonds 
would lie parallel to the c axis of MNA-3 if an amide group of 
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a. molecule 1 type was involved.or at about 45 degrees to the c 
a~d s if a mol ecul e 2 t yp.e was i. nvol ved • 
6. In the latter case the sheets of new hydrogen bonds would 
lie parallel to the plane of the inclined plane of MNA-3. 
A diagram showing the formation of sheets or layers of MNA-l 
molecules is shown in fig.4.19 and it is important to note that 
the flat layers of MNA-l would be formed approximately at right 
angles to the diagonal (OP) of the MNA-3 unit cells. 
This mechanism, which attempts to minimise 
the movement of the benzene rings during the transformation 
of MNA-3 to MNA-1 has lead to a result which is not in 
in accordance with experimental observation which requires 
the layers of MNA-l i.e. the sheets of molecules parallel to 
x, to be parallel to the diagonals (OP) of the MNA-3 
unit cells. 
However, this discepancy is absent from the third 
me c h ani s. m w hie his dis c u sse din sec t ion 4. 8 • 
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Section 4.8 
A mechanism for the solid ~tate conversion of the yellow 
(MNA-3) into the white (MNA-I) form 
A mechansim for the conformational change of MNA. 
The crystal structures of the amber and yellow forms of MNA 
consist of planar arrangements of flat and slightly kinked 
the molecular ~olecules p£ MNA respectively whereas 
found in MNA-I is a pronounced folded conf orm,:\t ion 
conformation. From a study of MINIT molecular models it 
appears that a series of movements of groups could account 
for the change in conformation. 
conformation of in the 
i ntr'amol I-;?cul ar hydrogen bonding 
Fig. 4.20 shows the 
in which pl,:lnar' form 
is possible. The 
arrangement of groups around NIl) consists of a hydrogen atom 
(H 10)~ a substituted benzene ring~ and an acetyl group. In 
the molecular model the bond angle between any two of these 
groups and N(l) is 120 degrees. 
Rotation around the N(I) ••• C(S) bond would give the second 
structure shown in fig. 4.20 
the nitrogen atom has occurred 
After this rotation about 
intramolecular hydrogen 
bonding is not possible. Other important aspects are that a 
cis ( or E ) amide conformation results and the N(I'.o.C(7) 
axis has shifted by about 120 degrees. The final change 
0(1) 
Fig. 4.20 The change from a planar to a folded 
conformation could occur by a rotation around 
N(l). The conformation in MNA-3 and MNA-2 
is shown in the lower part and that for MNA-1 
in the upper part., 
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consists of a ccmversion of the amide conformation from 
cis (E) to trans(Z) and this could occur so that the carbonyl 
group lies on either side of the nitro group. This would 




Consider a strip of 
conformational change on crystal 
the crystal structure of MNA-3 which 
lies parallel to the a+b vector ( the unit cell diagonal). 
Such a group could consist of pairs of molecules linked by 
weak intermolecular hydrogen bonds between nitro and amide 
groups in molecules 1 and 2 (x~y,z) and also 1 (2-
x,l-y,z) and 2 (2-x~1-y,z) which are shown in fig. 4.21 
Rotation around each Nel} occurring by the sequence of events 
described in the previous section would produce pairs of 
folded molecules which are equivalent to molecules A (x,y,z) 
and B (l-x,l-y,l-z) which occur at the centre of the unit 
cell of MNA-l. 
next layer i.e. 
If enantiomorphic pairs were formed from the 
of the equivalent symmetry but with 2+1 then 
a layer of Cex,.5-y,.5+z) 
molecules would be formed. 
and D el-x,.5+y,.5-z) types of 
Hence layers of molecules in 
MNA-3 which lie perpendicular to the 2 axis form layers of 
folded molecules in MNA-l and the layers are still 
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perpendicular to the z axis since parent (MNA-3) and daughter 
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Section 4.9 158 
The phase change of MNA-2 (amber) to MNA-3 (yellow) 
The structure of MNA-2 has been discussed previously in 
chapter (3). However, some of the main pOints, which are 
considered relevant to this phase change, will be restated at 
this point. 
The structure may be regarded as columnar and molecules 
which are related by the glide plane, which is perpendicular 
to b, are stacked in columns along c. The crystals of MNA-2 
are filamentary but generally are much shorter in length than 
those of MNA-3. The long axis of the crystals is parallel 
to the z direction. An unusual feature of the crystal 
structure is 'that all molecules lie in parallel planes which 
.. 
are parallel to the plane ,202. This aspect of the crystal 
structure and the nearly planar shape of the molecules is 
shown in fig.3.8 and fig. 3.9 which are views of the crystal 
structure along the y axis. 
A view of the arrangement of molecules in the lower half 
of several unit cells is shown iri fig. 4.23 where molecules at 
x,y,z and l-x,l-y,l-z are shown. This arrangement is 
perpendicular to the long axis of the crystal. The 
arrangement of molecules which lie in the parallel planes are 
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A view of MNA-2 down z 
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MNA-2 IN PLANE ARRANGEMENT OF X.Y.2 AND 
-;:'-=:,0.5+ 'r' _, 0 . 5-2 
..... 
Fig. 4.24 A view of molecules x,y,z and -x,O.5+y,O.5-~ 
which are coplanar. 
~NA-~ IN PLANE ARRANGEMENT OF X.0.5-Y.0.f rZ 
. MND ~-X.~-Y.~-2 ('. . 
Fig. 4.25 A view of molecules x,O.5-y,O.5+z 
and 1-x,1-y,1-z which are coplanar. 
Fig . 4 . 33 
1. A crystal of the amber form (MNA-2). Such crystals have a 
diamond shaped cross section. 
2. A 'ripple' effect caused by the protruding edges of molecules 
in the parallel 2 0 2 planes. 
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. 3 1'1 
1. A splintered crystal of M A-3 (yellow) . 
2. Crystallites of ~mA-3 made by heating the amber form a BOaC 
for several hours . ot the two sets of interlocking rysLol s . 
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The phase change of MNA-2 (amber) to MNA-3 (yellow) occurs 
rapidly when the 
D 
amber crystals are heated to about 85 C. 
When this process is observed under the microscope on a 
Kofler hot-stage the clear amber crystals become opaque and 
yellow. The infrared spectrum and X-ray powder diffraction 
pattern of the heat treated crystals are identical to that of 
the MNA-3 polymorph. The dsc curve shown in fig. 9.2 
indicates that an exothermic phase change occurs below the 
melting point when the amber crystals are heated. 
It has been observed that amber crystals change~ on 
standing at ambient temperature~ to the yellow form which on 
further standing changes into the white form. For the 
change amber to yellow~ periods of a few days to six months 
have been recorded as time intervals for the change to occur. 
The single crystal of MNA-2 which was used in the collection 
of X-ray diffraction data proved to be stable at ambient 
temperature for several months after that experiment and 
hence the maintenance of the crystal o at about 2 C during 
data collection was not essential although at the time it was 
considered a reasonable precaution against an unwanted phase 
transition which had occurred in some earlier samples. A 
plausible explanation for this observed behaviour is that 
initial samples may have been contaminated with the yellow 
form. This contamination can occur easily since the amber 
form was made by allowing hot concentrated solutions of MNA 
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o -in petrol ( boiling range 60-80 C or 80-10e C ) to cool 
slowly. Initially, the amber form crystallises from the 
• warm (s: 5l'J C ) sol uti on but crystal s of the yellow form may 
suddenly appear and continue to grow rapidly and thus 
contaminate the amber form. Subsequent batches of crystals 
were obtained from concentrated solutions of petrol of higher 
boiling ranges e.g. • 0 80-100 C and 100-120 C ) with carbon 
tetrachloride. The composition of the solvent mixture was 
such that a clear solution was obtained below the boiling 
point of the solvent and amber crystals appeared when the 
o 
temperature of the solution was about 60 C. If long yellow 
crystals appeared then the solvent was reheated to dissolve 
the crystals and more MNA was added. Thus, later batches of 
MNA-2 were relatively stable at ambient temperature but heat 
treatment and grinding still rapidly converted the amber form 
into the yellow form. A mechanism which will account for 
the observed changes will be discussed. 
Two aspects of crystal structure which the amber and 
yellow form possess are that both structures are columnar and 
the nitro groups of molecules within any given column are 
stacked along z which is parallel to the general 
direction of the column so that the coordinates of the 
atoms in the nitro groups viz. N(2),O(2),O(3» of the 
intracolumnar neighbours have exactly (MNA-3) or nearly the 
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same (MNA-2) x~y coordinates. The necessary molecular 
di spl acements requi red can be followed by referri ng to fig.4. 24 
and fig. 4. 25 which show the arrangement of molecules 
within the parallel planes. If half the molecules 
(denoted by *) in each plane are rotated around an axis 
comprising of the N(2)-C(2) bond~ then the molecules are in 
the correct relative positions for the MNA-3 structure. 
Inspection of a model of the MNA-2 structure shows that 
there is sufficient room for such a manoeuvre to occur. A 
diagram of the model considered is shown in fig.4.26 The 
new arrangement of molecules within the planes is shown in 
fig. 4.8 which shows that the NH ••• O(2) groups in adjacent 
molecules are close to each other. 
The final stage would be the stabilisation of adjacent 
columns by intermolecular hydrogen bonds so that one 
column may adopt the MNA-3 (molecule 1 or I') conformation 
and the other molecule the MNA-3 
conformation. 
(molecule 2 or 2' ) 
The relationship between the MNA-2 a>:es and those of MNA-3 
are as follows :-
c(3) = c(X) * 0.5 
a(3) = a(2) * 2.2 
b(3) = b(2) * 2.2 
The halving of the c unit cell dimension is a consequence 
\ '-"--.l,. 
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Fig 4.26 Two molecules of MNA in MNA-2 which 
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. Fig. 4.27 Six molecules of MNA in a column 
parallel to z. The formation of MNA-3 
may occur by a rotation of half the 
molecules about the C(2) .. N(2) axis. 
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of the removal of the glide plane and the changes in the a 
and b values of the unit cells is depicted by the resetting of 
the axes in the xv-plane as shown in fig. 4.28 • Some 
calculated and observed unit cell dimensions for MNA-3 are as 
follows .- 
(~) • observed calculated (A) 
17.956 15.445 a 
12.908 15.445 b 
4.039 4.021 c 
These figures show that an expansion has occurred along 
the x-direction of MNA-3 whereas a contraction has oCCurred 
along the v-direction. The observed and calculated areas 
for the section through the unit cell in the xy plane are 
231.78 
.~ °a A and 238.56 A respectively. Overall, a slight 
contraction occurs in the xy plane which would account for 
the small difference in volume of the unit cells of the MNA-2 
(947.4 This would imply that in 
MNA-2~ the molecules such as those at x~y~z and 1-x~1-Y~1-Z 
where the C=O groups are close together, are moving further 
apart whilst those at x,y~z and -x~0.5+y,0.5-z move closer 
together. The latter pair would form molecules of the type 
1 and 2 in, MNA-3 and a further movement towards each other 
would enable the MNA-l structure to be formed. Thus the 
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Fig. 4.28 Molecules of MNA in unit cells 
of MNA-2 are shown by vertical and 
horizontal axes. The diamond shaped 
figure is the outline of the unit cell 
of MNA-3 viewed down z. 
O(3) •••• X(3) represents the x axis of MNA-3. 
between the structure 
temperature (ca. o 60 C) 
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(MNA-2) which is favoured at high 
and the MNA-l structure~ which is 
favoured at lower temperatures. One of the reasons why this 
~hange occurs is likely to be associated with a change in the 
stability of the amide-nitro system in relation to the 
benzene ring. At higher temperatures, where increased 
atomic vibrations can occur, the steric hindrance of the 
nitro and amide and between the carbonyl oxygen (01) and a 
hydrogen atom on the benzene ring (H6), may be accommodated 
easily but at lower temperatures the concomitant contraction 
of bonds does not favour a coplanar arrangement of nitro, 
amide and ring systems. Also, in MNA-2, the angle strain 
• 
assoC iated with the C(l}N(l}C(S) angle (129.7 ) may increase 
at lower temperatures. 
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Sectioo 4.10 
The following series of diagrams shown 
in figs. 4.29, 4.30, and 4.31 view the polymorphs 
MNA-l, MNA-2, and MNA-3 as structures which are 
constructed from MNA molecules in series of parallel 
planes. 
MNA-2 (amber) is regarded as the 'parent' 
structure. In this structure all molecules lie in 
planes parallel to the 2 0 2 planes. The explanation 
for the change in inclination of the parallel planes 
with the z axis is given in fig. 4.30. 
The diagrams in fig. 4.29 show how each 
of the MNA polymorphs can be constructed from parallel 
planes and this arrangement can be seen in the arrangement 
MNA-I unit cells which are orientated in such a way 
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A view of several 
molecules in MNA-2 
which shows molecules 




"'.., I~ ...... 
~ ".: 
in planes parallel to 




""'~ I" ... 
~ represents the 
position of the twofold screw 
axis at z=0.25 and z=0.75 
along the y axis 
Molecules in 
3 1 1 planes 
emphasised. 
A view along the unit cell diagonal towards the origin 
in several MNA-3 cells. 
The inserted lines are 
the edges of T 0 2 planes 
d T 0 2 = 4.585 A 
Fig.4.29 A comparison of the MNA-l, MNA-2, and MNA-3 
crystal structures which show the arrangement of 
molecules in parallel planes. 
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Fig. 4.30 
This figure is a diagramatic representation of a 4 x 4 u.ray 
of MNA-2 unit cells showing the positions of the MNA molecules 
parallel to the 2 0 2 planes. The very planar molecules Hre 
viewed edge-on. Molecules can become arranged in T 0 :l planes 
by rtta110n about the emphaSised poi nts shown ina represenlf1l i vc 
layer. Thus the nitro groups and amide groups in molecules 
such as those at x,y,z and -x,l-y,l-z would become close enough 
to form the intermolecularly hydrogen bonded pairs found in MNA-3. 
The previous figure ( Fig. 4.29 ) shows the experimentally 
determined positions of MNA molecules in the three polymorphs 




A view of the MNA-1 unit cell perpendicular to the X axis. 
The cell is orientated in such a way as to give hydrogen 
bonds at approximately 45 0 to vertical when viewed down the 
x axis ( see Fig. 5.10 upper ) 
... 
. 
MNA-1 perpendicular to X axis MNA-1 down X 
Note the molecules lying in parallel planes i.e. parallel to 
the 1 2 2 planes. These parallel planes lie closer than the 
parallel planes(T 0 2) shown in Fig. 4.29 where 'vertical' 
o 
d T 2 2 = 3.376 A growth of MNA-1 is depicted. 
o 
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A view of the MNA-l cell along X. 
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The arrangement of molecules in MNA-l showing lateral 
growth of MNA-l from MNA-3. Note the presence of layers 
parallel to 1 2 2 planes. Compare this diagram with 
the lower diagram in Fig. 5.10 
Fig. 4.32 
The arrangement of molecules in MNA-1 (white) can be 
constructed by superimposing successive layers or parallel 
planes such as that depicted above which is a projection 
of molecules on to the 1 0 2 plane and viewed along z. 
A, B, C, and D represent four rows of unit cells. 
Rows Band D contain molecules at x,y,z and 1-x,1-y,1-z 
and rows A and C contain those at x,t-y,t+z and 1-x,t+y,t-z. 
The parallel layers are built up by superimposing 
a row of type C over one of type D and ~ versa along 
the z direction. A side-on view of the structure is shown 
in Fig. 4.29 (lower diagram). 
An important feature of this diagram is that the arrangement 
of N(1) atoms is very similar to that in the inclined plane 
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(3 T 1) in MNA-3 (yellow). N(1) positions emphasised in above 





3he arrangement of molecules in MNA-l (white) can also 
be conSructed from parallel layers in such a way that 
they become equivalent to T 2 2 planes. When layers of 
molecules such as the one shown above are superimposed so 
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that row C and row D alternate along z, the resulting structure 
becomes equivalent to that of lateral growth of MNA-l (white) 
from MNA-3(yellow). See Fig. 4.31 for a side-on view of 
the above diagram. For any selected row (say) D, the relative 
arrangement of NCl) in this diagram is very similar 
to that in Fig. 4.33 which depi· cts 'vertical' growth of MNA-l 
which in turn is similar to the distribution of N(I) in 
the 3 1 1 plane. 
Fig. 4.34 
Diagrams showing sets of I 0 2 planes (left) and I 2 2 planes 
(right). The former correspond to the arrangment of planes 
in MNA-1 which originated from the J I 1 planes in MNA-J , 
and give rise to 'vertical' growth of MNA-1. The diagrams 
~n the right correspond to the arrangment of planes and unit 





The relationship between the molecular coordinates and 
orientations in MNA-l, MNA-2, and MNA-3. 
Introduction to Chapter 5. 
The conversion of MNA-2 to MNA-3 in the solid 
" readily on heating to about 60 C and 
at ambient temperature and the change 
could occur by a process in which half the 
molecules rotate about the C(2).u.N(2) The 
other half of the molecules could remain in their 
cwiqinal relative positions. The molecules: at 
l-x,l-y~l-z would become equivalent to 
mol E:~Cl.\l. es 1 and l' in MNA-3 and a new pOSitioning 
of the the 
coorodi nates of atoms in MNA-2 to be converted to 
those 0+ molecule 1 and l' in MNA-3. 
The solid state conversion of MNA-3 to MNA-1~ 
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I-\Ihi cli occurs on heat.i nq tl1e croystals to atJout 8~oSOC or 
at ambient temperature, is accounted for by two 
!~'\ppl~ooachf?s • Firstly pairs of molecules in MNA-3 
o';:;uc:h ,,:IS 1 and :l." and 2 and 2' could rotate around 
their respective centres of symmetry in a clockwise 
manner. Thus molecules of the type 1 and 2 would 
become physically closer and if they were related 
by a new centre of inversion~ to h f?~~St;> mo 1. ee: u 1. es 
would become equivalent to molecules A (x,y~z) and 
B ( 1 -}( , 1 0-'/, "I --z) i n 1"!l'olf~-l .. 
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A second approach to the conversion of MNA-3 to 
MNA-l involves formation of a folded conformation 
around N(l) as a pivot so that the relative 
position of NCI) in MNA-3 and MNA-l remains the 
same. 
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transformation of MNA-2 coordinates into MNA-3 
coordinates by matrix multiplication. 
Examination of the projection diagram shown in fig. 5.1 
which is a view down the z-axis of MNA-2~ shows that the x 
and y coordinates of MNA-2 and MNA-3 should be related by a 
simple geometrical relationship. The relative positions of 
the x and y axes in relation to each other are shown in fig. 
5.1. The figure shows a square within another square. The 
smaller square represents the MNA-2 unit cell and the larger 
square represents the MNA-3 unit cell whilst 0(2) and 0(3) 
represent the origins of the MNA-2 (amber) unit cell and the 
latter the origin of the MNA-3 (yellow) unit cell. The 
transformation requires a change in position of the origin 
and a change in scale. By means of either vector methods 
or by transformation geometry it is possible to calculate the 
x and y coordinates of MNA-3~ shown as x(3) and y(3) from the 
MNA-2 coordinates x(2) and y(2) by the following equations:-
x(3) = -0.5x(2) - 0.5y(2) + 1 
Some transformations of points are as follows:-
0,0 ----) 1, <:'. 5 
1 ,') ----> (). 5, 1 


























02 •••• X2, and 02 .•.• Y2 are the x and y 
axes of an MNA-2 unit cell. Similarly, 
the x and y axes of the MNA-3 unit cell are 
03 ••• X3, and 03 ••• Y3and those of MNA-l are 
Ol ••• Xl and Ol .•• Y!. 
This diagram also defines the 
relative positions of the unit cells in the 
MNA system of polymorphs. 
'r--
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1 ~ 1 ----:;- (1, 1).5 
Since the repeat distance along the z-axis is halved the 
relationship between the c coordinates is as follows:-
The transformation matrix is:-
-€'.5 0.5 0 
-0.5 
-€'.5 I) 





rhe MNA-2 crystal coordi nates are ml.ll tip 1 i ed ~ . as a row·:. 
vector x Y z 1, by the matrix using the matrix as a post 
multiplier. 
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Some MNA-3 coordinates which have been calculated using 
this matrix are presented in table 5.1 • 
Table 5JMatrix generated x~y~z coordinates for MNA-3 
C ( 1 ) ('.7216 0.4662 0.5294 
C(2) 0.8<:'31 (;'.45(11 ~". 3554 
C(3) l".86H:' (1. 511~; 0.3592 
C(4) ':".8411 o. 59'j~; ('.5:::::40 
C(5) ('.7598 0. 6'~68 4;'.7086 
C (6) ,). 7018 ~:.,. 54T3; ').7092 
C (7) (;'. 9';'44 ~". 6568 0.5478 
N(U 0.6612 ('.4')62 (:".5260 
N(Z) o. 8~!.21 (:'.3688 ':' . 1562 
A comparison of the calculated and e>:per i mental 
coordinates shows that there is fair agreement to two decimal 
places in the case of the x and y coordinates but this is not 
the case with all the z coordinates. For example, there is 
agreement in the case of the z coordinates of C(4) i . e. 
0.5340 (calculated) and 0.5231 (found) but there is a large 
difference in the case of N(l)~ 0.5260 
4:'.8590 (found). 
(calculated) and 
This discrepancy may be explained on the basis of a minor 
reorientation of molecules which are involved in the weak 
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Intercolumnar hydrogen bond. fhis reorientatidn in which 
the C(7) .•.. N(1) axis of the molecule pivots to a small 











A "0" I Elo.1 elF t-1NA-:3 
DO~oJt·~ 'T' 0 C()LUt-1NS (;, F M CrLEC U L E :::; :1 . 
At··~D 2 AF.:E SH(.)~oJN 
NOTE THAT THE 
.:-: 7. • • t .. ~ 1. A >-:: E :::; 
ARE A T AI'·~GLE Tr::) 
lHE Z-A~'< 1:3 
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Fig. 5.2 This figure shows the orientation 
of the molecular axis N(1) •••• C(7) in MNA-2, 
where it is parallel to the y axis, and 
in MNA-3 where it is not parallel to the 
y axis. 
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-A matrlx transformation of the plane 202 in MNA-2 
The inverse of the matrix (M1) which was used to convert 









The multiplication of -2 0 2, as a row vector by M2 gives 
the row vector 2 -2 1. Hence, the plane denoted by Miller 
indices 2 0 2, in MNA-2 should transform to 2 ·2 1 in MNA-3. 
This is confirmed by the equation of the plane of the 
calculated coordinates given in Table 5.1 This equation 
is: -
1.8243X - 1.8414Y + 1.0282l = 1 
The ratio of these coefficients is approximately 2: -2: 
1. However, the experimental result for the indices of this 
plane is 3 T 1. The difference may be accounted for by the 
tilting of the C(7) ••• N(1) .:\}~is to accommodate the 
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~onversion of MNA-3 coordinates to MNA-1 coordinates by matrix 
~ conversi on 
The ring coordinates and coordinates of N(1),N(2), and C(7) of 
d t th . Ie t MNA-1 coordinates by the MNA-3 may be converte 0 e equlva n 
followi ng matri >: . -
-1.0218 2.0186 
-l:'.9733 -(1.9763 
0. (1730 0.3340 
1.8734 -C1.9623 




















Each of the above 4x4 matrices is premultiplied by x,y,z,1 i.e. the 
coordinates of the individual points of MNA-3. The conversion 
matrix was calculated with the aid of a computer program named 
GENINV by A. MacKay189 which will produce a least squares solution 
to a series of simultaneous equations. The values of the columns 
are found by assuming them to be coefficients in the expression :_ 
ax + by + cz + d = x (MNA-l) 
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where }:~y,z are the nine MNA-3 coordinates. Thus there are nine 
equations and four unknowns which are calculated by the computer 
program. When this process is repeated for the y and z coordinates 
of MNA-l the complete matrix can be calculated. 
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The transformation of MNA-3 to MNA-l coordinates based on a 
clockwise rotation of molecules 1 and 1'. 
A model for the conversion of MNA-3 to MNA-l was 
considered in Chapter 4 in which pairs of molecules such as 
1, 1 • and 2,2~ rotated about centres of symmetry. If 
molecules 1 and l' are rotated about O.5,O.5,O.5, as 
indicated in fig. 5.5, then the resulting structure would be 
one based on fig. 5.6. 
Calculated coordinates are shown in Table 5.2 and a 
comparison of these, with coordinates obtained from X-ray 
diffraction is shown in Fig. 5.8. Pairs of molecules 
at x,y,z+l rotate in the same manner as those at x,y,z but 
the benzene rings must be rotated about the N(l) ••• C(l) axis 
in order to generate molecules C (x,0.5-y,0.5+z) and D (1-
x,0.5+y,0.5+z). 
Although this model is of interest because it enables 
fairly accurate ring coordinates to be calculated for MNA-l 
molecules it does NOT agree with the observed orientations 
of crystals of MNA-l which form in the solid state from MNA-
3. The mechanism in which the molecules of MNA-3 fold 
about N(l) does not suffer from this disadvantage. 
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Transformation of MNA-3 coordinates to MNA-l coordinates by matrix 
multiplication. 
The rotation of the pairs of molecules 1 and 1~ described above 
may be translated into a mathematical transformation which 
involves the following steps :-
1. move the origin of MNA-3 to 0.5~0.5; 
2. rescale the x axis by a factor of 2 i.e. x' = 2 x x 
3. rotate x and yaNes around the z a>: is; (-45 0 ) 
4. y' = -y ; 
5. ){;t = 1 - :.:; 
6. z:e = Z N .,-:'.5 in each case the coordinate marked 
refers to the new calculated coordinate. 
The calculated coordinates are presented in table 5.2 













( , ) 
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Table 5.2 (continued) 
C(4) '-1.3572 (1.469';' '::'.2616 
C(5) ~;,. 4123 ~'. 3564 ~'. 3709 
C(6) O.54tH,) ':;'.3127 4).4244 
C(7) 0.2167 0.5135 '.':'. 2'-1 '.':' 1 
N ( 1) ('.7528 ('.3335 ('.4298 
N (2) 4':'.6389 '-1.5711 0.20'-15 
The equation for the new plane of the benzene ring is 
-0. 1684X + 1.3989Y + 1.5410Z = 1 
The plane for the ring plane of molecule A in MNA-l is 
-0. 1308X + 1.6658Y + 1.2206Z = 1 
The angles between the normals to these planes is 11.55° The 
angle$ between the z - a>:is and ring planes are 42.23 0 and 5'S' •. 77" 
respectively. A comparison of the calculated coordinates and the 
equivalent coordinates obtained by X-ray diffraction studies on 








"Molecules"! and !' in MNA-3. 
The theoretical conversion to 
MNA-l might occur by rotation 
of such pairs around cent)(s of 




Consider rotation, ~ 




















diagram Fig. If.; 
is viewed in the 
direction of this 
arrow. 
I J '. 0 
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Fig. 5.6 
After rotation of the 1 and l' 
mo~~el a new centre of symmetry 
would be generated. The new 
position of molecules is shown 
in this diagram. 
The new centre of symmetry 
would be formed between molecules 




I, I J I 0,', I 
.' " .:~"-"'-"-';t' .. -.. _.J~ .... ~ .. -;--' .. _-........ 
I .. " L -----.~,,--,..------.•.. ---/ ..•... 
,I I 1,0,0 
',1,0 
Fig. 5.7 
This is a sideways view of two unit cells of MNA-1 
which have an edge in common. It is a view down 
the unit cell diagonal i.e. from 1,1,0 to 0,0,0. 
The diagram shows molecules of type A and B which 
might be related to the rotated dimer unit originally 
in MNA-3. Molecule A would be equivalent to 
molecule 1 in MNA-3 and molecule B would be equivalent 
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... -~ -- -~---- .. -. -. - - ..... -- ~ _. 
Fig. 5.8 
The calculated positiop of a type A I 
molecule (dotted line)· shown in compa~ison 
with the-position of-a:mcTl'ecul'e -o-f' type-A 
based on experimentally determined coordinates. 
\ 
". -. " 
---~. ---r--
_. ---1-· 0.' ,._-
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A summary of the relationship between the crystal lattices of 
MNA polymorphs. 
It is convenient to regard the MNA-2 structure as the 
'parent' structure. In fig. 5.1 molecules at x,y,z and 1-
x,l-y,l-z are shown. The origin of the unit cell is 02 and 
x and yaxes are shown by 02 ••• X2 and 02 .•• Y2 respectively. 
The transformation of MNA-2 to MNA-3 is thought to occur by 
alternate molecules in the columns parallel to the z axis 
rotating around the N(2)-C(2) bond. The MNA-3 unit cell is 
represented by the origin 03 and with A and y axes 03 ••• X3 
and 03 ..• Y3 respectively_ The common points occur where the 
two sets of axes intersect. The length of the c side of the 
unit cell in MNA-3 should be half that of MNA-2 and these 
o o 
val LIes are 4. ('39 A (foLlnd) and 8. ('41 * 0.5 = 4 ? . - A 
(calculated from MNA-2 crystal datc.''\) . The :.: and y 
coordinates of the MNA-2 can be converted to those of MNA-3 
by a matri}: which was presented in c.''\ previous section i.e .. 
MI. This matrix allows for a rescaling and rotation of the 
reference a>:es. 
Formation of MNA-1 from MNA-3 may be assumed to occur by 
molecules adopting a folded conformation with the N(l) atoms 
as p'i vats. The position of the MNA-l unit cell is given by 




It is npt possible to devise a simple 
to convert MNA-3 coordinates to MNA-l 
coordinates since extensive folding Qf the molecules occurs 
but the transformation can be done graphically by means of 
fig. 4.22 It is noted that the Y cQordinates of the ring 
atoms and N(l) and N(2) in MNA-2 are related by the 
approximate relationship :-
Y(MNA-2) = X(MNA-l) - 0.35 
~ Another point of interest is that the points of pseudo-
inversion between molecules of types 1 and 2 in MNA-3 viz. 
0.75~ 0.25 and 0.25, 0.75 transform to 0.5,O.5 in MNA-l. 
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In the diagram shown in fig.4.21 formation of the folded 
confarmation~ with N(l) as stationary points. leads to a 
situation where the benzene rings overlap exactly. 
Comparison of this diagram with that obtained for the MNA-l 
unit cell which has been rotated 45 degrees around the x axis 
* shows a remarkable similarity. Similarly~ the positions of 
molecules obtained by rotation around the N(l) atoms followed 
by displacement along half the hexagonal grid leads to the 
projection which is very similar to that shown for the view 
of MNA-1 down the z a>:is (fig. 4.22 ). The lines 81 and 82 
would represent the intersection of the glide planes with the 
).:y plane. Approximate x and y coordinates can be obtained 
from the diagrams and they are in fair agreement with those 
obtained from x-ray diffraction experiments. 
Another feature which is revealed by these diagrams is 
that the distance OX ( the length of the a side of the unit 
cell) should be equal to that of half the longer diagonal of 
the MNA-3 unit cell. These values are 
o 0 
10.421 A and 22.26 * 0.5 - 11.13 A 
* see Fig. 5.9 
x I L ,.... I 
..•. )U~ .. :::. .. _;..;::: ~""':::-"i~-""-""''-'''' 
--'... "' I. " 




A view of MNA-1 after 
rotation round the x axis 
by 45 degrees. 
This Fig. is very similar 
to that in Fig. 4.21 
obtained by pivoting 
MNA molecules about N(1) 
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A comparison of the relative positions of the MNA-3 and MNA-I 
unit cells 
In fig. 5.1 the larger squares with axes OY3 and OX3 
represent the outlines of the unit cells of MNA-3 viewed down 
the z axis and OI ..• YI and OI ••• XI represent the axeS of the 
MNA-I unit cell viewed down the z axis. The MNA-3 and MNA-
I z axes are parallel. The coordinates of the point M, 
repesented as a projection on the XV plane are O.75,O.25 on 
the MNA-3 axes but become 0.5,O.5 on the MNA-l set of axes. 
The significance of the point M is· that it is an approximate 
point of inversion for the x and y coordinates of molecule 1 
and molecule 2. When molecules of MNA-I adopt the folded 
conformation i.e. when the transformation to MNA-l occurs 
then M becomes a true centre of inversion since it is assumed 
to become the point 0.5~0.5,0.5 in MNA-I. 
A matrix. which is used as a post multiplier, 








1 0 0 
1 ~ 0 
0 0.5 0 





This matrix converts the coordinates of N(l) in molecules 
1 and in MNA-3 very nearly into those found for N(l) in 
MNA-l. ~he calculated and found 
values are shown in Table 5.3 
Tabl e 5.3 
calculated conversions 
N ( 1) mol 1 <:'. 6443 ~ 0.4298 
N(l) mol 2 4;1.7591 0.5257 
found values for N(1) in MNA-1 
N ( 1) l-~·: ~ I-y, 1-z 
0.6878 ~'. 54H8 
'.;).7873 0.3122 4).4592 
It is concluded that molecular rotations can occur round 
N(l) and that N(1) in molecule 2 and molecule 1 can become 
equivalent to N(l) in MNA-1. 
Diagrams which show these rotations are shown in fig.4.21 
and fig. 4.22 In each of these diagrams a view of MNA-3 
is presented as viewed down the z axis and the flat face of 
the MNA-3 crystal is parallel to the line OP which is the a+b 
vector of the MNA-3 unit cell. 
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Similarly the length of the side of the unit cell represented 
by OY ( the length of the b side should be equal to half 
the length of the shorter diagonal of the MNA-3 unit cell and 
these values are 
o • 
9.98 A and 21.97 * 0.5 = 10.985 A 
Thus contractions of approximately 6% and 10% are 
predicted in the MNA-l x and y directions but since an 
expansion of 19% occurs in the z direction i . e. from 2 * 
• 0 
4.039 = 8.078 A to 9.568 A ) an overall expansion should 
occur. This is supported by the values of the volumes of 
the unit cells which are 929.1 
03 03 A and 981.4 A for MNA-3 and 
MNA-1 respectively. 
The type of phase change which is represented by the fig.4.n 
shows that oblique or lateral growth of MNA-l from MNA-3 
involves an expansion in the direction of OP from 
I) 
21.97 * 0.5 = 10.985 to 13.83 A 
0) 
where the value of 13.83 A is the length of the diagonal of 
the bc face of MNA-l. A concomitant contraction of 
4 * 4.039 = 16.156 A to 13.83 A 
will occur in the c direction of MNA-3. These values amount 
to a 25% expansion in the original width of the needle shaped 
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MNA-3. crystal and a contraction of 14.4% along the length of 
the needle shaped crystal. 
The formation of these two different orientations of MNA-l 
unit cells ar+:o> represented diagramiIBtica11y in fig. 'S.10 where 
each block represents an edge-on view of a benzene ring. 
/ /// 
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Columns of MNA 
molecules in MNA-3 
Vertical growth 
of MNA-l from 
MNA-3 
Columns of NNA 
molecules in MNA-3 
Fig. 5.10 Diagramatic schemes for the formation 
of intermolecular hydrogen bonds at 45 0 
(upper) and parallel to z axis of MNA-3 
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Fig. 5.11 Computer simulation of the MNA-3 to MNA-l change 
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Four molecules inl the 
MNA-3· uni t cell as viewed 
down the z axis. 
The MNA-2 unit cell 
viewed down the z axis 
The two molecules shown 
are regarded as equivalent 
to molecules 1 and l' 
in MNA-3 
The MNA-l unit cell 
viewed down the z axis. 
Note the two N(I) atoms 
are regarded as equivalent 
to N(I) in molecules l' 
and 2' in MNA-3 
(N 1) .-emphasised points) 
Fig. 5.12 In each case the projections are based on 
the appapriate coordinates of each polymorph (crystal 
coordinates) and each cell is drawn to the same scale. 
A 
A view of MNA-3 perpendicular 
to the cell diagonal from 
0,0,0 to 1,1,0. Several 
units shown stacked along z. 
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B 
Two views of MNA-1 
Four unit cells are 
stacked along z and 
views are perpendicular 
to the z axis. 
The MNA-1 diagram (A) is drawn to the same scale 
as the diagram of MNA-3. Emphasised points 
which denote N(1~ are shown and in each case 
they form the same pattern. This result is in 
accord with N(1) being the pivot for the change 
in conformation. 
In diagram B an expansion of about 20% has occurred 
along the z direction. The expect~d expansion along 
z is 2 x 4.039 - 8.078 1 to 9.568 A where 4.039 is 
the length of c in MNA-3 and 9.568 is the length of 
c in MNA-1 ( i.e. an expansion of 18.5% ) 
F,i 8, ~ . 5 • 14 
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Fig. 5.13 
Nine unit cells of MNA-2 viewed down the 
z axis. Only molecules at x,y,z and 
l-x,l-y,l-z are shown. 
Four unit cells of MNA-3 viewed down the 
z axis. Note the similarity of this 
projection with that for MNA-2 • 
Nine unit cells of MNA-l shown down the 
z axis. Note that the positions of the 
N(I) atoms in this case are equivalent to 
the N(I) positions in MNA-3. Only molecules 
at x,y,z and l-x,l-y,l-z are shown. 
Fig. 5.13 The re la ti ve positions of molecules 
in MNA-l, MNA-2, and MNA-3 
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Calculation of a pivot point for the transformation of MNA-3 
The matrix M3 will of atomic 
positions of ring atoms and Nel) and N(2) in MNA-3 to those 
found fOI·- equivalent positiClns in I"INA--l. 
The matrix M5 which was introduced in this chapter 
IS one which merely allows for a change of position of the 
~riqin and a rescaling of the axes of the MNA-3 unit cell. 
The matrix MI0 is obtained by multiplying matrix M5 by 
matrix M9 which converts coordinates x"y.z, to l-x~l-y,l-z. 
-··1 0 4) 0 
(l ..... 1 (1 (1 
(i (' .. -1 (1 
1 t 1 .). ... 
1'19 
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If it is assumed that the conversion of MNA-3 to MNA-l 
does occur bv a process involving molecular rotation then a 
point (i .e. the pivot) should exist which should convert to 
In mathematical ter~s ...... . 
}: y Z . 1 ) *. M3 -
The matrix M10 is 
-1 .. _. 1 
1 -1 
(I f,) 













If the coordinates of the pivot point are multiplied by M3 
and M10 and like terms are gathered together then three 
simultaneous equations result 
-0 . 02 1 8x 1 
· 
9733v + O. 8734z - 0 
~ 01 86x + 0 024y -2 462z - 0 ~. 
· 
. 
O. ~ 1 94x 0 0442V + 1 1 6 1 7z - 0 ~ 
· 
. 
These equations were solved using the general inverse 
program GENINV and gave the result :-
x - O.7107 
y - 0.4348 
z - O.9167 
or approximately x=0.71~ y=0.43, and z=0.92. 
The coordinates for the atom Nel). in MNA-3, ·which were 
presented in Chapter 3 are x=0.7053, y=0.4390, 2=0.8596. 
Since there is a cloie correspondence between these 
coordinates it is concluded that the N(l) atoms in MNA-3 are 
the most likely pivot points when MNA-3 changes in the solid 
state into MNA-l. 
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A matrix conversion of MNA-2 (amber) coordinates to MNA-l 
(white) coordinates 
It is possible to construct a matrix for this conversion 
by assuming that a molecule at x,y,z in MNA-2 becomes a 
molecule (type A) at x,y,z in MNA-l. The following steps 
are involved in the construction of the elements of the 
matri>::-
a) re-position the origin of MNA-2 at 0.5,O,0 
b ) 1 et }{ ( 1) = Y ( l ) 
c) let y(l) = 0.5 - x(2) 
.. d) rotate the re-positioned axes by 20 
It is also assumed that the z-axes are parallel in both 
structures and that the z coordinates are related by the 
following relationship:-
z(1) = z(2) 
A diagram showing the relative positions of the MNA-2 
and MNA-l axes are shown in fig. 5.1 
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A transformation matrix for rotation of x and y axes 
around a z-axis is :-
G· " y cosA sinA o 
-sinA cosA (., 
o o 1 
Multiplication of these matrices gives a new matrix :-
sinA -cosA 0 
cosA sinA 0 
-0.5sinA 0.5sinA 1 
If a value of 200 is assumed for the rotation then the 
actual transformation matrix is:-
-0.34 
0.94 -0.34 
0.17 0.47 1 
M6 
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A transformation matrix has been calculated for the 
transformation of the x and y coordinates of MNA-2 to MNA-l 
Llsing the computer program GENINV 189 The x and y 
coordinates of C(I),C(2),C(3),C(4),C(5),and C(6) were used 
as data and the following matrix was calculated:-
-0.3294 -0.6862 ';' 
1. (1837 -0.2369 (1 




The elements of the matrices M6and M7 are comparable in 
sign and magnitude. One element which differs is that 
element which corresponds to the translation along the x-
a>: i s of MNA-2 (or the y-axis of MNA-l) • The predicted 
• 
value is 0.171 but GENINV gives 0.400. This difference 
could be accounted for if molecules at x,y,z and l-x,l-y,l-
z in MNA-2 i.e. those molecules related by a centre of 
inversion at 0.5,O.5,O.5, rotated around this centre of 
inversion and moved apart while the molecule at x,y,z moved 
closer to a molecule at l-x,l-y,l-z in the adjacent cell 
i . e. at ->:, l-y, l-z • 
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The relationship between the z coordinates, as given by 
the equation :-
z(l) = z(2) 
is an approximate one and it varies from giving a fairly 
close agreement for N(l) in MNA-2 (0.51) and N(l) in MNA-l 
(0.46) to giving a poor agreement for C(7) which has values 
0.52 in MNA-2 and 0.25 in MNA-l. This discrepancy can be 
explained on the same basis as that used when comparing the 
MNA-2 and MNA-3 structures when it was noted that the 
N(1) ••• C(7) axis is parallel to the y-axis in MNA-2 
but is inclined to the equivalent (x-axis) in MNA-l. 
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A mathematical construction of a hypothetical crystal 
structure related to MNA-l 
By means of a transformation matrix it is possible to 
construct a hypothetical crystal structure which is closely 
related to MNA-l in that it will have the symmetry elements 
of MNA-1 (viz F' 21/ c but the molecules will have the 
conformation found in MNA-2 i.e. the molecules will be 
planar and contain intramolecular hydrogen bonds. Using 
the coordinates of the atoms C(1), C(2), C(3), C(4), C(5), 
and C(6) in MNA-2 and MNA-1 as data, the computer program 
GENINV provided a matrix which 
coordinates into MNA-1 coordinates. 
will convert MNA-2 
By means of this 
matrix it is possible to calculate coordinates of atoms 
such as 0(1) which would be in positions consistent with an 
intramolecularly hydrogen bonded system. The 
transformation matrix is shown as MATRIX &:-
-1.1648 -('.733(1 1.25('9 (:' 
1. (1754 -(1.2373 (1.4431 ,;:, 
,-".9393 0.0523 -0.3927 e 





Using this matrix as a post-multiplier the following 
coordinates were obtained for the atoms specified:-
0(1) 0.7631 0.1822 0.6580 
0(2) 0.8501 0.4859 43.2389 
0(3) (1.6482 0.5618 C1.1313 
NH ('.8299 0.3588 0.4206 
C(8) C1.8274 (1.2417 ('.5839 
C(9) 0.9586 0.2331 0.6163 
In this hypothetical structure the amide and nitro 
groups of molecules which are related by the glide plane 
are very close to each other and some 
are presented in Table 5.3 
close contacts 
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Tabl e 5.3 
" Some important intermolecular distances (A) in 
hypothetical intramolecularly hydrogen bonded MNA-l. 
using MNA-l cell parameters 
0(1) 0(2) 2.0 
O( 1) 0(3) 2.7 
0(1) NH 2.5 
O( 1) C(8) 4.1 
o (1) C (9) 4.6 
using MNA-2 cell parameters 
0(1) 0(2) 2.2 
0(1) 0(3) 3.1 
o (1) NH 2.1 
0(1) C(8) 3.55 
0(1) C(9) 4.2 
The above distances show that the oxygen atom in the 
amide carbonyl group, 0(1), would lie very close to one of 
the nitro-group oxygen atoms,O(2). Such a close proximity 
of these electron-rich atoms would lead to strong repulsive 
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forces between the amide and nitro groups which could be 
relieved by simultaneous rotation of the amide and nitro 
groups in such a way as to increase the 0(1) .••. 0(2) 
distance. 
It is noted that 0(1) is very close to the NH group in 
the adjacent molecule in this structure and this situation 
would assist in the formation of intermolecular hydrogen 
bonds between the glide plane related adjacent molecules. 
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A summary o~ the changes involved in the trans~ormation o~ 
MNA-2 (amber) to MNA-3 (yellow) to MNA-1 
The distribution o~ columns o~ MNA molecules which lie 
parallel to the z axis are arranged as shown in Fig. 5.13 
and this distribution is shown diagramatically in Fig. ~.15. 
There is a similar distribution o~ columns in MNA-3 but in 
this case weak intermolecular hydrogeM bonds link alternate 
columns. The ~ormation of the most stable polymorph, MNA-1, 
from MNA-3 is thought to occur by intermolecular hydrogen bond 
formation along the column ( i.e. in an intracolumnar ~ashion 
). Thus sheets 
planes parallel 
MNA-3 ( or the y 
or layers o~ MNA-1 molecules are formed in 
to the plane formed by the a+b direction of 
direction in MNA-1 ) and the z axis. 
These sheets are then stacked along the x direction o~ MNA-l. 
The positions of molecules in the various polymorphs can be 
visualised by the diagrams drawn on the hexagonal grids. The 
MNA-2 structure is shown in Fig. 4.16 and MNA-3 in Fig. 4.18. 
These diagrams represent the arrangement of coplanar molecules 
in these structures hence Fig. 4.16 should be viewed with DB 
horizontal and OA inclined at an angle of 45 degrees to the 
horizontal plane whereas Fig. 4.18 should be held with AP 
horizontal and inclined at about 30 degrees to the horizontal. 
The relative positions of columns in MNA-2 
The relative positions of columns in MNA-3 
The oblique lines represent columns linked by 
hydrogen bonds. YIL 
01 ')(1 
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Two she.ets or layers packed along x. A and B 
represent molecules at x,y,z (A) and 1-x,1-y,1-z(B) 
Fig. 5.15 
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The diagram for MNA-l is shown in Fig. 5.16 where DA 
represents the projection of the a side of the unit and DC the 
projection of c. The atoms involved in the hydrogen 
bonding system are in the plane of the diagram and the rings 
should be viewed as projections onm this plane which 
coincides with the glide plane. The directions of the 
hydrogen bonds are (i) along the columns so as to be parallel 
to the z axi s, and (i i) inclined at an angle of about 45 
degrees to the z axis. The edges of these planes coincide 
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-' 1. </ ",!'-- Fig. 5.16 A projection of MNA-1 
structure on to the glide plane. I ' ! 
" ,',. -.: '-'." The a angle in this projection is 
,.- '( """L' 102 0 compared to that of 99.51(5)° 
/\- . -'1/determined experimentally. l,~'rL"'rI~l'i :-'>./1 ~ .' >-', 






Powder Diffraction Studies. 
Powder photographs of the three polymorphs were recorded 
and Debye-Scherrer photographs are shown in Fig. 5.17 
A sample of MNA-2 which was heated at 80°C for 5 minutes 
gave a powder pattern which was identical to that of MNA-3 
showing that the phase change MNA-2 to MNA-3 occurs rapidly 
on heating. However a powder sample of MNA-3 was stable 
at 8eoC for 72 hours. A possible explanation for 
stability under these conditions is that in order for MNA-l 
to be formed an e:·~pansi on of about 20'l. must occur along the 
direction in which the new intermolecular hydrogen bonds 
are formed. In a powder sample which is packed into a 
capillary tube the orientaion of crystallites is random and 
they are tightly packed making expansion unlikely. 
Samples of MNA-2 and MNA-3 both gave MNA-l powder 
patterns after ultrasonic vibration whilst suspended in 
water. 
The positions of powder lines were measured using a 
transparent vernier scale and the corresponding d-spacings 
were calculated on a Sharp microcomputer. The 
measurements along the films were estimated to be accurate 
to within 0.2 mm and the calculated d spacings, together 
with line intensity estimates have been correlated with-
single crystal diffraction data. 
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Apparatus and conditions used for powder photographs. 
A Raymax 60 XRD unit was used which has a 9 cm diameter 
camera (linear correction factor, 0.977 ) and 0.3 mm 
diameter sample holder. Exposures lasted two hours and 
o 
chromium K~ radiation (wavelength 2.290 A ) was used with 
a vanadium foil a-filter. 
The results from the powder photographs are presented in 
Table 5.4 Intensity values (I) are vs = very strong; s 
= strong; m = medium; w = weak; vw = very weak; br = broad. 
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Correlation between powder and single crystal diffraction 
data. 
MNA-l 
Powder data single crystal data 
0 
d(A) I hkl F(obs) d(calc) 
10.31(3) s 1t~0 33 10.278 
7.14(2) s 110 35 7.160 
6.80(2) w 011 21 6.857 
6.04(2) m-w Tl1 30 6.049 
5.41 (1) s 111 42 5.412 
5.15 w 2<:10 38 5.139 
4.45 (1) m-br 102 27 4.585 
210 32 4.569 
120 47 4.489 
021 48 4.411 
4.27(1) m-s 021 54 4.266 
4.16{l} m 121 48 4.172 
3.80(1) m 202 61 3. 8~13 
3.58 (1) m-w 220 44 3. 58€:' 
212 30 3.553 
3.43(l} s 022 66 3.428 
3.22 (1) w 311 35 ~ ...,,"")""':!" -'. "' .... _, 
3.15(1) s-br 130 56 3.165 
122 51 3.141 
031 53 3.137 
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MNA-2 
Powder data Single crystal data 
10.13(3) m 100 35 10.126 
7.64(2) vs 110&110 69 7.638 
6.6H2) ;n-w 011 26 6.601 
5.38 (1) w 111 23 5.372 
5.05 (1) m-s 200 44 5.063 
120 65 5.044 
4.72 (U w-br 021 28 4.708 
210 11 4.642 
4.03(1) m-w 002 63 4.008 
3.82 (1) w 220 36 3.819 
3.65 (1 > m-s 112 78 3.640 
102 69 3.629 
3.38 (1) w 300 71 3.375 
3.29(1) vs 202 164 3.271 
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MNA-3 
Powder data Single crystal data 
10.49(3) m 110 28 10.486 
8.91(3) vs 200 54 8.924 
6.43(2) s 020 52 6.444 
5. 4(H 1) m '310 36 5.417 
3H' 14 5.386 
5.23 (1) m 220 30 5.243 
220 25 5.206 
4.46(1) m 4t10 56 4.462 
4.18(1) m 130 44 4.184 
130 47 4.170 
4.€11 w 001 32 4.009 
3.89 (1 ) m 011 34 3.887 
111 51 3.887 
3.77(1) m 011 42 3.771 
111 71 3.767 
3.61 (1) m 111 26 3.617 
211 59 3.606 
3. 5(H 1) m 330 58 3.495 
121 49 3.498 
33€' 27 3.471 
3.43(1) s 311 100 3.428 
311 2'l 3.428 
3.33 (1) m 021 87 3.325 
211 50 -:r ~C'c:-~'. ~'...J...J 
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A comparison of the powder photographs of MNA polymorphs and 
correlation with the proposed phase transformations. 
An inspection of the powder photographs of MNA polymorphs 
shown in fig. 5.17 shows that MNA-2 (amber) shows 5 main 
lines whereas that of MNA-3 (yellow) shows lines in similar 
positions but occurring as closely spaced doublets. The 
powder photograph of MNA-1 (white) show lines at positions 
similar to that in MNA-2 but with the addition of two broad 
bands in the centre of the pattern. 
If it is assumed that each polymorph consists of columns 
and layers of MNA molecules in the same relative positions 
then similarities in the powder photographs would be expected 
since the lines observed are caused by diffracting layers. 
However, equivalent layers would be labelled by different 
Miller indices which should be interconvertible by knowing 
the relative positions of the unit cells of MNA-2, MNA-3, and 
MNA-l in the proposed transformation mechanism. This is 
shown i~ fig. 5.18 in which each of the projections of the x 
2nd y axes is viewed down parallel z axes. Using this 
diagram it is possible write the indices of equivalent layers 
which lie parallel to z and these are listed in table 5.5. 
" 
roo 100 





Fig. 5.19 Projections on to the xy planes of MNA 
polymorph crystal structures. The 
positions of parallel equivalent planes 





The relative orientations of unit 
cells of MNA-l, MNA-2, and MNA-3. 
Each cell is viewed down a z axis. 
Table 5.5 
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Equivalent layers in MNA polymorphs with their corresponding 
observed d-spacings. 
MNA-2 MNA-3 MNA-l 
-100 110 100 
10.13(3) 10.49(3) 10.31(3) 
110 200 110 
7.62(2) B. 91 (3) 7.14(2) 
-110 02'::t IH~ 
7.64(2) 6.43(2) 7. 14 (2) 
200 220 200 
5.05 (1) 5.23(1) 5.15(1) 
The layers re+erred to in this table are shown in +ig. 5.19, 
in small scale crystal projection structures (all viewed 
down z) to enable the layers to be easily observed. 
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The presence of lines due to layers of parallel benzene rings 
in the various polymorphs are :-
- • MNA-2 2';'2 3.29 (1)A 
MNA-3(mol 1) 3il • 3.43(1)A 
MNA-3(mol 2} 021 • 3.33 (1) A 
MNA-l 022 • 3.43(UA. 
Two broad bands occur in the powder photographs of MNA-l 
which do not correspond to any lines in MNA-2 or MNA-3 powder 
photographs. Some of these additional lines are due to new 
layers due to intermolecular hydrogen bonds e.g. a plane with 
• Miller indices of 120 has d = 4.4S(1)A and a plane with 
• indices 012 has d = 4.27(1)A. These sets of planes would 
give rise to lines which would not be expected of the MNA-2 
and MNA-3 structures which do not possess intermolecular 
hydrogen bonds. Comparison of indices of equivalent planes 
is once more in agreement with the proposed transformation of 
MNA-2 to MNA-3 to MNA-1. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
The infrared and Raman spectra of polymorphs of MNA and 
its deuterated derivatives. 
Interpretation of the Infrared spectrum of the yellow 
-----------------------------------------------------
triclinic form of 4-methyl-2-nitroacetanilide 
1~2,4-trisubstituted benzenes have at most only the 
molecular plane of symmetry, and the fundamentals, apart 
from the additional vibrations of substituents, consist 
of 21 in plane vibrations (a ~ ) and 9 out-of-plane 
vibrations (a"). Examples of the interpretation of such 
spectra are presented in the collection of interpreted 
199 
spectra by Varsanyi 
interpreted several such 
Green et ala have also 
spectra 200 The present 
assignments are based on these works as well as on the 
shift of bands concomitant with the phase change and on 
the spectra of isotopically labelled compounds. The 
bands are listed in three tables, one assigning the 
fundamental frequencies associated with the benzene ring 
(Table 6.1), and the others listing the frequencies 
associated with the nitro group (Table 6.3) and with the 
amide group (Table 6.3). 
according to the Mulliken 
The vibrations are numbered 
t . 201 no atlon , in order of 
decreasing wavenumbers for the a' modes followed by the 
a" modes. 
modes. 
The Wilson nomenclature with reference to the 
202 
scheme is also used for the benzene ring 
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Benzene ring modes 
The weak but sharp absorptions between 3100 and 3000cm-l 
were attributed to three aromatic C-H stretches expected 
in this region. The location of four of the C-C ring 
stretching and three of the C-H in-plane bending modes 
are located at frequencies within the accepted range 
for a 1,2~4-trisubstituted benzene derivative. 
assignment of the C-X stretching vibrations 
The 
in the 
region 1300-1200 cm-l is difficult because of the broad 
Bands at 1280 em-I, 1210 cm-l 
and 920 em-l are unaffected either by deuteration of the 
aromatic C-H groups or by deuteration of the N-H group. 
These bands have counterparts in the Raman spectrum and 
the strong Raman line at lZ:W cm-l is assigned to the 
vibration 7a in which the substituents vibrate in phase. 
The band near 1240 cm-l which is strong in the Raman and 
infrared spectra is assigned to the amide III vibration. 
TI1e hi ghe~-;t 17b~ is detected as a medium 
band In the infrared spectrum at 960 cm-l and :its 
position is confirmed by the combination bands in region 
1750--2(H)0 cm-l. The doublet near 880 cm-l and the band 
at 828 cm-l were also assigned to Y (CH) modes. Five 
bands due to radial skeleton vibrations were assigned on 
the basis that they were unaffected by ring or side chain 
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Nitro group frequencies 
The <.'Issiqnments in T c:\b 1. ~'? 6.3 are based on well 
established values in the literature and in particular on 
. t r" 207 those g1ven Jy oreen. 
Amide group frequencies 
The strong band near 3370 cm-l and the band near I'll ~} 
cm-1 which both appear as distinct doublets (separation 
24 and 17 cm-l respectively) were assigned to V(NH) and 
v(cO) • On amide deuteration the doublet near 3370 cm-l is 
replaced by doublet near 2500 cm-l. This ratio of the 
two wavenumbers (0.742) is close to that (0.707) expected 
for the behaviour of a pure N-H stretching vibration. 
The identification of bands corresponding to <5 (I'./H) 
(Amide II) and Y (NH) (Amide V) has proved to be 
unexpectedly difficult. Some of the problems encountered 
wer e : .- (a) some aromatic bands changed intensity and 
position sliqhtlyem .3.mic/(.;> c1f:.;>ut(·?I-·c'\tion~ (b) th~'? nitr-o gr'oLlp 
stretching vibrations obscured regions of interest and 
(c:) more bands were observed in some regions of the 
spt.7!ctra 0+ deuterated compounds than was anticipated. 
The strong and broad band near 1460 cm-l 
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the amIde T T b,~r;d sj nee Ca) thi s band di sappeared ~ ~ on 
amide deuteration and (b) a band at this posi ticn was 
observed in the spectra of other ortho-nitroacetanilides. 
The Amide III band was assigned to the band near 1240 cm-
1 since the intensity of this band~ which is strong in 
the infrared spectrum and very strong in the Raman 
spectrum~ was markedly reduced on deuteration of the N-H 
group. The N-H out-of-plane bending vibration could not 
be assigned to one band. After amide deuteration the 
broad band near 650 cm-l and the strong band at 600 cm-l 
were replaced by a new band near 470 cm-i. Amide IV and 
Amide VI bands were assigned to the absorptions at 650 
cm-l and 590 cm-l respectively. 
1 0: c !-n 
~, ~ 









Bands which appear as doublets are assigned to (a) N-H 
st.rEt:c:h i nq!, (h) C=O stretching and in-plane and out-of-
plane bending (el N02 wagging (d) two of· the three C-H 
in-plane bending vibrations~ and (e) three out-af-plane 
bending vibrations of Of the above 
i. t.ems~ Cal and (b) can be explained on the basis that the 
yellow triclinic form consists of two distinct molecules 
whose amide groups are conjugated to the ring to 
different extents. Item can be explained on the 
basis that the associated vibrations viz. 5~ 
all have N<l) and N(2) vibrating out-of-phase and out of 
plane of the benzene ring. This is presumably a 
reflection of a difference in interaction of the nitro 
and amide groups in the two types of molecules which is 
at a maximum in the out-af-plane vibrations. Item (c) 
can be explained if coupling between the N02 wagging 
vibration and vibration 4 is assumed as stated by 
, .... 'I~'-al .. 'Vl· 203 
y to":'. .::. - '.' Since vibrations 1.5 and lElb~ wh:i ch 
involve in-plane C-H bending vibrations, alE50 have N(l) 
and NeZ) vibrating out of phase a similar explanation of 
the splitting of absorption bands is possible. 
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<=.pF~C t v' I.lin n+ 4·-·iT)t""t".1"l v 1 ·····'.2 .. -·n i t. r oc3.c et. c1n i 1. idE? at 
X-rav diffraction studies on crystals of this compound 
have shown that the triclinic form has an asymmetric unit. 
consi st. i nq 0+ tWIJ of 4·-·methy.l-·2·-
nitroacetanilide. The nitro group and amide group in 
each of these molecules lie in planes at. different angles 
to the benzene ring in each case. Hence the doublet 
nature of N-H stretching could be explained on the 
basis of two amide groups which differ by vi rtl..le of 
their different conjugation to the.benzene ring. The 
doubl ~?t natur-e 0+ the band near 1700 cm- l wIJul d b~= then 
explained on the same basis 1.S. the two different amide 
groups would have different. c=o stretching vibrations. 
Only one other closely spaced doublet is evident and this 
occurs near 888 em-i. This 15 identified as due to a 
y(C-H) mode since an overtone occurs at 2 x 888 = 1776. 
Also this band disappears on ring deuteration. TI'1i :. 
band is assigned to the out-of-phase vibrations of H(S) 
and H (6) (l"lDt-iTli:ll mode 5). 
T .j.. J. ._ is po~;sibl£:?" therefore to account for three 
double.s but since the amide and nitro groups have 
bancis C1SSC)C iated ~\li. th thf?m!. nth,,·?r dC)ublf?ts 
should be present if the conformations of the amide and 
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nitro qroups differ. When the infrared spectrum is 
recorded at 77K several 
closely spaced doublets. These are the bands near 1150 
cm-l and 1080 cm-l and 1000 cm-1 (CH3 
(nDr-fnc:;d vibr'ation 4 which may' be coupled to .:\ f\,ICJ 2 
203 
59') vi br-,':,':l.ti on ~ 64(1 cm-1. and c:m-1 ( <5C=O and yC==O 
respectively). There is no evidence for the doubling 
of bands due to Ami d~? I I and' Ami de V. 5i nee the I~ i ng 
stretching and bending modes do not occur as doublets in 
the low temperature spectrum these vibrations can be 
distinguished from others due to substituent groups. 
The low temperature spectrum of the white form of MNA 
contained sharper bands than that obtained at ambient 
tE:~mper-ature but no spJitti ng of bands Dccun-ed. 
A spectrum of the yellow monoclinic form of MNA could 
not be obtained at 77K. The unstable monoclinic form 
partially changed to the yellow triclinic form and hence 
a spectrum of a mixture of polymorphs was obtained. 
examination of the spectrum revealed that 
cer-tai 1'1 bands~ particularly those associated with the 
nitrD group~ were slightly different in the two yellow 
forms and this is accordance with the nitro groups in MNA-2 
and MNA-3 having minor differences of conjugation with the 
benzene ring. 
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The infrared spectrum and Raman spectrum of the amber 
form of MNA 
The amber form showed bands in the infrared spectrum 
at very nearly the same wavenumbers as the corresponding 
ones in the spectrum of the yellow triclinic form. The 
differences. although small, were measurable since an 
infrared spectrum of a mixture of amber and yellow forms 
was obtained at 77K. It proved impossible to obtain an 
infrared spectrum of the amber form at 77K. In the 
spectrum of the mixture several peaks occurred as closely 
spaced doublets and their significance will be discussed 
later. It was possible to obtain a spectrum of the 
amber form in a potassium bromide disc providing the 
grinding period was of the order of a few seconds. 
However certain differences were evident. The band 
due to vCN-H) new appears as a single band indicating 
only one type of NH group. The band near 1710 cm-l due 
to v(C=O) appears as a closely spaced doublet (separation 
10 cm-1) presumably due to crystal field splhting. The 
crystal structure is such that C=O groups are only 3.5 A 
apart across a centre of inversion. Hence the V(C=O) 
band may be split into asymmetric and symmetric 
components. This idea is supported by the strong line 
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in the Raman spectrum at 1710 cm-1 and the absence of a 
line at 1720 em-I. 
The bands at 1530 cm-1 and 1340 em····1 due to thf::? 1\1-"0 2 
stretching vibration in the nitro group are less intense. 
The Y( C-H) mode at 892 cm-l n(:;)w appears as .;1. si ng1 eli ne 
and th,:\t at 1328 cm-l is gY·f2,3t 1 Y I'·educed in intensity. 
Th!:? band due to Y( N-H) no~'J has its ma:-: imum at)sorpt ion at 
68'.:' cm-1 50 that ttl i!:; bnJad band is:. near'l ',i symmetrical 
(except for a shoulder at 660 cm-1). 
The infrared spectrum the amber form is in 
accordance with the presence in the crystal, of only one 
type of molecule, 
hydroq€-:m bond u 
which contains an intramolecular 
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A 5ummarv of the chanqes in appearance of the infrared 
spectrum of yellow and white forms of MNA 
Although infrared spectroscopy has been used to 
characterise polvmorphic forms of 
other compounds of pharmaceutical 
204 
!stf2ro:i d!s 
. t t 205 1 n .el'-es . only 
minor differences between the spectra of the polymorphs 
havs been apparent. Howev(,?r- , in the case of MNA, the 
infrared spectra of the yellow and white forms appear at 
first glance to be qui te different. Changes in 
intensities of bands have occurred and certain bands have 
appeared in new positions and some bands have apparently 
Since the yellow form changes to the white 
ferm on standing the following discussion will assume a 
change of yellow to white form occurring. 
Bands due to veC-H) decrease whereas those due to vec-
X) vibrations increase slightly as if the substituents, 
which may be regarded as point masses, decrease in mass. 
The bond C ( 1 ) --N ( 1 ) ,:l.nd C(2)'-N(2) {,.,chi ch 
decreases during the observed change is not the major 
factclr involved. 
The positions of bands due to vibrations involving 
the C-H in-plane and out-of-plane bending vibrations do 
not change. A similar situation applies to the radial 
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vibr,:\t.icms .. The out-of-plane ring bending 
indicating a rather les5 rigid ring system. 
comment the bands due to the benzene ring become sharper 
although they lose some intensity and their position is 
har'·dl".l af·fec:tf?d. 
The pOSitions of bands due to the nitro group are also 
hardly affected inspit.e of the loss in conjugation 
between the nitro and amide groups. Comparison of the 
vas and vs wavenumbers reveals that the former has 
decreased and the latter has increased (this conclusion 
is based on the more accurate Raman wavenumbers). Such a 
cone lusi on wc:-\s reac:hf?d by JVlurray et al • regard i ng the 
206 
effect of steric hindrance on such vibrations The 
51 i ght upwar-cj sh if t on the vs band is al so in ac:cor-dance 
\lJ i t h conjugation as stated by VarsanYi20~ 
p389) • This slight increase is also in accordance with 
t.he model of an in-plane vibration of the oxygen atoms 
rather than a C-N stretching vibration. 
The downward shift of the 6 5 vibration could be due 
to loss of coupling with v25 (vibration 4) whilst the 
increase in the 6as vibration is most likely due to 
steric hindrance. The value for the latter vibration 
(near 580 cm-l) is very close to those of o-nitro 
251 
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compounds investigated by Green 
The most easily recognised changes are those 
associated with the amide group. The intense doublet 
near 3380 cm-l becomes the broad band near 3250 cm-1. 
This value is typical for the N-H stretching band in an 
13 
anilide The increase in intensity and broadening 
is in accordance with the formation of a stronger 
intermolecular hydrogen bond. The value of 1670 cm-1 is 
typical of the VC=O in anilides 13 and again the 
change from 1720 cm-l to 1670 cm-l is accounted for by a 
stronger hydrogen bond being formed. 
The location of the band which can be ascribed to 
AMIDE II, which is mainly 6(N-H) with V(C-N)~ is not 
straightforward in either case. As mentioned in the 
introductory work~ the interpretation of this and the 
AMIDE III band has been the subject of numerous 
investigations. In the yellow form, a broad band near 
1450 cm-l disappears on deuteration (N-H to N-D). 
This value would be low for the AMIDE II band and also a 
band due to C-C ring stretching C19b) is expected in this 
region. However. it has been shown bv Miyazawa 4 
that this band and the AMIDE III band is sensitive to 
changes of state. For example, the wavenumbers of 
these bands in N-methylacetamide~ increase by 67 and 39 
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cm-l respectivelY on chanqing from a nonpolar solvent to 
the liquid form. Therefore the low values quoted for 
the AMIDE II and III bands may be a reflection of the 
weak intramolecular hydrogen bond and the complete 
absence of any hydrogen bond to the carbonyl group in the 
'/ellcwJ fCWiTl .. On changing to the white form the AMIDE II 
and III bands increase to positions normally assoc~ated 
with anilides. Hence the broad band at 1450 cm-1 shifts 
to near 1530 cm-l so that this band becomes broad and 
intense and the AMIDE III band shifts to a lower 
position at 1260 em-I. A more detailed account of the 
results of N-H deuteration follows in the next section. 
The wavenumber of the broad band due to yeN-H) 
increases to about 700 cm-1. Here this band couples 
with a ring bending mode (both of s;ymmetrv a") and two 
broad bands result. It is not clear whether the y (N-'-H) 
vibration in the yellow form is associated with two bands 
or not since it is such a wide band and covers other 
aromatic vibrations. 
imply different Y(N-H) 
If present~ these two bands would 
vibrations for the two types of 
molecules in the yellow triclinic form. There is some 
evidence from the spectrum of the N-D compound that two 
~N-D) bands occur. If pr-esent. one vibration would 
occur at 680 cm-l and this band is clearly revealed in 
the low temperature spectrum and the other one would be 
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The bands assigned to AMIDE IV and VI change little 
and this is the expected result for an increase in 
4 
In the spectrum of the yellow and white forms several 
bands due to combinations of frequncies can be seen. 
Three of thesl:'? vi z. 1780~1845~ and 192(' c:m-·1 can be 
accounted for by combinations of ¥C-H) wavenumbers (2 
In many ami des an )-: 885. 885 + 960, 
c)vertcme is present near cm-l and this has been 
assiqned (and criticised) to 2 x AMIDE II 13 In all 
of the polymorphs of MNA a combination band near 3000 cm-
1 may be accounted for either by 2 x AMIDE II or by 
\I (C=O) + -::> ;.: y (N-H) • The latter combination has the 
advantage of e>:pl ai n~ the posi ti on of the overtone near 
3100 cm-l in lactams which do not have an AMIDE II band 
near 1 ~550 cm-l. 
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Analvsis of the spectra of deuterated forms of MNA 
Several deuterated forms of MNA were prepared in order 
to fulfil some of the following objectives:-
1. analysis of the spectra of deuterated compounds would 
aid in the interpretation of the spectra of normal 
polymorphic forms of MNA. 
2. the deuterated forms were examined to see if they 
existed in equivalent polymorphic forms. 
3. the ability of the deuterated forms to undergo a phase 
change equivalent to yellow triclinic changing to white 
monoclinic was examined. 
4. The position of the AMIDE II and AMIDE III bands in 
the vellow forms was not clear. Comparison of the 
changes occurring with those reported for other ami des 
shoLll d 21.1 d in the 
amide bands. 
determination of the pOSitions of the f It~ "J. 
O~C" N~ ~ 
~R 
The following deuterated MNA derivatives were prepared 
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(only the position of the deuterium is specified; all 
other R = H) 
, 
~) R - D 
~ 
b) R = D 
c) JR = D 
J ~ d) R and = D 
Changes in the infrared and Raman spectra upon amide 
deuteration of MNA-3. 
1. The doublet at 3382 and 3358 cm-l has been replaced by 
one at 2520 and 2500 cm-l. 
2. the position of the strong doublet near 1700 cm-l has 
shifted slightly to lower wavenumbers. 
3. the band at 1445 cm-l has disappeared. 
4. a new strong band has appeared at 1380 cm-l. 
5. the intense peak at 1230 cm-l has been replaced by two 
peaks of medium intensity at 1215 cm-1 and 1230 cm-1. 
6. a shoulder has appeared on the band at 1085 em-I. 
7. it appears that the medium band near 1000 cm-l has 
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shifted to 970 cm-l. 
8. a weak to medium band has appeared at 900 cm-1. 
9. the shoulder at 836 cm-l has shifted to become a 
stronger peak at 822 cm-1. 
10. the broad peak around 650 cm-l has disappeared. 
11. the strong peak at 600 cm-l has been greatly reduced 
in intensity. 
12. the intensity of the strong band at 530 cm-l has 
been reduced. 
13. medium and strong broad bands have appeared at 485 
and 462 cm-l 
The following changes in the Raman spectrum of the 
yellow triclinc form are itemised below:-
1. a new doublet appears at 2470 and 2460 cm-l. 
2. the very strong band at 1235 cm-l has almost 
completely disappeared. 
3. a new sharp band has appeared at 1100 em-1. 
4. a new weak band has appeared at 1060 em-l. 
5. a weak to medium band has appeared at 980 em-I. 
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6. a strong band has appeared at 90S em-1. 
7. a band of medium intensity has appeared at 530 em-I. 
These changes in the infrared and Raman spectra are 
ones which are associated with the changes in the amide 
qrpup and the wavenumbers of amide and N-deuteroamide 
correlations are listed in Table 6.S The position 
of bands due to the nitro group hardly change. Some 
bands, which are associated with the benzene rinq,change 
with regard to position and intensity. For example, the 
band at 1578 em-I, decreases in intensity and shifts to 
1565 cm-l. Also the band at 1300 cm-l intensifies 
whilst the very strong band at 530 cm-l apparently 
decreases in intensity. The broad band near 1520 cm-l 
sharpens to a marked degree. Such changes complicate 
the interpretation and it has been only possible to 
assign the amide bands with confidence after studying the 
deuteration of amide groups i 11 several other 
intramolecularly hydrogen bonded amides. The spectra of 
these amides are discussed in a later section of this chapte~ 
Some of the difficulties which occur with the 
interpretation of these spectra are now listed .-
a) The position of the AMIDE II band could be either 
near 1580 cm-l~ or 1520 cm-l or 1445 em-l since 
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changes occur at all of these positions and it is 
well known that the position of the band due to 
6(N-H) in amines is difficult to locate 
b) several bands overlap in the 1230 cm-l region. 
c) there are more bands appearing in the region 1100 
cm-l to 900 cm-l than can be accounted for by 
simply assuming that the AMIDE III" would now be 
expected to occur in this regien. 
d) complex changes occur in the region of 500 cm-l 
other than the expected one of the appearance of 
the AMIDE V' band. 
All subsequent i.r. spectra were recorded on a 
Perkin Elmer 683 infrared spectrophotometer using 
the potassium bromide disc technique. 
Raman spectra were recorded on a Spex Ramalab laser 
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Fundamental frequencies for yellow and white MNA 
a' yellow white Wilson 
v l 3108 3100 20a 
v 2 3080 3070 3065 3070 2 
va 3040 3055 3035 20b 
V't 1622 1630 1605 1610 8b 
Vs 1578 1580 1588 1590 8a 
V6 1525 1525 1505 1505 19b 
V7 1460 1460 1450 19a 
Vs 1310 1300 1320 1320 3 
V9 1280 1280 1280 1285 14 
v 10 12JO 1245 1250 7a 
Vii 1210 1218 1222 13 
v 12 1150 1155 1155 1155 15 
v 1 a 1085 1082 1090 1100 18b 
Vl't 920 920 930 930 7b 
v 15 796 795 800 800 12 
V16 680 680 670 676 1 
V17 500 500 500 500 6a 
ViS 430 440 455 460 6b 
V19 390 390 380 382 9b 
~ 20 360 360 340 340 9a 230 230 230 224 18a V21 
a' , V22 960 960 958 17b 
v 2a 885 882 5 
V2't 828 830 820 828 11 
V 25 700 700 715 725 4 
V 26 530 500 16a 
V 27 412 412 400 398 16b 
v 2S 300 300 290 292 lOa 
V 29 lOb 
vao 17a 
i.r. Raman i. r . Raman 
Table 6.1 The in-plane (a') and 
out of plane (a") vibrations of MNA 
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V 2 7 
V 2 8 
V29 
V30 




























The in-plane (a') and out-of-plane (a") 
vibrations of MNA-2 (amber form). 
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Table 6.3 
Assignments of the bands due to the nitro, amide and 
methyl groups in yellow (MNA-3) and white (MNA-1) 
yellow white 
Nitro group 
i.r. Raman i. r. Raman 
v 1542 1548 1530 1540 
'as 
v 1347 1345 1362 1365 s 
6
s 840 840 848 848 
Ys 762 765 748 748 
6 
as 550 550 580 585 
Amide group 
v NH 3382 3390 3250 3265 
v-NH I 3358 3320 
v CO 1720 1715 1670 1672 
v CO 1708 1710 
Amide II 1445 1520 1520 
Amide III 1230 1235 1320 1320 
oCO 645 652 630 632 
yNH 680 680 725,695 725 
yCO 592 608 612 
v C-CH3 918 920 980 980 
Methyl groups 
(i) acetyl methyl group 
vas 2980 2988 
Vs 2930 2935 2930 
6 s 1372 1370 1380 1385 
r,.L 1045,1032 - 1040 
r II 1010,1000 1014 1014 1018 
(ii) 4-methyl group 
Os 1390 1395 1395 
r II 972 972 980 
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Table 6.4 
Assignments of bands to the nitro z amide z and methx;l 
grou,Es in the amber form. ~MNA-22 
Nitro grou,E 
i.r. Raman 
v 1530 1535 
as 
v 1340 1340 
s 




vNH 3360 3370 
vco 1720,1710 1710 
Amide II 1435 
Amide III 1230* 1230 
oeo 658 660 
YNH 670 
YCO 595 




Vs 2920 2930 
Os 1362 
r.J. 1045 




* exact position uncertain due to overlap of bands 
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Assignments of bands due to the amide grouEs in deuterated 
(N-D) yellow (MNA-3) and white (MNA-q forms. 
Vibration Yellow White 
vN-D 2520 2400 
2500 
amide I 1720 1665 
1700 
amide II' 1380 1420 
amide III' 1085 1080 
amide V' 460 530 
r II CH3 980 990 
vC-C 900 945 
The assignment of two of the bands given above 







Since the bands assigned to the CH3 rocking vibration 
and vC-C are sensitive to deuteration it is concluded that 
these vibrations are coupled to oN-D. 
Table 6.S' 
The infrared and Raman spectrum of deuterated white 
monoclinic MNA 
The chances in the infrared spectrum of white monoclinic 
MNA accompanyin~ deuteration are as follows:-
1. a broad band at 2400 cm-l replaces the streng band at 
3250 em-1. 
2. the band of medium intensity at 1590 cm-l disappears. 
3. a broad band with a shoulder appears at 1420 cm11. 
4. the band at 1390 cm-l intensifies. 
5. the band at 1320 cm-l becomes obscured by the broading 
of the band around 1350 cm-t. 
6. the complex band at 1260 cm-l decreases in intensity 
and closely spaced bands at 1245 cm-l 
remain. 
and 1220 cm-l 
7 new bands at 1178 cm-1 and 944 cm-1 appear whilst the 
medium band at 1014 cm-l apparently shifts to give a 
medium band at 988 em-I. 
8. the strong band at 820 cm-l separates into two sharp 
bands at 835 cm-l and 818 em-1. 
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9. the two broad bands at 725 cm-l and 695 cm-l are 
replaced by a strong broad band at 525 cm-l 
These changes can be explained by the following points:-
e) the major changes are associated with N-H 
becoming N-D 50 that the amide bands change. 
bl the nitro qroup bands do not change position. 
c) some bands due to ring vibrations shift and 
change in intensity viz. the bands at 1588 cm-1 
which becomes a less prominent shoulder at 1570 
cm-1, the broad band around 1520 cm-1 sharpens 
and the band at 1245 cm-l which appears as a 
shoulder becomes a weak but sharp band at 1242 
cm-1. The latter band which is strong in the 
Raman spectrum has been assigned to an in-phase 
c-x stretching vibration. A new band appears at 
715 cm-l which is sharp and 15 of medium 
intf?r1<:;;:it'/. Presumably this band is due to an 
out-8f-plane ring vibration which couples with 
the ytN-H) vibrat:ion. 
The changes in the Raman spectrum on deuteration of 
t~tl€'= ~·jllite form ewe a~:; fqllo\o'j~:;:-· 
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2. the strong band at 1320 cm-l and medium band at 1260 
cm-l dre areatlv reduced in intensity. 
3. bands of weak to medium intensity appear at 1078 cm-l 
and 940 cm-l 
4. the weak to medium bands at 1018 cm-l and 980 cm-l 
almost disappear. 
5. the band at 828 cm-l intensifies and shifts to 810 cm-
1. 
6. the broad band at 725 cm-1 becomes narrower and shifts 
to 71(' cm-1. 
Some problems of assiqnment exist. For e;':2."\mple, the 
position of the AMIDE II band could be either at 1588 cm-
1 or amongst the broad absorption near 1520 em-I. IU so 
the AMIDE III band position is obscured by other bands 
near 1240 em-t. Also~ as in the case of the yellow 
form~ more bands occur in the 1100 cm-l to 900 cm-l 
ra~qe than miqht be expected from the possible appearance 
of a new AMIDE III' band. The final assignments of the 
amide bands were based on the following evidence:-
- 3 
a) assignments made bV Mivazawa on N-methylacetamide 
-- " 
b) ::iSS-l onment:- bv Chalapathi and Rami ah 25 em 
ac£!'tan:ilide 
c) e~~':'Hnj natIon of t.he sp;'::-Jctr-d of 51:=ver--a1 c~ni 1.:i. dE~S 
and theIr N-D derivatives. and 
d) an e;: ami nat ion of the spectra of 
trideut.eroacetvl derivatives of anilides i . e. 
CD 3CO qroup has replaced the acetyl group) and 
their N-D derivatives. 
Several important conclusions were reached and these 
are listed . -
d) the AMIDE II band 
1550 cm-l 
in anilides occurs near 
b) the AMIDE II" band occurs near 1420 cm-1 
e) the RMIDE III" occurs nearl080 em-t. 
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A comparison of the infrared and Raman spectra of yellow 
and white forms of deuterated MNA. 
The compound N-deutero-4-methyl-2-nitroacetanilide can 
exist in white and yellow forms which are equivalent to 
white and yellow forms of the undeuterated MNA. The 
i . r. and Raman spectra of these polymorphs show marked 
differences and the reason is again due to differences in 
the type of hydrogen bonding which occurs in these 
compounds. The bands near 2500 cm-1 are due to N-D 
stretching whilst that near 17(H) cm-l is due to C=() 
str-etchinq. The bands due to AMIDE II' and AMIDE III' 
occur at higher wavenumbers in the white form. Ttlis is 
a consequence of the stronqer hydrogen bonding in MNA-l 
and a shorter amide C-N bond in MNA-1. It i !:; noted that 
bands due to AMIDE III' are more intense in the Raman 
spectrum than in the t.r. spectrum. 
The positions of the AMIDE IV and VI bands are hardly 
3 
affected by deuteration The AMIDE V' band in 
both cases occurs near 530 cm-l in the white form and 
near 460 cm-l in the yellow form. The higher value in 
the case of the white form again is a reflection of th~ 
stronger hydrogen bonding in the white form. 
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Interoretation of the infrared spectrum of the 
trideuteroacetvl derivative of 4-methvl-2-nitroaniline 
This derivative was only obtained in one form. Since 
the infrared spectrum showed two closely spaced doublets 
near 33~") cm-1 and 1710 cm-l it was concluded that the 
crvstals of the compound were in the triclinic form. No 
attempt was made to obtain the form equivalent to the 
amber monoclinic form of the nondeuterated material. 
However~ attempts were made to convert it to a white 
intermolecularly hydroqen bonded forom and these includE·d 
grinding the crystals for about 30 minutes with potassium 
bromi df? suspending the crystals in water and subjecting 
them to ultrasonic vibration or allowing the crystals to 
stand at ambient temperature for about three years. The 
first two of the above methods also failed to convert an 
approximately 50:50 mixture (obtained by evaporation of a 
solution of the mixture) of the trideuteroacetvl and 
acetyl derivatives into the white form. Oft, is 1 C)SS of 
ability to transform into the white form is not due to an 
increa58 in the strength of the intramolecular hydrogen 
bond since the bands due to N-H stretching and c=o 
stretching are at the same frequencies as those in the 
undeuterated material. The ability of the amide group 
to rotate out of the plane of the benzene ring may be 
affected and this would be the case if the initial 
movement was that of a rotation elf t~ acetyl group 
around the amide C-N bond giving a cis (E) amide 
intermediate. A trideuteroacetyl group would be 
harder to r6tate because of its greater mass. 
The changes in the infrared spectra are as follows .- 
a) the sharp band near 1370 cm-l disappears. 
b) the band near 1000 cm-l disappears. 
c) a sharp band near 1070 cm-l appears. 
d) new peaks appear near 920 cm-l and 780 cm-l and 
peaks near 920 cm-i and 800 cm-l shift to 942 
cm-l and 818 em-I. 
e) the strong peak originallv at 590 cm-i IS now 
absent. 
f) a peak of medium intensity appears at 535 em-I . 
. 
g) the strong peak at 530cm-l shifts to 510 cm-l and 
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the peak of medium intensity shifts to 482 cm-l 
The first two changes are in accord with the bands at 
1370 cm-l and 1000 cm-l being assigned to the methyl 
bendinq and rockinq vibrations respectively. Hence 
bands occurring at 1070 cm-l and 1050 cm-l in the 
deuterated form can be assigned to CD 3 bending vibrations. 
The CD 3 rocking vibrations are accidentally degenerate 
with and couple with aromatic ring vibrations near 920 
cm-l and 800 cm-l. These changes are in agreement with 
those found by Rey-Lafon ~t ~l.208 who examined the 
infrared spectra of amides containing the CD 3CO group. 
These workers also found that AMIDE IV and AMIDE VI bands 
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shift on formation of the trideuteroacetyl derivative and 
in N-methylacetamide the latter can shift by about 70 cm-l 
Hence the new band at 535cm-l is assigned to the new 
AMIDE VI band. The final shift of peaks mentioned above 
can be explained by these bands being assigned to X-
sensitive out-of-plane vibrations (16b) and an x-




The CD3 stretchi ng modes appear at 2100 em-I. Compari scm 
of the spectrulTl of this compound with that of the 2,3,5,6-
tetradeutero-acetotoluidide reveals the bands due to the 
4-methyl group in 
are assigned to the 
p-acetotoluidide. The bending modes 
bands at 1430 and 1380 clTl-l and the 
rocking modes to those at 960 cm-l and possibly) 1018 
cm-l. Thf? 
with a rocking 
position of the latter band would coincide 
mode of the methyl group in the acetyl 
group_ The new bands near 900 cm-l can be assigned to 
the CD3 rocking modes. The infrared spectrum of the 
N-D derivative confirms the presence of the AMIDE II and 
AMIDE III bands near 1520 cm-l and 1260 cm-l. 
The band due to At:IDE III' occurs near 1080 em-I. 
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spectrl.tm of p-acetotoluidide and its 
deuterated derivatives 
Several deuterated derivatives of MNA have been prepared 
and examined for polymorphism by infrared spectroscopy. 
Some of these derivatives were prepared from deuterated 
p-acetotoluidides and the interpretation of the infrared 
spectra of the latter compounds was an important step 
towards interpreting the infrared spectra of the 
deuterated MNA compounds. 
Varsanvi has presented an interpretation of the 
199 
infrared spectrum of p-acetotoluidide p 138. 
These assignments were checked by comparison with the 
infrared spectra of 2,3,5~6-tetradeutero-acetotoluidide I 
, 4-tr i deuteromethyl-2 ~ ::;., 5~ 6-tetrade-?uter:o--acetc)tol Lli d i de .I[ 
tr i deutertJi:\cetotol ui di de m. . and I\I-D ,acetot.ol Lli di de 
Some re-assiqnments were necessary. particularly with 
those bands associated with the amide group and therefore 
a re-assignment of certain bands to aromatic vibrations 
wa!s necessary. The conclusions arising from a study of 
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the ~:.pec:t.ra of three deutero-amides are presented in 
T abl e (). 7 . These values for the amide group vibrations 
are in good agreement with those values previously 
published for secondary amides. The positions of the 
C-H in-plane and out-of-plane bending vibrations were 
assigned to those bands which were removed on ring 
deuteration. The ring C-C stretching modes were slightly 
affected by ring deuteration. 
to thoses reported 
199 
for 
The shifts are comparable 
ring deuteration 
199 
of 1 ~ 4--
199 
difluoroben:-:ene p-cresol , and p-:·;yl ene 
The radial skeletal vibrations and ring bending 
vibrations were also slightly affected and moved to lower 
wavenumbers. 
Three bands near 3200 cm-l occur in the spectrum of 
p-acetotoluidide and similar bands occur in the infrared 
spectrum of other anilides. These bands can be 
explained as combinations and overtones of amide bands 
whilst the band at 1900 cm-l is most likely an overtone 
of a y,(C-H) vibrati()n. 
Another important reason for studying the infrared 
spectrum of p-acetotoluidide is that it shows a strong 
resemblance to that of the white form of MNA with~ of 
. 
course~ allowance for the bands due to the nitro group. 
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Infrared spectrum of p-acetotcluidide N-D 
The positions of the AMIDE II and III bands at 1540 cm-l 
and 1260 cm-l are clearly established. The new band at 
1450 cm-l is due to AMIDE II". A complex pattern of 
peaks results in the region 1000-1100 cm-l and AMIDE III 
is assi gned to the band near 1000 em-I. The band 
assigned to vC-C falls to 955 cm-l whilst the strong 
broad band at 755 cm-l disappears and is replaced bYa 
strong peak at 555 cm-l which must be due to AMIDE V'. 
The bands due to the C=O bending vibrations are hardly 
affected by deuteration. However, the band assigned to 
AMIDE Vr'decreases in intensity. 
p-acet-D3-toluidide 
The infrared spectrum of this compound was used to locate 
bands due to the amide-methyl group and the results are 
listed in Table 6.7 An important result was that the 
methyl rocking vibration was established at 1020 em-I. 
ThiS derivative was also useful in locating the C=O 
bending vibrations since it is known that such vibrations 
in the C~CO-derivatives move to lower wavenumbers and are 
reduced in i ntensi ty 209 Si mi 1 ar bf?havi our is apparent 






compared A new band appears at 480 em-i. This 
band was assigned to a radial skeletal vibration which was 
substituent sensitive (6a). The peak assigned to another 
radial skeletal mode behaved in a similar manner and 
shifted by about 20 em-I. In the infrared spectra of 
four para-substituted anilides a slight shift of about 20 
cm-l was observed in a band of medium intensity near 500 
Infrared spectrum of p-acetotoluidide-04 
Replacement of the aromatic protons by deuterium causes 
those bands due to all types of C-H vibrations to shift. 
vC-D appears as an unresolved group of bands near 2250 cm-
1. Although it is possible to detect bands due to vC-H 
and ~C-H by their disappearance after deuteration it is 
difficult~cassign these to specific vibrations without 
recourse to a normal coordinate analysis. It seems 
probable that bands due to 6C-D occur in the region 1100-
850 cm-1 whilst those due to y C-D appear in the region 
850-700 cm-l. The strong band near 500 cm-l shifts to 
438 cm-l while a rather less intense band remains at 500 
cm-1. The latter band and the one at 625 cm-l which are 
assigned to radial skeletal modes are expected to be only 
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Table 6.6 
Observed fundamental frequencies for p-acetotoluidide 















































































































Assignments of methyl group vibrations in ~-acetotoluiQide 
C-CHJ in the amide group 
I II 
6as 1450 
6s 1370 1372 
r 1020, 970 1018, 972 




6s 1380 1040 
r 1040,995 905,888 




2980, 2960, 2930 
2980, 2960, 2930 











Assignments of amide group vibrations in p-acetoto!uidide 
CHaCONH CH 3COND CD 3CONH CD 3COND NH 32 0 2420, 3290 2400 
amide I 1670 1640 1655 1632 
amide iI 1540 1450 1555 1450 
amide III 1260 1080 1270 1095 
amide IV 648 648 595 
amide V 755 555 855 560 
amide VI 610 610 540 
vC-CH 3 970 950 930 920 
Overtone and combination bands. 
3250 2 x amide I 
3200 amide I + amide II or amide I + 2 x amide V 
3100 2 x amide III 
2860 2 x C"'H 
2800 amide II + amide III 








An assignment of the trideuteroacetyl and amide group 
vibrations in 4-methyl-2-nitro-trideuteroacetanilide 
CD 3CONH 
vNH 3380,3360 
Amide I 1720, 1700 
Amide II 1440 
Amide III 1230 
Amide IV 630 
Amide V 650 
Amide VI 635 
vasCD 3 
Vs CD 3 
°asCD 3 






















* The shift of vC-C on formation of the CD3CO derivative 
and positions of the CD3 rocking vibrations indicate that 
a mixing of these vibrations occur. 
Chapter Seven 
A study of the nuclear magnetic resonance 
spectra of MNA 
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A study of the nuclea~ magnetic ~esonance spect~a of MNA 
Although the th~ee polymo~phs of MNA give the same n.m.~. 
spect~um in any given solvent in which MNA is soluble it has 
been found that the n.m.~ 
natu~e of the solvent. 
spect~um va~ies acco~ding to the 
I Thus both the H n.m.~. and the 
"c n.m.~. spect~a of MNA a~e solvent dependent. One 
impo~tant facto~ which affects the 'H n.m.~. is the 
anisot~opic effect of the amide ca~bonyl g~oup. This 
effect~ which causes a ma~ked va~iation in the chemical shift 
of H(6), has been extensively investigated in many a~omatic 
anilides and the topic has been ~eviewed in Chapte~ 1. 
In gene~al te~ms~ the chemical shift of H(6) decreases on 
inc~easing the ~elative pe~mittivity of the solvent. The 
chemical shift of H(6) in various solvent.s is given in Table 7.1 
and a plot of chemical shift against ~elative pe~mittivity is 
shown in fig. 7.1 The change of chemical shift of H(6) 
in va~ious solvents in related 4-substituted-2-
nitroacetanilides(4-X-2-nit~oacetanilides) is also p~esented 
in this Table. 
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Table 7.1 
The variation of chemical Shift <p.p.m.) of proton H(6) with 






























































* The values for the relative permittivity were taken from the 
"Book of Data for Chemistry and Physical Science and Physics", 
Longman and the Merck Index (7th Edition). 
** IN = Donici ty Number. This solvent parameter is a measure of 
the nucleophilic properties of a solvent. Values were taken 
from a table compiled by Dr.D.Waters~ BruneI University. A 
list of D values can be found in a text by V.Gutmann, 
"Coordination Chemistry in Nonaqueous Solvents", Springer 








A plot of relative permittivity (E
r
) 
of solvent against the chemical shift 
of H(6) 
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450 J ____ ~--~ __ ~~~. __ ~~~ 10 ~o 30 40 50 
A least squares computer 











521 • 7 
-1. 33 
0.91 
Results in column 1 take the acetonitrile data 
into account but neglect it in column 2. 








A plot of donicity number DN 
of solvent against chemical 
shift of H(6) in MNA 
c:> CH3COCH3 
• CH 3CN 
10 40 50 
A least squares computer calculation gives the following 
results :- y intercept 519.8 
slope -1.!>9 
R 0.92 
It is concluded that a slightly better linear 
correlation exists between the chemical shift and. DN 
numbers than with relative permittivity (Fig. 7.1). 
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The 13 C n.m.r. spectrum of MNA has been recorded in 
several solvents and it has been found that the chemical 
shifts of C(2)~ C(4)~ and C(6) increase with increasing 
relative permittivity whilst the chemical shift of C(l), and 
C(S) decrease slightly. The chemical shift of C(3) 
increases slightly with increasing relative permittivity. 
These changes may be explained on the basis that solvent 
molecules have variable degrees of ability to attach 
themselves to the amide group. A solvent such as DMSO 
should compete successfully with the nitro group in the 
molecule for the N-H group and solvate the amide groups by 
forming N-H •••• O-S linkages. The bulky amide-solvent 
complex formed in this manner is anticipated to force the 
plane of the amide group away from the plane of the benzene 
ring. Thus~ the C=O group will move further away from H(6) 
and consequently the chemical shift would be expected to 
decrease as the amide group moves further out of the plane of 
the benzene ring. For example, the chemical shift of H(6) in 
MNA decreases from 8.6 ppm to appro>:imately 7.6 ppm when the 
solvent is changed from deuterochloroform to DMSO. Since 
\ 
the chemical shift of H(S) is about 7.6 ppm and is affected 
to a very small extent by solvent the pattern of peaks 
observed for the coupled protons H(6) and H(S) varies from an 
AX type in deuterochlorform to an AB type in DMSO. The 
n.m.r. spectrum of the aromatic protons in other solvents are 
intermediate between these two types. 
A twisting movement of the amide group from the plane of 
the benzene ring would also account for the variation in 
• 
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chemical shift of C(2), C(4), and C(6) in the 13 C n.m.r 
spectr~since the electron density over these positions would 
be expected to decrease. This prediction can be made by a 
study of the canonical forms of MNA where the amide group can 
~onate electrons to the 2,4, and 6 positions of the benzene 
ring. As the amide group moves from the plane of the ring 
so resonance interaction is inhibited by a factor of 2. cos 9 
where 8 is the dihedral angle between the ring and the amide 
plane 191 The values of the chemical shifts of all carbon 
atoms of MNA are presented in Table 7.2 • 
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fable 7.2 
The assignment* of 11C n.m.r. signals for MNA 
solvent CDC II COl. Cil (CD~)2. CO CD)OD CDlCN DMSOd6 calc. 
IlC n.m.r. 
spectrum 1 2 3 4 5 6 
carbon 1 132.2 132.6 132.3 13'3.9 132.1 13':;'.3 131. 8 
carbon 2 136.2 138.2 141.5 136.3 143.6 138.5 
carbon .~ 
-' 
125.2 125.4 125.6 125.5 125.8 126.6 124.5 
carbon 4 133.1 133.6 134.3 136.3 134.8 136.3 132.7 
carbon 5 136.4 136.6 136.2 135.8 136.5 135.7 135.1 
carbon 6 121.9 122.2 123.5 125.9 123.7 126.0 119.4 
carbon 8 168.4 168.6 168.9 171.3 169.5 169.6 
carbon 9 25.4 25.5 24.8 24. '-~ 25. (:l 24.9 
carbon 7 20.4 2~). 6 20.3 20.5 20.4 21.6 
* chemical shifts are measured in ppm from TMS 
Calculated values are tiased on substituent constants listed 
211 
in Wehrli and Wirthlin 
The same numbering sequence is used for the assignments of 
the carbon atoms in the n.m.r. as in the crystal 
structures. 
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MNDO calculations on MNA 
The charges on the variou( atoms in MNA were calculated 
using the computer program MNDO~ The values obtained are 
presented in Table 7.3 • The atoms of the benzene ring 
CO) to C(6) are alternately charged + and N(2)~ the 
nitro group nitrogen, is the most positive atom whereas the 
amide nitrogen atom~ the nitro group oxygen atoms~ and the 
oxygen atom in the carbonyl group are all negative. 
Rotation of the amide group out of the plane of the 
benzene ring is seen to reduce the value of the negative 
charge on C(2), C(4)~ and C(6). This is a result which is 
expected from a reduced resonance interaction between the 
lone pair on the amide nitrogen and the ring n el ectrons. 
Rotation of amide and nitro groups fro~·the plane of the 
benzene ring reduces the value (neglecting the 'sign) of the 
charge on all ri ng atc:ms and ttli's coul d a,cc:ount for the more 
even distribution of the c-c ,bond lengths in the benzene 
ring in MNA-l (white) compared with MNA-2 (ambel~ ) I:\ne! MNA-3 
(yellOw) • These bond lengths are pre5ent~d in a graphical 
form :i n fig. 7 ~ 2 • 













the ring bonds in MNA 
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! ab.l e 7.3 
Electron density calculations based on MNDO calculations 
amlde-rinq* (:1 45 91:1 3~1 1.5(1 
nitro-ring* 4) ~1 4;' 3'':' 50 
1 C(1) +('.2126 H). 1985 +0. 1849 +0. 1985 +0. 1819 
,-, 
.::. C(2) -0. 1691 -4;1. 1379 -(1.0952 -4;'. 1458 -0. H193 
:3 C(3) +0.4341 (:, +(;1. ~:1 3~:' 1 H). (:1182 +0.03:3:2 +0.43344 
4 C(4) -4j. 1490 -(:-' . 1:2H~3 -(:1. 11(H) -1:1. 13:-j3 -4;' • 1336 
5 C(5) +43.0366 +0.0224 +':'1.0("71 +(~" ()244 +0.0184 
6 C(6) -4) • 1380 -4;'. ~)820 -(:1. ("783 -(1.0(;>67 -4:' • 1177 
7 H (:3) H.1.4:)922 +€1.0949 +0.0974 +4:'1. (,881 +':'.0851 
8 H(5) +43. ':171 (, +43.('711 o+-4:'. 437 H) +0.0718 +4'.0768 
9 H(6) H:'. 1288 +4;'.0851 H:1. (-)7:34 +(:1.0983 +0.0633 
1') CO) H). ~'874 +4:'. ('847 +':'. ('816 +1).0858 +0.086(' 
11 H (71) +(1.4)(115 +1':1. 4)(134 HJ. (~O56 +0.0(121 +0.4:14:133 
12 H(72) +0. (1(134 +4,. (1(165 +(1. (.:'(H34 +0. (14)34 +(1. (H)26 
13 H (3) +0.4)034 +('. O(':~8 +0. (.1049 +0. (H)60 H':1.0045 
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Table 7.3 c:ontinued 
14 N(2) HJ. :H55 +4;'. 54~H35 +(:1. 5044 H;.1.5086 +(1.5294 
15 0(2) -4). :3949 -';1.3729 '-4;'.3467 -0. ::;;EJ24 -0.3628 
16 0(:5) -H.3248 '-€'.3355 -(:1.3421 -43.3235 --(1.3179 
17 N (1) -';1. ~;453 -4;'.3513 -4;'.3737 -4J.352';1 --,~, • :34 1 '7 
18 C(8) +4;'.3365 +(:1.3389 +('.3519 H:1. :3349 H~. 34('6 
19 0(1) -".3657 -4;'. 366'~ -(1. 37'='6 -4,.3631 -(,.3515 
2'=' C(9) +,,,.('146 +,,,. (1174 +~1. 0203 +~~. 0154 +0. 4~"2~"'6 
21 H(91) H~.(H15 H). (:")78 +0. ("::":'4 H). (,(~9:3 -4:'. (~O28 
I~''''' 
...:,..: H(92) +0. ~-'338 +,~. 0294 +~:'. 0259 H:1. ':1349 +,~. 0428 
23 H(93) +0. (~338 +,~. ('36<:' +(1.0::;;8:;; +,,,. <:'325 +':'.0325 
24 NH H:'.2635 +~). 2411 +'::'.2229 +(:1.2514 +0.2240 
dipole <Debye) 
1.9664 3.5822 5.6744 2.7143 6.9275 
Heat of 
Formation 'k 11-1) \ eel mo 
34.95 19.4,:15 16.5B 21. ::54 4~~. 66 
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1 ~nalvsls of the solvent-dependent H n.m.r.spectrum 0+ MNA 
1 
lhe siqnals In the H n.m.r. spectrum are due to protons 
NH~ H(3). H (5) ~ H(6) and the protons in the methyl groups 
WhICh involve C(7) 
CHS(9) 
and C(9). (", H ~~NOI 
H~H(3) 
(5) CHs (7) 
The latter protons give rise to Singlets at 2.38 ppm and 
ppm respectively in CDCI} . due to the 
ring protons. in variOLlS solvents are shown in fig. 7.3 to 7.9 • 
The explanation for the solvent dependence is mainly due 
to the variation of the chemical sh i f t of H ( 6 ) which is 
strongly affected by its distance from 0(1) i.e. the o:·:ygen 
atom in the C=O group. The anisotropic effect of the c=o 
group is at its ma~imum when the amide group is in the same 
plane as the ring i.e. the H(6) ••• O(1) distance is at a 
minimum. Hence a decrease in the chemical shift of H(6) is 
consistent WIth a rotation of the amide group from the plane 
of the ring. This solvent shift is greater for solvents of 
greater relative permittivity and probably acts by redLlcing 
the f?l ectrostatic i nteral:t i on between ttH? ami de NH and 0 (2) in 
the nitro qroLip. A plot of the chemical shift of H(6) 
against solvent permittivity is shown in fig. 7.1 
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Ihe splitting of s1gnals due to the ring protons can be 
accounted for by spin-spin splitting. -r he e:·: tf?nt of 
interaction is in the order 
J (ortho) :::- J (meta) .> ,) (para) 
J(ortho) is about 9Hz when the chemical shift of H(6) differs 
from the chemical shift of H(5)by more than 0.5 ppm. J(meta) 
is of the order of 2Hz and J(para)~ which is observed when 
the spectrum is recorded in DMBO is 1Hz. The interaction of 
pr·otons H (6) and H(5) varies from an AX type in 
deuterochloroform to an AS type in DMSO when the chemical 
shifts of H(6) and H(5) are approximately equal. The spin-
spin splittinq by the ring protons, which issoowninfigs. 7.3'007.7,' 
has been checked by specifying the chemical shifts and 
couplings shown in these figs. in the Pascal computer program 
NMR which is available from the Quantum Chemistry Program 
E:·:change and has been described as a tried and tested 
computer program for the calculation of line pOSitions and 
. t t· ft· . t t· 2U relat1ve 1n enSl les or up .0 SIX In.erac Ing protons 
The calculated positions and intensities of lines obtained 
from this program are shown in figs. 7.3- 7.9. 
The n.m.r. spectrum of the N~N-diacetyl derivative of 2-
nltro-4-methylaniline shows a doublet at 7.12 ppm (J=8Hz) 
which must be due to the protons of type H(6). Inspection 
of molecular models shows that the most likely conformation 
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of thIS molecule is one with the amide group perpendicular to 
the ring. The upfield shift of the chemical shift of H(6) 
could be due to H(6) escaping from the deshielding effect of 
the anisotropic effect of the C=O group or perhaps H(6) 
enters the shielding zone of the C=O group or perhaps these 
two effects could be operating simultaneously. However~ it 
would appear that the amide group is not perpendicular to the 
ring when MNA is in DMSO and has not attained the 
conformation of the amide group in MNA-l (white) in which the 
amide group has moved 135- from the plane of the benzene 
ring. It is concluded that the chemical shift of H(6) is 
sensItive to the dihedral angle which the amide group makes 
with the ring plane but it is not possible to make a direct 
correlation between the chemical shift of H(6) 
dihedral angle between the amide and ring. 
and the 
MNA is not sufficiently soluble in hexane solution to 
enable the n.rn.r. spectrum to be recorded using a single 
sweep technique without interference from background noise. 
ThIS problem waS overcome by using a JEOL 400MHz instrument 
fitted with a data accumulation system. The spectrum 
collected from a saturated solution of MNA in deuterohexane + 
5% deuterodichloromethane is shown in fig.7.10 
chemical shift of the protons of type H(6) is 9 ppm. 
The 
This 
is the highest chemical shift recorded for this type of 
proton and is consistent with an inverse relationship between 
the chemical ShIft of proton H(6) 
permittivity of the solvent. However~ 
permIttivity of this mixed solvent 
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and the relative 
since the relative 
is not known the 
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N.M.R SPECTRUM SCALE IN HZ CALCULATED SPECTRUM FOR MNA HA=755HZ HB-SS9HZ HC-878HZ 
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Fig. 7.3 
The 1H n.m.r. spectrum of MNA in CDCl3 
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N.M.R SPECTRUM SCALE IN HZ CALCULATED NMR SPECTRUM OF MNA HA=738HZ HB=786HZ HC=832HZ 
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Fig 7.7 
The IH n.m.r. spectrum of 
N,N-diacetyl-2-nitro-4-methylaniline 
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Fig. 7.9 
13C n.m.r. spectrum 
of MNA in acetone-d6 
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The 1H n.m.r. spectrum recorded on a JEOL 400MHz 
instrument. 
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A search for polymorphism in a series 
of substituted nitroacetanilides. 
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A search for polymorphism in a series of substituted 
nitroacetanilides 
The compounds investigated can be divided into five 
categories :-
1. 4-substituted 2-nitroacetanilides ( I, Y = H; R = Me ) 
2. 5-substituted 2-nitroacetanilides ( I, X = H; R = Me ); 
3. 4~5-disubstituted 2-nitroacetanilides ( I, R = Me ) 
4. acyl derivatives of 4-methyl-2-nitroacetanilide ( I, x = 
Me; Y = H ) 





These compounds were prepared by means of one of three 
general methods :-
1. acetylation or acylation of a commercially available 
primary aromatic nitroamine METHOD 1 ) 
2. nitration of an acetamide derivative in acetic anhydride 
using the method of Lynch 213 ( METHOD 2 ) ; 
3. nitration of an acetamide using a mixture of concentrated 
nitric acid and concentrated sulphuric acid ( METHOD 3 ) 
Since these methods are classical synthetic methods and 
lead mainly to compounds which have been described in the 
chemical literatur~ only one example of each type of method 
is included in the ,experimental section. 
The use of METHOD 3 often led to the formation of mixtures 
which were examined by TLC and separated by column 
chromatography using alumina as the separating material and 
this is indicated briefly in the experimental section. 
The identity of each compound was established by 
a) comparison with the literature m.p. 
b) examination of the i.r. spectrum ( KBr disc) 
c) examination of the n.m.r. spectrum. 
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Methods used to test for polymorphism in nitroacetanilides 
and related compounds. 
Each compound was recrystallised from light petrol C, 
boiling range 40 - 60°C, or 60 - 80° C as well as from a 
polar solvent such as methanol or a methanol-water mixture. 
The appearance and colour of the resulting crystals w~re 
examined under the microscope and the i.r. spectrum of each 
form was recorded. In many cases polymorphism could be 
detected simply by noting the colour of the crystals obtained 
from the two types of solvent since the form which consisted 





whereas crystals containing intermolecular 
were white or very pale yellow. Crystals 
containing intramolecular ~ydrogen bonds yellow) were 
often obtained using petrol as crystallising solvent whereas 
those containing intermolecular hydrogen bonds ( white form) 
were formed from solvents such as methanol or water. 
Infrared spectroscopy proved to be a valuable tool for 
distinguishing between the two possible types of hydrogen 
bonding since the intramolecular hydrogen bonded form showed 
a band of medium intenSity near 3400 cm-l due to N-H 
stretching and also a band just above 1700 cm-1 due to a non-
hydrogen bonded carbonyl group. The presence of the 
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intermolecularly hydrogen bonded form was characterised by a 
strong broad band near 3200 cm-1 and a strong band about 1680 
cm-1 due to N-H and C=O stretching bands. In some cases 
the '(ellow form coul d not be obtai ned by nO'crystall i sati on 
from petrol but was formed by rapidly cooling the molten 
form. In cases where yellow and white forms were obtained 
it was found that grinding with potassium bromide could 
rapidly change the yellow form into the white form and 
intermediate stages have been observed in which the two forms 
were present. Hence, when using the potassium bromide disc 
technique it was necessary to use gentle grinding to avoid 
changing the yellow into the white form. Since the 
yellow and white forms are only stable in the crystalline 
state, techniques such as n.m.r. or UV are not suitable for 
the detection of this type of polymorphism. The last 
comment cannot of course be applied to reflectance UV which 
could be used to detect polymorphism resulting from intra-
a.nd intermolecular hydrogen bonds. 
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Table 8.1 
An examination of some 4_substituted-2-nitroacetanilides 
for polymorphism 
SLlbsti tuent. yellow form white form 
polymorphism 
m. p.'lE- Ii. t. m. p. V N--H v C=O v N-H V C=O 
H 93(B) 3375 17435 
no 
Me 94 94(B) 1720 3260 
1675 yes 
171';' 
Et 45 46(B) 1 7~~(~ y~ 
1680 
Pr 70 77(8) 3364) 174;'5 
no 
n-Bu '7~ 76(CA) 336(' , ~, 1702 
no 
i-Pr 80 81 (CA) 3350 1705 
no 
t-Bl.l 14)7 104.5(8) 3~55'J 17H' 
no 
F 743 71 (0) 3360 
174;'5 no 
CI 98 HH:' (8) 3375 1718 
no 
Br 98 1(:'2 (8) 3370 1715 
no 
eN 131 131 (0) 334'~ 1715 
no 
nitro 121 12(' (B) 3344:' 1712 
no ( 1) 
acetyl 139 141 (D) 335'-' 1725 no 
OMe 117 120(D) 3380 1708 no 
/). After standing at ambient tanpmlture for about five years, colour less hexagonal plates 
had foIllEd am i.r. sp:!Ctroscopy confiIllEd tlBn as a '\..hite" fonn • 
. j!o .:."'\11 Ill. p. s are reported in degrees.centigrade. E;·: per i mental deter-mi nati ons 
were made on a Kofler Hot Stag~ The sources of m.p.s are given in Table 8.2 
(1) see Appendix 11.1 for details of unit cell dimensions and symmetries for 
yelloW polymorphs of this compound. 
Table 8.2 
An examination of some 5-substituted-4-methyl-2-
nitroacetanilides for polymorphism 
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yes ( 1) 
yes(2) 
yes(4) 
(1) yellow form obtained from a melt. 
(2) i.r. reveals yellow form from methanol-water and a 
mixture of forms from petrol. 
(3) yellow and white forms obtained by recrystallisation from 
petrol and methanol-water respectively. 
(4) yellow form mixed with white form. 
* The sources of literature values for melting points 
are:B- Beilstein; D - Dictionary of Organic Compounds; 
CA • Chemical Abstracts; L = Lynch (Reference 213); 
H • Hickinbottom (Reference 216). 
Tabl e 8.3 
An examination of some acyl derivatives (R.C=O) of 
4-methyl-2-nitroacetanilide for polymorphism 
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i -Bu 88 
CH2Cl II g 






























327'~ 166(' no(2) 
1685 - no 
(1) perhaps Z and E forms of this compound are present. 
(2) only the white form of the compound was obtainable. 
(3) crystals of this compound were obtained in the form of needles 
as well as plates. 
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Table 8.4 




















yellow form white form 












3360 1720 3260 1675 
3370 1715 3260 1670 





















* the 5-COOH derivatives hydrolyses very easily on grinding 
with KBr and a yellow form was only made on melting. 
* Different crystalline forms of the 5-COOMe were obtained by 
crystallisation from either petrol or methanol. The value 
for N-H stretching was the same in both cases but the form 
from methanol shows a distinct doublet near 1700 cm-1 as well 
as additional differences. 
Table 8.5 
Data on miscellaneous amides which have been examined for 
purposes of comparison. 
name yellow form white form 
m. p. 1 it. In. p. \.1'J-H v C==O V N-H V 1:=0 
2-n i tro-4-ethyl propi ona:ni lide 
78 
2-methyl-5-nitroacetanilide 







Ii Ii 99(B) 
3-nitro-4-methylacetanilide 








pol ymor-ph i Sin 
no 
no(5) 









(1) this compound was obtained as needles from ethanol-water 
(m.p. 8SoC) and as plates from toluene (m.p. 110°C) The 
i . r • spectrum of each form was the same. The polymorphism 
214 of this compound has been reported earlier 
(2) well formed yellow (rectangles) and white crystals were 
formed simultaneously by slow evaporation of an ethanol 
solution. Yellow and white forms of this compound have been 
215 
reported 
(3) the infrared spectrum of a sample of 2-nitro-l-
acetamidonaphthalene which crystallised from methanol as 
yellow needles showed only one band near 1700 cm-1 whereas 
another batch showed two strong bands ( 1670 and 1725 cm-l ) 
in this region as well as additional bands in other regions. 
The latter sample could be a mixture of polymorphic forms but 
only one polymorphic form corresponding to an 
intermolecularly hydrogen bonded form was obtained in a 
homogeneous form. 
(4) l-nitro-2-acetamidonaphthalene crystallised as fine 
needles from petrol or rods from methanol and in each case 
the t.r. spectrum showed only one band near 1670 cm-l and a 
cluster of sharp unresolved peaks near 3200 cm-l which would 
indicate intermolecular hydrogen bonding. However a sample 
recrystallised from methanol-water showed strong bands at 
1730 and 1670 cm-l and additional new peaks but a homogeneous 
polymorph was not isolated. 
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(5) a mixture of two different crystalline forms was obtained 
using methanol as a crYstallising solvent. 
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Table 8.6 
Some deuterated MNA species which have been examined for 
polymorphism 




trideuteroacetyl derivative of MNA 
MNA-d3 338(~ 1720 
3P~5P~6P-trideuteroMNA (ring deuterated) 
3365 171(' 
group) ::':::::'60 1 "7.1';' 














Mf'..f?)-l (4 ) 
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(1) Both N-D compounds were made by crystallising MNA from 
deuterium oxide. 
(2) The characteristic doublets of the triclinic form are 
clearly observed. Crystallisation from aqueous ethanol gave 
crystals which gave an i.r. spectrum of the same type as MNA-
2 and after standing for two years a portion of the sample 
had changed to hair-like crystals which gave the MNA-3 type 
of i.r. spectrum. 
(3) Crystallisation from petrol gave a sample which gave an 
i.r. spectrum which is similar to that of MNA-2. 
Crystallisation of a sample from aqueous ethanol gave a 
sample which had an i.r. spectrum showing the characteristic 
doublets of the MNA-3 crystal structure. 
(4) Vigorous grinding of the sample with KBr gave a spectrum 
which was characteristic of the white form i.e. MNA-l 
(5) The crystal type ( i.e. either MNA-l or MNA-2 or 
MNA-3 type) was assigned by comparison with the i.r. 
spectrum of the appropriate polymorph. 
Comments on the polymorphism of deuterated MNA. 
The replacement of H(10) i.e. the amide hydrogen~ by 
deuterium does not affect the ability of MNA to exist in 
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yellow (MNA-3) and white forms (MNA-l) and a similar result 
was obtained when the aromatic hydrogen atoms and the 
hydrogen atoms in the ring methyl group were replaced by 
deuterium. In marked contrast to this behaviour, the 
trideuteroacetyl derivative i.e. where CH~C=O was replaced by 
CD~C=O~ no method could be found which would convert the 
yellow crystalline material (which had an i.r. showing the 
characteristic doublets of the MNA-3 form) into the white 
form. The methods which were used to attempt the conversion 
were those which rapidly convert MNA-3 into MNA-l and include 
(i) treatment with ultrasonic sound waves for 30 minutes~ 
(ii) prolonged grinding with KBr and~ (iii) crystallisation 
from water. 
It is concluded that the conversion of MNA-3 to MNA-l goes 
via an intermediate which contains a cis amide structure as 
shown in fig. 4.20 . This shows that the more bulky CD3 group 
will be stericallv hindered by the nitro group. ThiS, 
together with the increased energy required to rotate the 
heavier amide group may make the polymorphic change far less 
likelY to occur in this case. Also a crystalline sample 
containing an approximately 50:50 mixture of trideuteroacetyl 
MNA and unlabelled MNA would not undergo the conversion of 
MNA-3 to MNA-l. This behaviour ~ in which a deuterated 
analogue has a totally different physical property from its 
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undeuterated analogue~ is unusual. 
Another important aspect of the deuterated compounds is 
that they provide i.r. spectra which may be compared with 
those of the various types of MNA and are an important aid in 
interpreting the i.r. spectra of MNA. 
and vellow forms of o-nitroacetanilides 
Unt.J.l the ~-'Jork in this thesis was published 
no data existed in the literature concerning t.h(:7:' cryst.al 
structure of an o-nitroacetanilide and hence comparison of 
the cr'J':;t.,:\l strw::t.Uf"!? of with this type of compound J.' ~, :::-
not. pos':"3:ible. However, from a study of the yellow and amber 
forms of MNA it is possible to postulate some generalisations 
which are likely to affect the stabilities of white and 
vel I ow 'f orms. 
In molecules where the amide group is intramolecularly 
bonded to the nitro group the general shape is that of a 
planar Eystem and if the resulting crYstal i, nve)], \iE:?S ". i nq 
interactions along a column with a possibility of 
np",\!,"'] 'o! COr':'lJ. ,,'\nay-' t, h E?1l 
ri:,:,',:::,ul t 1 PCI cr\{st,3,l ~"i 11 Such 
ct"v<,;tals 1',li J 1. cJl.lf:? to thl'? €",~,:tended 
intpraction between the benzene 
the amide group, the nitro group, 
substituent. group(s). The latter could give rise to 
add i t i of1,,:l1 si::nJf1g dipole-dipole interactions which hlClUl d 
stabilise the columnar structure. It is likely that these 
f ,:~c: t or~;. influ~ncA the crystal structures of the compounds 
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qiven In table&l. In this series of compounds. containing one 
substJtuent in the 4 position, the intramoiecuiarly hydrogen 
bonded (yellow) form is favoured. ThE' s;.utJstitlJ.,'?nt :is. too 
intramolecular steric effect anv 
electronic effects on the strength of the hydrogen bond, 
caused by inductive and resonance effects, 
insignificant compared to those of the adjacent nitro group. 
The only compound bearing a substituent in the 4 position 
shows vellow and white polymorphism i~ MNA which 
contains a methyl grol...tp i.n t his; p o~; i t i em • In thi.s Cd.se 
addi t:i cmal 
be small. 
dipole di~ole interactions would be expected to 
However the inductive effect of the methyl group 
may reduce the partial charges on the ring which may be 
involved in ring - ring 
e·ffect an inductiomeric 
assist in off-setting a 
interaction and an induced inductive 
effect of the methyl group may 
reduction of conjugation with the 




fhe presence of an electron withdrawing group in t "1 F:.' ~5 
position reduces the stability of the yellow form and four 
compounds bearing a 5 substituent were found which possessed 
the ability to exist in white and yellow forms. Tht? i .r', 
the yellow and white form of each compound were 
different and the shifts in bands were very similar to those 
ncterl for veJlow and white forms 0+ MNA. 
A possible reason for the reduced stability of the yellow 
·for"H) m,""v be the presence of electron withdrawing 
ql"'OUPS; in positions which would withdraw electron density 
I from the same positions in the benzene ring. I n ol"·dl~'?r to 
counteract this effect the groups may prefer to twist out of 
the plane of the benzene ring as is found in molecules of 1~4 
.. l 219 
dlrJl tl'·OJenZf.o"'ne" If the 2-~itro substituent is in the ring 
plane then the 5 substituent will be distorted from the plane 
C)'f th£:~ r:inq. It is also possible that the 5 substituent 
could exert an :inductive effect on the 2-nitro group which 
would weaken its ability to form the intramolecular hydrogen 
bond. 
The presence of electron donating groups in the 5 position 
stabilises the yellow fDrm. 1 n 1:h:i ':; case., 
the nitro group IS 
f0voured if the nitro group is coplanar with the ring. 
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!he compounds listed in Table8.3 contain a variable acyl 
::::.J ele ch.3. -L n. The maioritv of these compounds exist in the 
~ellow form with their i or r- II spectra showing bands near 
3350cm-l and 1700 em-i. two compounds. viz. the 
fonllvl del~i \/':3.1:i VE'~ ( [", ,"'., Hi the 3-methylbutanoyl 
d (~r' i \I a t:i Vf:~=; CDuld on 1 "I" be ob t. 1:''1. i rH?cl in 
crystalline forms whose i.r. spectra suggested that the white 
form was present. The i.r. spec trulTl o·f thf..~ formyl 
derivative showed strong bands at 1. 68(1 c.m-l and .1 ?H) cm"-l 
which might indicate that the amide group was present in Z 
and E forms but no explanation can be offered as to the 
absence of a yellow form. The formation of the E (or cis) 
conformation is favoured bv the replacement of the methyl 
group bv H which will not be sterically hindered by the ring 
H(6) a5 much as a larger carbonyl oxygen (01). Tn the case 
of the isovaleryl derivative the intramolecularly hydrogen 
bonded form mav be destabilised by the side chain methyl 










Two possible conformations of the isovaleryl 
derivative are shown. The atoms which are 
emphasised lie in one plane. In conformation 
A the intramolecular hydrogen bond is sterically 
hindered whereas in B a side chain Me group 
lies crose to the C=O group. 
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compound'::. obt:.,:i\i. ned in 
crv5t311ine forms. In each case the vellow form consisted 
of '.'f?l.lolr,1 needlf:?s "'JhiJ.::.t "t:he:! "'it"\:i.t:E) fOI'-rn cCJn~;i~:.tl::?cj of p.l.ates 
WhICh were similar in appearance to the white fonn elf I'1NAn 
The l.r-. these polymorphs were consistent with 
intramolecular hydrogen bondIng in the yellow form and 
The iodo derivative and nitro derivative listed :l n Tabl e 8.2 
were obtained in the yellow and white forms respectively but 
eVIdence was obtained for the existence of the alternative 
forms in each case ( see notes (2) and (4) in Table 8.2 ). 
f:; t<?ntative cCJnc:lw:;:ion fr··om t.h:is ser··:iF"s 0+ compounds :is 
that the presence of a iTleth..,.!! qr··oup situated para with 
respect to the amide group assists in the ease with which the 
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Tab 1 £-? 8.5 cannot e~ist in white and yellow forms since they 
do not possess ortho nitro and amide groups. 
forms of the chIaro derivatives These 
compounds had different crystalline forms but 
spectra were identical. 
{i c.!e,'"H" (::,:~s·e Df \/.::?110",) ,""!nd ""hit.:E·~ pCJIYHlC)r-phi~:3m ~\las found in 
215 
the case of the N-benzenesulphonvl df?/'-:i v·",\ti VI? 
whLte crvstalline forms were obtained ,:\nd f.=dCh 
cI :i. f f £!r- f?n t i . r- • spectrum although the wavenumber of the N-H 
stretchlng band for the two forms was the same. 
In the cases of the acetamidonitronaphthalenes the form 
which was readily obtained by crystallisation from solvent 
was the white form. However, in each case~ there was clear 
2vidence from the presence of two bands near 1700 cm-l, that 
two forms of each compound were possble in the solid state 
but onlv the form having intermolecular hydrogen bonds was 
obtained in a homogeneous form. Since the hydrogen attached 
to CIS) in the naphthalene ring would be expected to cause 
steric hindrance to both 1- nitro as well as 1-
amide groups it is predicted that the yellow forms of these 
350 
CHAPTER NINE 
Experimental methods and d.s.c. experiments. 
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Experimental details 
Nitration techniques used to prepare nitroacetanilides. 
METHOD 1 
Acetylation of primary aromatic amines. 
The amine (1 g) was heated with acetic anhydride (4 cm~) 
and concentrated sulphuric acid (1 drop) for 30 minutes. 
The mixture was cooled and poured into water. The resulting 
oil was stirred with a glass rod until crystallisation 
occurred and the crude acetyl derivative was recrystallised 
from aqueous ethanol. 
METHOD 2 
A solution of nitric acid (d, 1.52, 3 6 em in acetic 
• anhydride was prepared at 0 C and a saturated solution of the 
substituted acetanilide(5 g) was added portionwise so that the 
temperature was maintained at 0°C. The solution was kept 
o for one hour at 0 C and then poured into water. The crude 
nitroacetanilide was collected at the pump, washed with water 
and recrystallised from ethanol-water. 
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METHDD :~. 
The subst i tuted acetan iIi de (!:5 q) was dissolved in 
concentrated sulphuric acid and the mixture cooled to abc and 
mixture of concentrated nitric acid (10 cm» and sulphuric 
acid(13 emS) was added. The mixture was kept at aOc for one 
hour and poured into welter. The crLlde solid 
nitroacetanilide was collected at the pump and recrystallised 
from aqueous ethanol. 
METHOD 1. 
Equations for METHODS 1,2, and 3. 





HN0 3 (rND2 ) ~I H2SO4 
R R 
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Experimental details for the preparation of deuterated 
derivatives of MNA 
Preparation of N-d MNA. 
MNA( ca 0.1 g) was boiled with D~'O for several minutes. 
Yellow (MNA-3) crystals form rapidly from the hot solution 
and were collected on filter paper after decanting the excess 
liquid. If the white form was required then the cycle of 
heating to effect solution and reprecipitation was repeated 
until the white form precipitated. Alternatively the hot 
clear solution was seeded with a trace of the white form. 
Preparation of 4-methyl-2-nitroacet-d~-anilide. 
To a mixture of acetic q) [ALDRICH GOLD 
LABEL] and DMF (2 drops) surrounded by an ice bath,thionyl 
chloride (2.4 I cm ) was added and the mixture was allowed to 
stand for 30 minutes. A solution of 4-methyl-2-nitroaniline 
3 (0.4 q) in pyridine (4 cm) was then added dropwise. A 
yellow product separated from the reaction mixture and this 
was recrystallised from water to yield small yellow needles. 
The l.r. spectrum of this product is shown in spectrum 
The n.m.r. spectrum of this compound showed no peak at 
2.28 ppm which confirms the absence of the protonated form of 
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the acetyl group. The mass spectrum of the compound showed 
peaks at the following m/z values 197, M+; base peak 153, M+ 
No peak was observed at m/z 194 which 
would correspond to an undeuterated MNA. [The mass spectrum 
and n.m.r. of 4-methyl-2-nitroacet-dj-anilide were recorded 
by Mr. B.G.Dalgarno, Kodak Ltd Harrow] 





Preparation of 3~5~6-trideuterQ-4-methyl-2-nitroacetanilide. 
The reactions which were used to prepare the title compound 
include replacement of the arom.:\t i c hydrogens in p-
acetotoluidide b':( deuteriwn followed by a nitration in acetic 
anhydride. 
Preparation of 2~3~5~6-tetradeutero-4-methylacetanilide. 
p-Acetotoluidide (0.2 g) WaS added to dideuterosulphuric 
acid (2.0 cm~) [ALDRICH GOLD LABEL] and the solution WaS 
heated to 60oC~ with exclusion of moisture for two hours. 
The solution was cooled~ poured into water and the 
precipitate collected at the pump. 
ethanol gave white crystals m.p. 
was repeated since the n.m.r. 
Recrystallisation from 
o 149.5 C. This procedure 
spectrum of the prodl.lct 
revealed small peaks due to residual aromatic protons but a 
second treatment with deuterosulphuric acid gave a product 
which gave an n.m.r. spectrum which showed aromatic protons 
to be absent. 
The product from the above reaction was added to a mixture 
of concentrated nitric acid (1 drop) and acetic anhydride (4 
drops) surrounded by an ice-water mixture. ~~at.er wa~5 added 
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to the ~eaction mixture after 30 minutes and the yellow 
product was filtered off and recrystallised from ethanol to 
o 
give yellow crytals m.p. 93 C. 
The product obtained showed no aromatic signals in the 
n.m.r. spectrum and the mass spectrum of the compound showed 
peaks at the following m/z values 197~ M+; base peak 155, 
M-COCH2 )+; 109~ 155-N02. These peaks are consistent with 
the replacement of the three aromatic protons of MNA by three 
deuterium atoms. The i.r. spectrum, n.m.r. spectrum and 
mass spectrum showed that only a trace of aromatic protons 
could be detected. 
[ The MS and n.m.r. of this product was recorded on an AEI MS 
30 and Jeo1 100Mz n.m.r by Mr. D. Langton of reI, 









Aluminium chloride (17.5 g) was mi;':f?d with tolu€:>rle-c!g(5 
1 
em ) and carbon disulpl1ide ( 10 J cm ) • TI1e mi>:tUr-f.? was 
stirred and cooled by an ice-water bath whilst acetic 
anhydr'i de (5 ~ cm ) was added. After- heati ng the 
under reflu~ for 30 minutes the reaction mixture was cooled~ 
poured into water and extracted with dichloromethane. The 
dichloromethane layer was washed with water ( 3 x 25 3 em ) ~ 
filtered through phase separating paper and evaporated to 
give a light amber oil (4.3 g). The i.r. spectrum had a 
complex system of bands near cm·- 1 which is 
characteristic of C-D stretching bands in aromatic sy~ems and 
a strong band near 1700 cm-1 due to C=O stretching. 
Preparation of the oxime C). 
The ketone ( . ..., "- g) was heated with hydroxylamine 
hydrochloride (2 g)~ and sodium hydroxide (4 g) in a solution 
~ , 
o·f water- (15 cm ) and ethanol (1 (? em ) for 45 mi nutes. The 
eTude 0>: i me was precipitated acidification with 
hydrochloric acid and collected at the pump. 
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The Beckmann rearrangement of the oxime 
The crude oxime was heated with the minimum of 
polyphosphoric acid which would effect solution at ..... M " 1 "~";' C • 
After heating for 10 minutes the solution was cooled~ diluted 
with water and the precipitate was cDllected at the pump and 
washed thoroughly to remove the acid. A buff solid (ca 0.8 
g) was obtained which was heated with dideuterosulphuric 
acid in order to attempt to replace any aromatic protons~ 
which had been introduced by the acidic conditions of the 
rearrangement reaction~ by deuterium. The i.r. spectrum of 
this compound showed many bands which were present in the 
1 It r. spectrum of an authentic specimen of p-acetotoluidide 
but the differences noted were as follows :-
(i) the compound showed a complex series of bands of medium 
intensity near 2200 cm-l which could be due to the C-D 
stretching bands. 
(i i) 0.' sharp band at 1400 cm-1 present in p-acetotDllti di de was 
missing. This identifies the band at 1400 cm-l as due to 
the 4-methvl group i n p-ac€~tCJtoluidide. 
(iii) The strong band at 810 cm-l~ due to the out of plane 
bending vibrations of aromatic hydrogen atoms~ was r£~pl aced 
by a weak peak at this wavenumber which indicates the 




This material was synthesised starting from perdeuterotoluene 
(toluene -dg) which is available from ALDRICH. The 
synthetic route involved a Friedel Crafts reaction of the 
labelled toluene with acetic anhydride using aluminium 
chloride as the catalyst. This reaction gave a labelled 
acetophenone ( B) which was converted to its oxime derivative 
( C ). A Beckmann rearrangement of the oxime using 
polyphosphoric acid gave a labelled p-acetotoluidide (D ) 
which was nitrated, using concentrated nitric acid in acetic 












The deuter ated p-aeetotol Lli di de (1) ~ 4).5 g) was added to a 
-
cooled solution of concentrated nitric acid Cd 1.5 gem-3; 0.5 
3 " g) in acetic anhydride (2 em ) at 0 c. After standing at 
ambient temperature for 45 minutes water was added and a 
yellow precipitate was collected at the pu~p~ washed with 
water and recrvstallised from ethanol-water to give a yellow 
crystalline solid. The compound showed strong bands in the 
i . r. spectrum near 153(1 cm- 1 and 1350 cm-l which is 
consistent with the introduction of a nitro group. Some 
bands present in the i.r. spectrum of MNA-3auch as a sharp 
medium band near 1150 cm-.1 which can be assigned to an in 
plane bending vibration of aromatic C-H and the strong band 
near 920 cm- (out of plane bending of aromatic C-H) , were 
vJeak. This is consistent with much of the aromatic hydrogen 
being replaced by deuterium. 
The mass spectrum of the product showed that a mixture of 
MNA molecules of varying deuterium content was present. In 
the molecular ion region peaks at m/z 197.05,198.05,199.05 
and 200.05 at relative abundances 6.1, 13.8, 16.3 and 6.1 
were observed and this corresponds approximately to 14% 3D, 
33% 4D~ 38.5% 5D, and 14% 6D respectively. It :ts concluded 
that the product could on 1 y be reqarcled as par-tially 
deuterated but inspite of this,the material, which could be 
obtained in three polymorphic forms, provided useful i.r. 
data. 
An examination of the polymorphic forms of MNA by 
differential scanning calorimetry 
Three different batches of each polymorph were examined by 
differential scanning calorimetry (d.s.c.) using a DuPont 
thermal analyser to examine one batch and a Perkin-Elmer 
DSC-2 differential scanning calorimeter to examine two later 
batches. The results presented in Table 9.1 are from the 
examination of the last batch which was examined on a Perkin-
Elmer instrument. 
Although the general character and shape of curv~obtained 
from each polymorph were similar~ slightly different results 
were obtained for each polymorph from different batches. 
The d.s.c. curve obtained from the amber polymorph (MNA-Z) 
showed a small exotherm near • 82 , followed by a melting 
endotherm with an extrapolated onset o at 92.07 C When 
samples of the amber 
for about fifteen 
• form were ~eated to approximately 80 C 
minutes and examined by infrared 
spectroscopy and by X-ray powder diffraction techniques it 
was clear that a phase change had occurred and now the solid 
sample consisted of the yellow form. When amber crystals of 
MNA were examined on a Kofler hot-stage microscope at about 
• 85 C the initially clear amber crystals become opaque ~nd 
yellow and the phase change did not appear to travel along 
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distinct boundary fronts. 
Hence it is concluded that the solid amber form changes~ 
&) 
on heating to about 80 c~ into the yellow form. However, 
the melting point endotherm has a lower enthalpy change than 
that for the yellow form but the onset temperatures are 
similar. The values for the melting point 
endotherms show that the order of stability of the three 
polymorphs is~ in order of increasing stabilty~ 
MNA-2 (amber) < MNA-3 (yellow) < MNA-l (white) 
The d.s.c. curves. do not show one aspect of the effect of 
heat on MNA-3~ which is easi 1 y observed on the Kofler hot-stage. 
This is the change of the yellow to the white form~ which 
o is seen to occur at about 90 C. 
enthalpy change associated 
It is possible that the 
with this phase change is 
slightly endothermic and may account for the relatively low 
starting point for the endotherm at 74.6· C as well as the 




Results of the d.s.c. studies 
polymorph amber yellow white 
melting onset ("c) 9,-:'.64 90.69 93.94 
mel>: imum temp. ( ·c) 92. ,-:'7 93.92 96.31 
melting endotherm -. calg ) 24.81 27.57 3'3.52 
melting endotherm (kcalmol -I 4.82 5.35 5.93 
melting endotherm (kJmol e- I ) 20.14 22.38 24.78 
exothermic change 
(kcalmol .1 ) 0.25 
-\ (kJmole ) 1.05 
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The cell parameters for 2,4-dinitroacetanilide 
have been determined by D. Manners during work for 
a project as part fulfilment for the GRSC Pt. 2(1980) 
course. The work was supervised by Mr. J.C. Moore 
and Mr. A. Yeadon. Al though the data are incomplete 
it was established that at least two forms for this 


























The unit cell parameters of ~-nitroacetanilide 
have been determined by N.R.Sumption at Slough College 
of Higher Education during the GRSC Part 2 course. 
The work was supervised by Mr. J.C.Moore and 
Mr. A.Yeadon. The results were calculated from 
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h + I - 2n 
There are no reports of the crystal structure for 
o-nitroacetanilide in the literature. 
Mr. Sumption reported his results in the 
form of a project in part fulfilment for GRSC Part 2, 
June 1982. 
Comments on the above results 
The lengths of the sides of the unit cell are 
similar to those for MNA-3. The b side has a relatively 
short distance of 4.99 A compared with that for the 
o 
c side in MNA-3 of 4.039(1) A. 
Appendix 11.3 
References to some BASIC computer programs. 
The following items give details of the use and sources of 
programs which have been used in the preparation of this 
thesis. All of the programs were modified to conform to 
SHARP BASIC (SPS02S) for use on a SHARP MZ-80K personal 
computer. Three types of extended basic interpreters were 
used :-
1. SPEED BASIC 
This modified basic has additional commands available such 
as APPEND and RENUMBER as well as facilities for traCing 
errors. Data storage with SPEED BASIC is relatively fast. 
Supplier:-
SHARPSOFT LTD 
86-90 PAUL STREET, 
LONDON EC2A 4NE 
2. High resolution graphics are available on the MZ-80K if a 
Quantum Micros HI-RES graphics board is fitted. This gives 
a screen with 320 X 200 pixels. A modified BASIC is 
required viz. QUANTUM HI RES BASIC, which contains additional 
commands to control the high res~ution graphics e.g.:-
GRAPH 0 
GRAPH 1 
resets high resolution. 
enables high resolution. 
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GRAPH 6 high resolution screen dump to an Epson MX-80FT 
dot matrix printer. 
LINE xl,yl,x2,y2 
point x1,yl to x2,y2. 
Supplier:-
QUANTUM MICROS, 
55 WADE LANE, 
MERRION CENTRE, 
LEEDS LS2 SNJ 
this instruction draws a line from the 
3. The third variety of BASIC, called APOLLO BAS MOD, which 
was used incorporates an extended BASIC interpreter. It 
offers high speed operation and is very similar to BBC BASIC. 
BAS MOD is available from 
KUMA COMPUTERS, 
12, HORSESHOE PARK, 
HORSESHOE ROAD, PANGBOURNE, 
BERKSHIRE RGS 7JW 
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Programs. 
1. A program to calculate bond lengths, bond angles, torsion 
angles, and interatomic distances from atomic coordinates. 
J.Dunitz, "X-Ray Analysis and the Structure of Organic 
Molecules", Cornell University Press, 1979, page 495. 
2. A program to calculate cartesian coordinates from internal 
coordinates • 
J.Dunitz, "X-ray Analysis and the Structure of Organic 
Molecules", Cornell University Press, 1979, page 498. 
3. The solution of simUltaneous equations by the generalised 
inverses of matrices. 
A.Mackay, Practical Computing, 1981,4(9),108. 
4. Using the- transformatioD matrices presented in this 
reference it was possible to devise programs which would show 
molecules in one or more unit cells. An example of such a 
program follows this section and it shows four molecules of 
MNA in a unit cell. 
can all be varied. 
Scale, perspective, and angle of view 
An outline of the unit cell can be added 
by incorporating the coordinates of the corners of the unit 
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--
cell and drawing appropriate lines between them. 
M.Shepherd, Personal Computer World, 1980,3(10),57. 
5. The calculation of n.m.r. spectra was accomplished by a 
computer program written in PASCAL by Dr. A.Ellison, Hull 
College of Higher Education. The program enables the 
positions and intensities of lines due to six interacting 
protons to be predicted. The program is available from 
Quantum Chemistry Program Exchange, Department of Chemistry 
-- Room 204, 
U.S.A. 
Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana 47405, 
A description of this program occurs in the Journal of 
Chemical Education. 
A.Ellison, J.Chem.Educ., 1983, 60(5),425. 
6. A major part of this thesis was written and stored on 
cassette magnetic tape using a commercially available word 
processing program called WDPRO. 
WDPRO is available from 
KUMA COMPUTERS, 
12, HORSESHOE PARK, 
HORSE SHOE ROAD, PANGBOURNE, BERKSHIRE RG8 7JW. 
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Appendix 11. 4 
A BASIC computer program to view the contents of 
the unit cell of MNA-3 
The program allows any scale to be adopted for the 
axes and will allow a pe~ective view. 
view from infini ty is drawn. 
,E~ ~ BASIC PROGRAM TO VIEW THE 
2 RE~ ARRAN6E"ENT OF 4 MOL£CULES 
3 PElI IN I'INA-3 UNIT CEL~. AXES rWT SHO~N 
10 BOSUS 200 
2(1 INPUT "ROT~TlON ANGLES";ALPHA.BETA.Gt1MMA 
3& ;~PUT "LOCAL SCAL!~G FACTORS"iA.B.C 
48 INFU~ 'rpANSL~TIONS·;U,V.W 
58 l~jpL'TaFECIPROCAL VIEWPOINT";RZ 
66 SOSUS 386 
7(1 6CS~B 5(11~ 
213 30SUS 608 
'10 BOSUS 7?,(, 
1'~ SeSUE S81) 
:::" HI: 
lQ] F.EM ~=NU"BER OF ATOMS 
198 REM CRYSTAL CCORDS OF ALL 4 I'IOlS 
199 REM IN DATA STATEI'IENTS 2.8-224 
208 READ N 
:81 DATA 72 •• 7b71 •• 4992 •• ~45b •• 8276 •• 459.,.5289 •• B29b •• 3515 •. 4011 
202 DATA .7857 •• 2887,.5192 •• 8762,.3265 •• 1716,.8887,.5201 •• 4212 
:~3 DATA .9252 •. 4944 •• 2S46 •• 893! •• 6229 •• 5231 •• 95a5 •• 6q08.,4~03 
204 DATA .8338 •• 6636 •• 7418 •• 8333,.7369 •• 8261 •• 7732,.6842 •• 8488 
21)5 DATA .7362 •• 6344,.989'1 •• 7053 •• 4390 •• 8596 •• 713J •• 3665 •. 8272 
266 ~ATA.6362 •• 4736 •• 9Q!0 •• bI9S,.56.3.1.8IS1 •• 581b •• 3894.1 .8Q74 
:07 [i~T~ .7411. -. 0198.1.1t 73 .. bOb3,. ;)e6~ I. :41,. 0469 ~.1 815~ ,9°39 
208 DA1~ .691 Q,.1?15 •• 968· •• 58S:: •. 18S4 •• SQS9,.6869,-.8577,l.2497 
209 ['inA .5593. -.8356. : • 2311 .. 6186. -. 151.12. 1. 393 •• 5551. -. 22€l! .1. 5125 
218 ~A~A .6927.-.1748.1.4239 •• 7003.-.2411.1.521,.7528.-.1::3.1.:1 73 
:11 DAT~ jge43~- .. 133211.3~lS4rS017~,':'426.1,0514 •• 7sQs,.lef ,1,(tf'22 
2!2 r~T~ .e716 •• 9892 .. 9:~4 .. Be9'1~-.88: •• 9883 •. '1233,.8Q34 •• 7933 
213 DAT= .23~9 •. 5~08,.:544 •. :724 •. 541,.4711 •• I'e4,.6485 •. 5989 
214 DATA .2143 •• 71:3 •• 4B08 •. 1238~.6735~.8284,.113,.479° •• 5788 
215 DATA .8748,.58~6 •. '15.,.1869,.3?71 •• 4769 •• 0415,.3892 .• 59q7 
216 GATA .1662 •. 3364 •• 258: •• 1667,.2631 •• 1739,.2268,.3958,.1512 
21~ DATA .26)8 •• 3056 •. 81B! •. 2947 •• 561,.14~4 •. 2869,.6335 •. 1728 
218 fAT~ .3638 •• 5264 •. 8890 .• 3882 •• 4357,-.8181,.4184 •. bI06,-.8974 
:1° OATA .:5Sq,I.819S.-.1b'3 •• 3337~.q94.-.141 •• 35~1,.S9SS •• 8'bl 
~2~ DATP .30S1,.S~85 •. ~31: •• 414S,.891b,.1811,.3931,1 •• 577,-.2497 
:21 OAT~ .4467.1.0356,-.2311,.3814,1.1502,-.393,.4449,1.2201.-.5125 
222 ~A~~ .397~.1.1'4S.-.4239,.:Q97,1.241!.-.S2:,.24S,:.1123.-.3173 
~23 DAT~ .1957.1.1332.-.3415 •• 1983,.9574.-.8514,.2182 .• 893,-.8022 
::4 DATA .::84 •• 9'10S,.87Q~ •• 118!.I.e81 •• 09171.0767~.9066 •• 2867 
If RZ=O a 
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:2~ ~I~ 3C:N.41.TC1N.41.T!4.41.IC!N,2J 
227 .OR P=l TO N 
2~~ FOR [=1 TO j 
240 READ OC(R.~) 
245 NEXT C 
250 OCfR~4)=1 
:55 NEXT R 
2t0 ~ETtJRN 
:ge ~E~ ROTATION ~ATR!CE5 
300 F=3.141592/18e 






~70 T;2,2)=Bf ISAf5BtS6+CAf[Sl 
380 TI2,4)=-CtSAtCBtP,Z 




430 FOR R=l TO 4:TIR.3)=0:NElT R 
440 RETURtJ 
5~r. FOR R=! TO N 
510 FOR C=j TO 4 
51~ 5=0 
520 FOR J=1 TO 4 
~25 S=5+0C(R,J)fTIJ.C) 
53fl NEXT J 
535 TC(R.C)=S 
540 NEXi C 
545 NEXT R 
550 RETURN 
391 
S08 W1 CAL:ULAilON OF SCREEN CDORDS 
688 FOR P=1 TO N 
cOS Fp.:rn p 
b 1 (1 I c: R. ;' = (TC : R. 1 )1 fTC: R. 4 J 
62~ !C~R.2:=7C(R.2:!TCIR.': 
635 PRINT le1R.21 
64(4 SHr ., 
j5~ RE~URN 
698 RPI SCPEEN J=320 Y=208 
699 REM 5CIN.2)=SCREEN COORts 
710 P=32(': Q=20~: fD=10 
720 FO~ R=1 TO N 
738 SC(R.IJ=!NTITC(R.I)fQ/YD!TC:R.4)tP!2) 
748 SCIR.2)=INTITC(R.2)fQ/YD/TCIR,41+Q/21 
751~ NEtT R 
755 RETURN 
8~~ DATA 72.1.2.2.3,3,4.3.5.2.6,6,7 
881 DATA 6.8.5,9,8.18,18,11,18,12 
SOl DATA l1.13.:2.1,I,14.14.15 
903 DATA 14.16,16.17,16.18 
804 DATA 19.20.20,21,21,22.:1,23 
805 DATA 20.24.24,25,24,26.26.27 
806 DATA 2c.:a.2S,29,2S.3e.30.~1 
807 DATA 38,19.19,32,32,33.32.34 
808 DATA 14.35.34,36.37,39,39.39.39,40 
80Q DATA 39 ,41.39,42.42.43.42.44,44,45,44,46.46,47,46,48 
810 DATA 48.49.48,37.37.50.58.51,50,52.52,53,52,54 
811 DATA 55.56.56.57,57.58.57.59,56,68,60,61.60,62.62.63 
81Z DATA o2.64.64.65.64.bb,b6,~~,b6.55.5S.bS,b9.bq,63.70, 
814 GRAPH 1 
815 6PAPH e 
820 ?E~D ~l 
9~5 FQR L=i TO NL 
83t' PE,iD ? I. PZ 
840 LINE SCIPl.ll.SCIPI.2'.SCIP2.1 I ,SCIP2,2J 





This simulation program shows the relative positions 
of MNA molecules in the MNA-3 unit cell (viewed 
down z) as lines which represent the C(7) .•. N{1) 
axes. The changes which occur in one unit cell 
(top left) are poked into 8 other unit cells so that 
the full screen shows the changes in 9 (3 x 3) unit 
cells. The statement LINE x1,y1,x2,y2 draws a line 
from x1,y1 to x2,y2 and the statement WIPE will delete 
a line. 
100 REM A SIMULATION OF THE CHANGE 
110 REM MNA-3 TO MNA-l 
120 GRAPH 0:0=320 
130 FOR X=0 TO 63 STEP 8 
140 FOR Y=0 TO 63 STEP 8 
150 RESET X,Y:NEXT Y,X 
160 FOR X=0 TO 7:FOR Y=0 TO 7 
170 M=53248+X+(Y*40) 
180 FOR Z=0 TO 2 
190 T=PEEK(M) 
200 POKE M+(O*Z),T 
210 POKE M+(Q*Z)+8,T 
220 POKE M+(0*Z)+16,T 
230 POKE M+(0*Z}+24,T 
240 POKE M+(Q*Z)+32,T 
250 NEXT Z,Y,X 
260 REM OUTLINES UNIT CELL OF MNA-3 
270 LINE O,O,63,O 
280 LINE 63,0,63,63 
290 LINE 63,63,0,63 
300 LINE 0,63,0,O 
310 REM C1 ••• Nl AXES OUTLINED 
320 LINE 28,45,44,61 
330 LINE 63,51,50,36 
340 LINE 36,19,20,3 
350 LINE 0,13,14,28 
360 FOR TO=0 TO 10000:NEXT 
370 REM Cl ••• Nl AXES ROTATED ABOUT N1 
380 FOR J=0 TO 32 
390 LINE 28,45,44-J,61 
400 WIPE 28,45,44-J,61 
410 NEXT 
420 LINE 28,45,12,61 
430 FOR J=0 TO 32 
440 LINE 63,51,50+J,36 
450 WIPE 63,51,50+J,36 
460 NEXT 
470 LINE 63,51,82,36 
480 FOR J= ° TO 32 
490 LINE 36,19,20+J,3 
500 WIPE 36, 19,20+J,3 
510 NEXT 
520 LINE 36,19,52,3 
530 FOR J=0 TO 14 
540 LINE 0,13,14-J,28 
550 WIPE 0,13,14-J,28 
560 NEXT J 
570 FOR J=0 TO 18 
580 LINE 63,13,63-J,28 
590 WIPE 63, 13,63-J,28 
600 NEXT J 
610 LINE 63,13,45,28 
620 LINE O,O,O,63 
630 LINE 63,O,63,63 
640 FOR TD=l TOI0000:NEXT 
650 REM ERASE MNA-3 UNIT CELLS 
660 WIPE O,O,63,O 
670 WIPE 63,O,63,63 
680 WIPE 63,63,O,63 
690 WIPE O,63,O,0 
700 FOR TD=0 TO 10000:NEXT 
710 REM OUTLINE MNA-1 UNIT CELLS 
. ·720 LINE O,O,63,63 
730 LINE 32,0,O,32 




In order to assist in the identification 
of the flat face of the flat needle-shaped crystals 
of MNA-3,rotation photographs were obtained which 
showed a series of closely spaced layer lines. 
A photocopy of such a rotation photograph is 
shown in fig. 11.1. The unit cell axis around 
which rotation occurs is given by the formula 217 
-' d .. nAt cos{tan ... D/2Yn) 
where d - the repeat distance of the unit cell axis 
around which rotation occurs; 
o 
A - wavelength of X-rays used (1.542 A) 
D .. cylindric~ film diameter (60 mm) 
Yn - separation of the 0 and nth layer (2xY10 - 59.3 mm) 
The ~alculated values for d based on 10,8 and 6 layers 
o 
are 21.97, 21.95, and 21.94 A respectively. 
o 
A value of 21.95 ± 0.05 A was adopted for d. Comparison 
of this value with the MNA-3 unit cell diagona~ from 
o 0 
o , 0 ,0 t? 1 I 1 t Q .l ~ 1 • 9 7 A) and 1, 0 , 0 to 0, 1 ,0 (2 2 . 2 6 A). 
This result led to the conclusion that the flat face 
of MNA was parallel to planes of Miller indices 1 1 O. 
b 
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Fig. 11.1 A rotation photograph of MNA-3 
with the needle axis of the crystal 
perpendicular to axis of rotation. 
(this reproduction has lost its 
origi~al good quality) 
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